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PREFACE.

The Apocalypse presents a view of church

history, from the days of John to the con-

summation of all things. No event that is

of magnitude or importance in itself, or

productive of great consequences in ad-

vancing or retarding the progress of reli-

gion, in ameliorating or deteriorating the

condition of human society, is omitted in

this Divine delineation of what was to befall

the people of God in the latter days. And
we cannot expect that events which leave

religion and human society as they found

them, are to be distinctly noticed here,

although to men in whose days they hap-

pened, they may have seemed of great im-

portance, and pregnant with consequences

which they believed should extend to all

coming generations. What events, during

the dark acres, had more influence on the
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state of society, or contributed more to the

revival of true religion, than the crusades?

And can those interpreters have under-

stood the Apocalypse aright, who have not

discovered one alhision to them in these

sublime revelations of the Divine plan?

The wars of Germany, about the time of

George 11. wTought no deliverance in the

earth. Religion and society in Europe

were in the same condition at the end of

them, which they had occupied at their

beginning. x\nd must not the interpreters

be mistaken, who have seen in them all

the vials, or even any of the vials, which

remove the enemies of the church, and ad-

vance her toward the state of millennial

glory?

Every trumpet and every vial must be un-

derstood as announcing an event distinct

and entire in itself; although also occupying

its place as one of a series, all related, and

all contributing to the same great consum-

mation. The French Revolution was an

event of this kind. It has done much in

advancing liberty of conscience, and thus

at least opening a door for the extension of

the gospel; and also in weakening the
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power of its enemies. The consequences

of it on society are great, and from their na-

ture likely to be permanent. It is recognized

at once as one of the vials. But it was one

event; and what are w^e to think of them

who tell us that it must be taken for all

the vials? The saints and their enemies

shall both know that it is but one, one of

seven; to the oppressors of the people of

God it is but the beginning ofsorrows ; they

shall mourn, and the saints shall rejoice

under the remaining vials, which are all

necessary, and only the last of which shall

complete the deliverance of the latter, and

the final overthrow of the former.

The Author is aware, that his views dif-

fer in some important particulars, from

those of many great and good menwho have

written on the Apocalypse. But he has a

right to say with Elihu, ** I also will shew
** mine opinion." And he has the confi-

dence or, (if you will,) the vanity to think,

that his opinion harmonises better with the

general tenor of scripture, with the lan-

guage and structure of the Apocalypse it-

self, and with the events of providence,
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than any which has yet been published.

Let the reader judge.

He has not reckoned it necessary to

quote and refute every opinion differentfrom

his own; or to note every instance in which

his views coincide with those of others, and

to attempt confirming his sentiments by

extracts from their works. Human autho-

rity is of little weight; and such a mode of

procedure would have swelled this work

far beyond what he intended.

He is also happy to see, that almost all

the points on which authors differ, or on

which he differs from the views of others,

have a direct bearing on the two-horned

beast, the last enemy that arises to oppose

the gospel of Christ; and on the vials

which are poured out in the last of the

three great epochs of this prophetical his-

tory. And this confirms the remark which

has often been made, that the prophecies

are not intended to be fully understood till

they be fulfilled. Few of the vials are yet

poured out; but as they go on, they will

be better understood, and the enemies to

be destroyed by them more clearly identi-

fied.
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The Author had committed to writing

his views of some of these turning points

in the interpretation, and of the unitywhich

pervades the whole of the Apocalypse, so

long ago as the year 1811. He held them

then, when Napoleon was in the height of

his glory, and master of Continental Eu-

rope. The fall of that conqueror, and re-

peated expulsion of the Bourbons from

France, and other events of late years have

only served to confirm them. And the

more he studies the scripture, the more

clearly he sees, that these must be the cor-

rect views of the Apocalypse. They were

exhibited to the public in a series of even-

ing lectures, about twelve or fourteen years

ago; and he has presented them again to

his congregation in their forenoon services

in 1830 and 1831. He has seen no cause to

change any of his opinions, from the late agi-

tations in the country about Reform. But

in it he sees the public coming to his views;

and he discerns the approach of what he

expected to follow the French Revolution.

He has drawn a line between what is

accomplished, and what remains to be ful-

filled; on the one side of it, he has illus-
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trated the prophecies by the facts of his-

tory; and on the other, he has attempted

no more than to shew the meaning of the

symbols employed, and to collect what

can be gathered from the other parts of the

Apocalypse, concerning the nature of the

events to be expected.

He is not without hope, that his sugges-

tions may throw some light on the Apoca-

lypse, and may be found useful to those

who are engaged in the delightful, and not

unprofitable, study, of the prophecies con-

tained in scripture.
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BISCOUESE I.

THE SUBJECT OF THE APOCALYPSE.

Rev. i. 1, 2.

1 The revelation of Jesus Chi*ist, which God gave unto him, 1 o

shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass;

and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant John:

2 Who bare record of the word of God, and of the testimony

of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw.

1 o the serpent God said, " I will put enmity

" between thee and the woman, and between thy

" seed and her seed." Every year of the world's

history, and every hour of the Christian's experi-

ence, serve to verify this Divine declaration. If,

in any soul, Christ is the principle of life; if the

man can say, I live, yet not I, but Christ liveth

in me; in that soul the serpent will give decisive,

active, and unrelenting proofs of enmity, by at-

tempting to carry off the good seed ere any more

of it take root in the heart; to extinguish, or at

least obscure the true light*, ere it shew more of

the secret chambers of abominable imagery in the

B
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soul; to deprive the man of the glorious liberty

of the sons of God; and to rivet the cruel chains

of spiritual bondage. Hence the soul of every

Christian is the theatre of war, in which may be

seen the company of two hostile armies with ban-

ners. He is a possession disputed, a prize con-

tended for by Christ and Belial, by the seed of

the woman, and the serpent with his seed. In

bitter lamentation is he often forced to cry out,

" when I would do good evil is present with me."

But the Captain of his Salvation, the Seed of the

woman, overcomes all opposition, says, " sin shall

not have dominion over you;" and bruising Satan

under his feet, makes the believer more than a

conqueror.

And what takes place in the individual furnishes

a correct miniature representation of the progress

of truth and religion in society at large. In both,

the contest, though never doubtful, is often tedi-

ous and always severe. In both, the head of each

of the contending parties is the same. In both,

the serpent recovers of wounds which appear

deadly; and renews hostilities after they seem

hopeless. Of the antediluvian period the scrip-

ture account is so very concise, that few of its

particular events have been transmitted to our

times. But this we learn in general, that then,

as well as now, the inhabitants of the world were

divided into two classes, the sons of God, and the

children of men; that many of the former were
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seduced by the artifices of the latter; and that

prevailing iniquity at length provoked God to

overwhelm men and all their v^rorks in one mighty

ruin. Besides being tempted to sin, the sons of

God were often persecuted by the children of

men. Cain slew his brother because his own

works were evil and his brother's righteous. If

Noah, while building the ark, was not persecuted

with fire and sword, he was assailed with the

sophistry of the scientific unbeliever, and the

envenomed shafts of the haughty scorner.

From the flood to the birth of Christ, affairs

ran on in a similar course. The church of God
was tempted and seduced, or persecuted and

oppressed by her enemies. But by the gracious

interpositions of her God she was delivered; and

by his might, made victorious. In herself she is

weak, but in the Lord and in the power of his

might, she is strong. The church makes her

first appearance as a body of any considerable

magnitude, during this period, in Egypt, where

she is persecuted and oppressed, and all her

members treated as bondmen and slaves. Pha-

raoh, the chief agent in this persecution, is, on

account of his voracious and unrelenting cruelty,

called a Dragon. From his face the church fled

into the wilderness; and he, in attempting to

follow, was overwhelmed and carried away of the

flood. In the wilderness she was opposed by the

arms of Moab, and by the counsel of Balaam,

b2
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who loved the wages of unrighteousness; her

children were tempted to commit fornication, and

to eat things sacrificed to idols. After being

settled in the land of promise, she had many
enemies, who always opposed, and sometimes op-

pressed her, Egypt, was always a dangerous

neighbour, and often showed herself to be an in-

veterate foe. Melancholy were the consequences

of Solomon's unhallowed alliance with the king

ctf Egypt's daughter. And in the succeeding gen-

eration, the hostilities of Pharaoh were suffered

to prevail so far, that he actually took Jerusalem,

and despoiled the temple of some of its most

splendid and valuable ornaments.

Ten of the tribes revolted from their kings ofo
the house of David, and apostatized from the

worship of their God. The remaining two tribes

shewed, on many occasions, a proneness to idol-

atry. But God raised up his two servants Elijah

and Elisha. These stood nearly alone in bearing

public testimony for God in an evil time, in pre-

dicting the destruction of his enemies, and thus

tormenting them who dwelt on the face of the

earth. By their prayers they shut heaven that it

rained not in the days of their prophecy; and

again they prayed and the Lord sent abundance

of rain. With other plagues also had they power

to smite the earth. And at least one of the two,

when he had finished his testimony on earth,

heard a voice from heaven, saying, Come up
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hither; and like Enoch who had been a witness

for God during an earlier apostacy of men, was

translated to a life of glory without tasting of

temporal death.

But of all the enemies of the church under the

Old Testament, the most powerful, and the one

whose power inflicted the deepest and the most

painful wound, was Babylon. Nebuchadnezzar

sacked Jerusalem; all the vessels of the house of

God, and all the treasures of the king's house,

took he to Babylon. He also burnt the house of

God, and brake down the walls of Jerusalem, and

burnt all the palaces thereof with fire. And the

people of God that had escaped from the sword

carried he away to Babylon, where they served

him and his sons seventy years, even till the reign

of the kingdom of Persia. The Almighty, by his

prophets, threatened destruction to all the enemies

of his people ; and in due time executed it in his

providence. Though he threatened and inflicted

sore chastisements on his own people for their

sins, yet he also promised, and made it good, that

of them a remnant should always be preserved

and brought back to himself, the mighty God of

Jacob. But his enemies and their enemies were

to be broken in pieces; so that in the end, every

one of them should cease from being a nation.

To Jacob he said, " I will make a full end of all

^' the nations whither I have driven thee; but I

" will not make a full end of thee, but correct

b3
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" thee in measure; yet will I not leave thee wholly

" unpunished."* " And Babylon, the glory of

** kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees* excel-

*' lency, shall be as when God overthrew Sodom
" and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited,

" neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to

" generation, &c."f

They who profess the greatest friendship to

religion are sometimes her worst and deadliest

enemies. Jerusalem killed the prophets, stoned

the messengers that were sent unto her, and finally

crucified the Lord of Glory. And his own lips

announced her doom, *' Thine enemies shall cast

" a trench about thee, and compass thee round,

" and keep thee in on every side, and shall lay

" thee even with the ground, and thy children

" within thee ; and they shall not leave in thee

" one stone upon another: because thou knewest

" not the time of thy visitation." X Within forty

years after these words were uttered; the whole

of them, with additional circumstances of inexpres-

sible horror were fulfilled by the instrumentality

of Titus and the Roman army. The unbelief and

apostacy of Jerusalem remains written for our

warning, in letters of blood and perpetual deso-

lation. The heathen nations though not guilty of

abusing so many and so great privileges as those

which Jerusalem trampled under her feet, liave

* Jer. xxvi. 28, f Isaiah xiii. 19. \ Luke xix. 43, i*.
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also felt the truth which they would not believe,

and experienced the woes of the prophetic word,

which formerly they derided. While the blessing

which maketh truly rich, and which bringeth no

care or sorrow, has invariably been the portion of

the persecuted saints, their persecutors have been

made to drink the red wine of the wrath of God.

Like the stone cut out of the mountain without

hands, the church has been continually increasing,

but the nations of her enemies have been blotted

out from the face of the earth: and the fear of

them, and the dread of them have perished from

under the heavens. The Apocalypse contains a

prospective history of the varied events that were

to befall her in ages to come; and exhibits the

future progress of the war, and its glorious termi-

nation in the eternal triumph of the Seed of the

woman, and the utter and endless ruin of the

serpent with his infernal progeny. And in this

prophetic histor}^ future events are shadowed

forth and illustrated by frequent allusions to those

that were past and familiar to the Old Testament

worshipper.

Thus, in allusion to what took place in the

days of Moses, the commencement of the new
dispensation by Christ, is called the breaking of

a yoke of bondage from the necks of the people

of God, and the bringing of them to a glorious

liberty. In allusion to Pharaoh, we read of a

great red dragon, who seeks to extirpate the seed
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of the church, by destroying her male offspring,

so soon as brought forth. The former sought to

overwhelm the church in the Red sea; and the

latter attempts it in the flood cast out of his mouth.

And from both she finds safety by retiring into

the wilderness. And in allusion to Solomon's

marriage, we hear still of the church being guilty

of unhallowed alliances with the kings of the earth.

And after the church emerges from the wilderness,

the dragon continues to fight and his angels,

against her religious liberties, and her possession

of the inheritance promised of old to her fathers.

We read also oftwo witnesses prophesying in sack-

cloth, foretelling the ruin of antichrist, smiting the

earth with plagues as often as they will, being

slain by their enemies, raised by the Spirit of life

from God, and finally ascending to heaven in a

cloud ; their enemies also beholding them. The
names applied to the enemies of the church are,

Sodom, Egypt, Babylon, and the place where our

Lord was crucified. Their destruction is pour-

trayed by allusions to the fire and brimstone of

Sodom, to the plagues of Egypt, to the destruction

of Jerusalem, to the great and bloody battles of

the Jews in their last war with the Romans, and

to the fall of Babylon, and the lamentations of

craftsmen, merchants and mariners over her.

We have also frequent allusions in this book to

the ceremonial worship of the Old Testament.

The holy city, the temple, the altar of burnt offer-
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ing, the altar of incense, the ark of the testimony,

the throne or mercy-seat, and in place of the

cherubim, the four living creatures full of eyes,

and the multitude of angels round about the

throne. To every one conversant with the Old

Testament, the meaning of these allusions is not

obscure; and the danger of their being mistaken

is very small.

The prophecies of this book contain a history,

not of the Roman empire, nor of the Turkish em-

pire, nor of any earthly empire or kingdom, but

of the church of the living God, the spiritual

kingdom of Christ in our world. This may be

proved, a priori, by considering the Author from

whom it originates, the manner in which it is

communicated, the people to whom it is addressed,

and the place which it holds in the sacred volume.

The same thing may be argued from analogy, and

the fact that the other prophetical books of scrip-

ture relate to the secular affairs of earthly king-

doms, only when they are connected with the

interests of the church, and affect the comfort or

safety of her children. The prophecies of this

book come from Jesus Christ as their author. He
revealed them to his servant John. But Christ,

like the high priest under the law, bears the names

of all the children of Israel on his breast: he has

graven Zion on the palms of his hands, and her

walls are ever before him: he is the head, and his

people the members of his body : he sympathizes
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with them in all their afflictions, and succours

them in all their temptations. A prophetic his-

tory coming from him, and revealing what was to

take place on the earth, may be expected to have

a particular reference to what should befall his own

chosen people. It is communicated through Jb/m,

a member and apostle of the church; and for her

sake a prisoner and an exile. A revelation of

what was to befall the kingdoms of this world,

would not have been interesting to his mind or

congenial with his dispositions. The saints on

earth, the beloved brethren, filled the affections

of his heart, occupied his anxious cares, and his

earnest supplications at the throne of his God.

And these visions which he saw in Patmos were

the more highly prized by him, that they showed

what was to befall the beloved people in the latter

days.

Tt is addressed to the servants of Christ. " The
" revelation of Jesus Christ, to show unto his ser-

" vants things which must shortly come to pass,

" and which he sent and signified by his angel unto

" his servant John." But his servants are little con-

cerned in the rise and fall of kings, and the revo-

lutions of empires. They take an interest in these

events, only in so far as they affect the prosperity

of the church, and the progress of true religion

in the earth. At the time when this revelation

was communicated, his servants were persecuted,

and his church opposed by all the power of the
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Roman empire. And are we to believe that a

prophecy sent to them in these circumstances

from their loving and Almighty Saviour, to shew

them the things that were shortly to come to pass,

spoke merely of emperors and kings, and political

occurrences among the potentates of the world?

Is it not more reasonable to expect that it should

refer to the things which they contemplated with

trembling anxiety, and should be calculated to

cheer their hearts by telling them that the glorious

cause in which they were embarked, though in a

low, was not in a hopeless condition; that the tri-

umph and the power of the enemy were but for

a little season; and that the power and glory of

the church were to continue and to increase, not

only while the sun and the moon should endure,

but while the Eternal God should sit on his

throne, and rule by his name Jehovah?

Remember further, that this revelation which

comes from Jesus Christ, is justly regarded as a

part of the holy scripture, the only rule of faith

and manners; and that in it, as well as in other

historical and prophetical scriptures, the chief

object presented to our view must be the church

of the living God, or Christ in his members which

are on the earth. The saints of Christ are dear

in his sight; and when compared with their fellow

men, they are the wheat to the chaff, or the fine

gold compared to the dross. Edom, Moab, Tyre,

Sidon, Egypt and Arabia, are mentioned in scrip-
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ture only when they come in contact with Israel

the chosen people, and to illustrate the bitter con-

sequences of their injustice and cruelty to the

saints of the Most High. Babylon had existed

for ages before her power extended into Judea,

or her kings began to think of besieging Jerusa-

lem: but till then, like the dim form of an im-

mense and undefined shadow, she occupies only

the back ground, being scarcely discernible in the

historical or prophetical delineations of scripture.

The kinfjdom of Persia was of considerable anti-

quity: and so was that of Media; but what ac-

count have we of either of them in scripture before

they combined under Cyrus and Darius for the

warfare against Babylon. The reason of this be-

ing recorded, is, that the people of God were at

the time captives in Babylon, and that after Cyrus

had taken the city and slain Belshazzar the king

of the Chaldeans, a blasphemer of God and op-

pressor of his people, he proclaimed liberty to

those captives, saying to Jerusalem thou shalt be

built, and to the temple, thy foundation shall be

laid. No notice is given in scripture of tlie exist-

ence of the Grecian power, nor any of its transac-

tions recorded, till under Alexander the son of

Philip, it extended into Judea and affected the

interest of the church. Then it appears under

the symbol of a he-goat with a notable horn be-

tween his eyes, coming from the west on the face

of the whole earth, casting down and stamping
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on the Persian ram, who at that time had domin-

ion over the chosen and pecuhar people. And
in one of the four horns which succeeded the no-

table one, this he-goat is represented as waxing

great toward the pleasant land, casting down some

of the host of heaven to the ground, yea, magni-

fying himself even to the prince of the host, taking

away the daily sacrifice, and casting down the

place of the sanctuary. The Roman empire

flourished for ages before it extended into Judea.

But it has no place in the word of God, until, as

a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible and strong

exceedingly, it appeared in those countries, and

there succeeded the dismembered Macedonian

power. And the feature in its history which the

scripture holds forth as most prominent, and

dwells on as most important, is awfully interest-

ing to every soul that contains a spark of true

religion. It goes near to the destruction of the

church, and the extermination of true religion

from the earth. There came up among the ten

horns another little horn who made war with the

saints, and prevailed against them.

Now if the Apocalypse is written on the same

principle with the other historical and prophetical

parts of scripture, we cannot expect it to contain

a history of any secular empire: but we may ex-

pect to find in it some delineation of the most im-

portant events which were still hid in the shades

VOL. I. c
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of futurity, and were to affect the church of God
on earth.

To Daniel, four great beasts appeared in the

vision, representing the four great monarchies

with which the saints would have to contend in

this world. By three of them, had their faith and

patience been already tried; and from the trials

they had come forth safe and triumphant, and

were now trampled upon by the fourth, when our

Redeemer came for a time to tabernacle among

men.

Their sufferings from the first were ended, and

their deliverance from his power completed, when

Babylon was cast down by Cyrus, and liberty

given the people of God to return to Judea, and

rebuild the temple of their God on his holy hill

at Jerusalem. The second, or Persian beast,

continued to rule over them, and oppress them,

till the time of Alexander; but then it was cast

down, and they commenced their struggle with

the third beast, or empire ofGrecia, which ap-

pears as a leopard with four heads. And with

him the saints of God continued to struggle, till

the fourth beast, the Roman empire which had ten

horns, and was dreadful and terrible exceedingly,

came to the east, and cast him down. And from

the time when the Roman empire extended to

Judea, till these days in which we live, the saints

have been alternately stamped upon with its feet,

and broken in pieces, and devoured by its great
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iron teeth. Its little horn is still blaspheming;

and all the ten are still giving their power to the

beast; and making war against the saints of the

Most High. In the Apocalypse therefore, we
have the conflict of the church with this last and

dreadful foe, the terrible things that she suffered

at his hand, his final destruction, her complete

deliverance, and the millennial peace and glory

which follow. But his power being various and
multiform, is here fully set forth under the simili-

tude of three distinct enemies to Christ, viz. a rider

on a red horse, a second on a black horse, and a

third on a pale or green horse—a great red dra-

gon, a ten horned beast, and a two horned beast,

called also the false prophet.

We must not imagine that every one of Da-
niel's four beasts comes to an end when he is

cast down, and his power passes to his successor.

No. Daniel saw all the four alive, when destruc-

tion came upon the fourth and last of them. The
other three are all existing, (though their domin-;-

ion has long been taken away,) at the time when
the fourth is destroyed, and his body given to

the burning flame. And even after that, their

lives are prolonged for a season and a time.*

The empire of great Babylon was overturned

by the Persian: but the people who had compos-

ed that mighty empire, ceased not to exist when
deprived of their dominion over the nations.

* Dan. vii. 12.

c2
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And though the vanity of the Persian monarch

might thenceforward speak of them as composing

part of his kingdom, yet in the visions of prophecy

they are still regarded as the first beast in his

body and substance, though deprived of dominion,

and even of political existence, as an independent

nation. The Medo-Persian king, and his Medo-
Persian subjects, form the second beast, now
reigning over the first. In like manner the

Persian empire, and the second beast, is viewed

as still existing after the dominion was taken from

it, and given to the king of Grecia. The king-

dom of Persia is the body of the second beast;

and the Grecian dominions of Alexander form

the body of the third beast, which now obtained

dominion over his predecessor. And on the same

principle, the third, or Grecian power, ceases not

to exist, when he is put under the dominion of

the fourth, the Roman empire. The eastern do-

minions of Rome, are not viewed in prophecy as

constituent parts of the Roman empire. They

are under the dominion of that empire, but not

any part of the empire itself. They are the

body of the third beast, and are for a time ruled

over by the fourth. Is it not generally admitted,

nay, I may say, is it not well known, that the

ten horns in which the Roman empire still exists,

are all found in the dominions of the western em-

pire, and fill up the limits of that empire? And
if the principal object of the Apocalypse is to
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foretell and describe the struggle of the church

with the fourth beast, and the result of it; the

eastern, or Constantinopolitan empire of the mid-

dle ages, cannot occupy so prominent a place in

the prophecies of this book, as some have ima-

gined. Their imagination raises the third beast

again to that eminent place among the enemies

of religion and liberty, from which he had fallen,

long before the incarnation of our Lord, and

destroys the unity of the Apocalypse, (of which

we have more to say by and by,) in applying

one division of it to one empire, and another, to

the affairs of another. And what connexion have

these empires? The most obvious is, that the

one lies in the east, and the other in the west,

and that they are named according to those their

relative positions. But the enemies spoken of in

the Apocalypse are the same throughout. They
who follow and oppose the rider on the white

horse, under the seals, are the same who reign

and make war on the saints under the trumpets,

and who fall, and are taken and destroyed under

the vials.

The four beasts of Daniel are all in existence

at this day. The Turks who were long confined

to Bagdad or Babylon, and the neighbourhood

of the Euphrates, still retain dominion over the

territories which constitute the body of the first

beast. They shall again be driven from Europe,

and the territories of the king of Grecia, and

c3
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confined to the countries bordering on Euphrates,

whence they were loosed for a time. The over-

flowing waters of that river are to be dried up,

and the stream again confined within the natural

banks. Persia, the second beast, is at present

an independent kingdom. The third beast, or

Grecian empire, has again become independent,

and is recovering the dominion of its own terri-

tories. The fourth beast exists in the ten king-

doms, comprehended within the ancient limits of

the Roman empire, and bounded by the ocean on

the north and west, Mauritania and the African

desert on the south, the Danube and the Rhine

on the east and north. And accordinij to the

prophecies of Daniel, the first three of the beasts

shall survive when the fourth is slain, and his

body destroyed and given to the burning flame.

Their lives even then shall be prolonged for a

season and a time.

The fourth beast, his ten horns, and his con-

stitution civil and ecclesiastical, are the enemies

with which the church is represented as contend-

ing in the Apocal}/pse. In the interpretation of

it, we shall view the predictions as referring not to

events which are interesting only to the intriguing

politician, or the ambitious statesman, but to

those which retard or accelerate the progress of

religion among men, and are contemplated with

heartfelt anxiety by every sincere Christian. And
we shall see all the wars of him who sitteth on the
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white horse, ending in victory and conquest, and

the protracted conflict of his church with her

enemies, terminating in their disastrous and com-

plete overthrow, and in her glorious and millen-

nial triumph. Amen.



DISCOURSE II,

ON THE SYMBOLICAL LANGUAGE OF THE APOCALYPSE.

Rev. i. 1, 2.

1 The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to

show unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass

;

and he sent and signified it by his angel unto his servant John:

2 Who bare record of the word of God, and of the testimony

of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw.

-T IGURATIVE language is not unknown to any

nation of men. It is sometimes the most per-

spicuous, and always the most striking and signi-

ficant mode of expressing our thoughts. It makes

an impression on the mind, much more deep and

lasting than any that can be produced by the

simple statement of abstract truth. When I say

that all the knowledge and purity of believers are

derived from Christ, and when I call him the

Light of the world, the Morning Star, or the Sun

of Righteousness; the truth stated in both cases is

the same; but the impression produced by the one
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statement is much more vivid and powerful than

that effected by the other.

Figurative language may be as perspicuous as

the simple diction of the understanding: and it

deepens the impression by introducing some new

idea and beautiful resemblance, to surprise and

delight the imagination. To one thing it applies

the name and qualities of another; as when w^e

call the church a vineyard, or the grave a house

appointed for all living. In many cases it is orna-

mental: and in all cases, the extent to which it

may with propriety be used, depends on the

nature of the subject, and the prevalence and

power of the imagination, and the passions among

the people addressed. It abounds most in the

early stages of society, and in the countries where

the influence of imagination is most powerful.

When Columbus and his followers landed on the

American shores, the astonished natives sent de-

spatches announcing the event to the interior of

the country. Being intercepted, these were found

to contain not one word of written language, but

some rude paintings representing the ships and

their furniture, the dress and colour of the men
who had arrived in them. The ancient Egyptians

also communicated and recorded their thoughts

by means of painted symbols, called hieroglyphics.

Thus the picture of an eye denoted the knowledge

and the superintending care of Deity : because

that is the organ by which we perceive and give
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attention. And the picture of a ring denoted

eternity; because in going round it, you can never

come to an end. The late discoveries in the

mode of reading Egyptian hieroglyphics, have

indeed proved that many of these symbols are

merely phonetic, or representations of the power

of letters by which the words must be spelled.

But it is still believed, that in many hieroglyphics

the figures must be understood symbolically in

the sense which we have been describing. And
if you consider the times and places, and people

among whom the prophets and apostles lived, you

will not think it strange that the Holy Ghost in

speaking by them about present or future events,

should have seen meet to employ language highly

figurative, or strictly symbolical.

In the Apocalypse it is used to a greater extent

than in any other writing contained in the sacred

volume. And the best key to this book must be

that which gives a true and accurate definition of

the precise meaning of every symbol which it con-

tains. To suppose that the same symbol means

one thing in one place, and another in another

place, gives interpreters an arbitrary, and I may
say, unlimited power, to assign what meaning they

please; leaves the whole vague and ambiguous;

and renders it impossible for men to ascertain the

mind of God in this portion of his word. It is

necessary, if we would understand the Apocalypse,

to catch the allusion and force of the figures ; to
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affix to every one of them a precise and deter-

minate meaning ; and to understand the same

symbol always in the same sense.

Much of the seeming darkness of this book has

arisen from the folly of interpreters in neglecting

to affix a definite idea to any of the symbols ; and

making them all to mean whatever chanced to

suit their fancy at the time. They ought at least

to have tried if the symbol interpreted could bear

the same meaning when it occurred in other pas-

sages. But to many of them that question seems

never to have occurred. In interpreting the

sixth seal, Mr. Mede says, the sun means Satan

himself; the moon the Roman emperor; and the

stars the heathen gods, and the priests of these

gods. In his comment on the fourth trumpet, he

says, the sun denotes the consular dignity, the

moon the senate, and the stars the subordinate

magistrates. On the twelfth chapter, he says,

the sun is Christ, and the moon the Mosaical

worship, or Paganism, or both. And when he

comes to the fourth vial, he says, that the house

of Austria is denoted by the sun. Others tell us

at one time that the Pope, and at another, that

the king of France is the sun. Now, is not this

ten thousand times worse than trifling? I have

given examples chiefly from Mr. Mede: but I

have marked the same or similar inconsistencies

in all the works that I have seen on the Apoca-

lypse. And while interpreters proceed in this
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manner, while even those of them who have at-

tempted to define the meaning of the symbols,

have not, (in many cases) given a satisfactory

definition, and have departed from their own

definitions in the interpretation of particular pas-

sages, is it possible that they can have arrived at

the true meaning of this important and valuable

portion of the word of God? Unless a definition

be applicable in all passages where the symbol

occurs, it is not the right one. The sun which is

darkened under the fourth trumpet, must be the

same in which the woman was clothed when

assailed by the dragon, and which scorches men

as with fire under the fourth vial. And the same

consistency, and uniformity of meaning will be

found in the use of all the symbols employed in

this book. In attempting to assign a definite

meaning to this symbolical language, we shall

endeavour, like the lexicographer, to confirm the

meaning, by references to the etymology of the

word, {i. e. the source whence the symbol is taken)

and to the passages where it is used in this or

other prophetical books of scripture.

Many of the symbols are derived from events

recorded in Old Testament history, and from the

rites of Old Testament worship. By the Jews,

and Jewish Christians in the apostolic age, the

meaning of these could not be mistaken; and in

every age they must be easily understood by the

readers of the holy scriptures. But we spoke of
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them before, and mean not to recur to them at

present.

But another and a numerous class of the sym-

bols are borrowed from the natural world. The
sun, moon, and stars, the earth and the sea, hail,

thunder and earthquakes, are all introduced into

the scenery and action of the Apocalypse. And
it appears that the sun, moon and stars, the

heaven, or the host of the heaven, are always used

to denote something of a religious nature, or con-

nected with the church of God; and that the earth

and the sea, mountains and islands, refer to civil

society, and denote the states, kingdoms and em-

pires of this world.

I. The Heavens denote spiritual or eccle-

siastical matters. As symbols, they appear to

have been so understood from the earliest ages.

Joseph dreamed that the sun, moon and eleven

stars made obeisance to him.* His parents and

brethren instantly and unanimously understood

these to signify that society which only, of all

the families of the earth, possessed the knowledge

of the true God, and whose members shone as

lights in the world. The sun and moon denote

the two that were chief in the society, and all the

other members were stars. They to whom the

dream was told had no doubt about the meaning

* Gen. xxxvii. 9.

VOL. I. D
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of the symbols. They knew the society; and saw-

that after the sun and moon, and Joseph to whom
the obeisance was made, there were exactly eleven

stars. The heathen attached the same meaning

to these symbols. They spoke of the star or

representative symbol of their god. To the idol-

atrous Israelites the prophet Amos said, " Ye
'* have borne the star of your god, which ye made
" to yourselves."* And Stephen, when repeating

the words, says, " the star of your god Remphan."

But I remember no instance of the heathen using

the sun or a star to symbolize a state or empire,

a king or conqueror.

Whatever some commentators may have dream-

ed, the idea of political heavens is altogether un-

known in the holy scriptures. In prophesying of

Christ, Balaam says, " there shall come a star out

" of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise out of Israel.f"

The star intimates, that the person whose rising

is here foretold, was to be possessed of a spiritual

and ecclesiastical character; and his regal domi-

nion is denoted by the sceptre. In describing

the wickedness and prosperity of the little horn

of the he-goat, Daniel says, that he waxed great

not only toward the south, and toward the east,

and toward the pleasant land, but " even to the

" host of heaven, and cast down some of the host

" and of the stars to the ground, and stamped

• Amos V. 26. f Num. xxiv. 17.
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" upon them. Yea, he magnified himself even to

'' the prince of the host; and by him the daily

'' sacrifice was taken away, and the place of his

" sanctuary was cast down,"* The meaning is

obvious. He not only subdued kingdoms, but

made war on the church, and overthrew some of

her members; yea, he magnified himself against

God, took away his sacrifices, and cast down his

sanctuary.

Isaiah, addressing the king of Babylon, says,

" How art thou fallen, O Lucifer, son of the

" morning, which didst weaken the nations, and

" hast said in thine heart, I will exalt my throne

" above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the

" mount of the congregation," &c. He not only

weakened the nations, but also sought to exalt

himself above the saints, the stars of God. But

he was no saint, and why call him Lucifer the

son of the morning? The reason of this seems

to be, that he assumed ecclesiastical as well as

political power over the Jews, and thus sought

not only to arrogate to himself a place among

the stars of God, but also to exalt his throne

above ihem. I remember no other passage in

scripture where a name expressive of light is

given to any earthly potentate.

God is light; and the word Ivov^avio?^ heavenly,

is always applied to his church and to things

Dan. viii. 10.

d2
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connected with salvation through Christ.* In

the writings of the prophets, many other passages

may be found in which the sun, moon and

stars, are emblematically used; but the examples

already produced may suffice to shew that they

represent things religious or ecclesiastical. Where

is the passage to be found in which they refer

unequivocally to things merely of a civil nature.

Political heavens exist only in the dreams of

earthly-minded men. But let us view each of

these heavenly symbols separately and succes-

sively; and

1st. The Sun. Christ himself is generally

understood by the sun, the Sun of Righteousness,

and the Morning Star; but this interpretation,

though true in a general sense, is not sufficiently

defined. It gives a vague uncertainty of meaning

to some passages of scripture, and other passages

it deprives of meaning altogether. We hear not

only of a woman clothed with the sun, but also

of the sun being darkened, of a vial poured on

the sun, and of him scorching men with fire.

To say that the sun is to be understood in two

* Dr. Owen, when explaining this word in his commentai'jr on

Ileb. ix 23. says, " By heavenly things I understand all the effects

" of the counsel of God in Christ, in the rodomption, worship,

" salvation, and eternal glory of the church." He then explains

the word to mean Christ and his sacrifice, the church and its

worship ; and adds, heaven itself is comprised not absolutely, but as

the mansion of Christ and the redeemed.
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senses in this book, denoting the Head of the

church at one time, and the head of the anti-

christian system at another—now Christ himself,

and now his adversary, the usurper who sitteth

in the temple of God, and sheweth himself that

he is God, is utterly subversive of the perspicuity

and even of the intelligibility of symbolical lan-

guage. To speak of the sun of the antichristian

system, the sun of a system of darkness, appears

to me language self-contradictory, and utterlyy^/o

de se. Is darkness a positive substance radiated

and communicated like light? Does not moral

as well as natural darkness consist in the privation

of light? It is a mere negation, and necessarily

takes place where positive light is not communi-

cated. But admitting that the head of the anti-

christian system not only excluded the light of

the Sun of Righteousness, and then practised his

impostures amid the natural darkness of men,

but also diffused through his system, by a positive

radiation, something that might be called dark-

ness, still it would seem unreasonable to repre-

sent the true source of heavenly light, and this

fountain whence darkness emanates, by one and

the same symbol. He who believes this may

also believe that the same word may signify both

blessing and cursing, or either as the interpreter

chooses. The supposition is repugnant to reason,

and derogates from the perspicuity and dignity of

scripture. Let it not be admitted until it is

d3
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established by strong and unequivocal evidence.

And this we think is impossible. To the same

symbol, wherever it occurs, let us always assign

the same archetype. The Sun of Righteousness,

in the ancient prophet, and the sun in the Apoca-

lypse, seem to denote not the coming of Christ

into our world, but the glorious exhibition of him

in the revelation of the gospel. The introduction

of the new dispensation on the day of Pentecost,

and in the subsequent ministry of the apostles,

was the rising of the Sun of Righteousness pre-

dicted by the prophet, and desired by the ancient

patriarchs. Christ, in his own personal ministry,

was the morning star, the bright harbinger of this

glorious gospel day. A woman clothed with the

sun, is the church arrayed in all the spiritual

beauty, and light and splendour of that dispensa-

tion which excelleth in glory.

2d. The Moon. In prophetical language the

moon is frequently mentioned in connexion with

the sun. But it is a symbol which the ingenuity

of interpreters (in order to support their varied

hypotheses) have tortured into a variety of signi-

fications. Some will have it to mean this world

with all its temporal delights, and bewitching al-

lurements, because the woman has it for a foot-

stool. Others affirm that the moon means the

Jewish church, the Old Testament dispensation,

because that was the great the only light, that
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shone amid the moral darkness, and illuminated

a benighted world before the Sun of Righteousness

had risen, or the gospel day had dawned. But

in this, they must be mistaken, for in this book

the spirit of prophecy makes mention of the moon
as subsisting under the New Testament, and con-

tinuing even to the remotest verge of time, and

the fiery dissolution of all things ; and though the

church has the moon under her feet, we know
that this representation may be differently under-

stood. It is said that the enemies of our Redeem-

er shall be made his footstool: but is it not also

said that his tabernacle and his footstool are in

Zion? Are not we commanded to worship at his

footstool; and assured that the place of his feet

shall be glorious? David says, " I had in mine
** heart to build an house of rest for the ark of

*' the covenant of the Lord, and for the footstool

" of our God." * Jeremiah laments that the Lord

had not remembered his footstool in the day of his

anger: and by the mouth of Isaiah, Jehovah says,

" I will make the place ofmy feet glorious." f In

these, and a multitude of other passages, the foot-

stool or the place of his feet, evidently denotes the

habitation of God which he had desired, and in

which his feet delighted to rest, that he might

there commune v»'ith his people.

In the former sense, viz. that of subjection, the

* 1 Chron. xxviii. 2. f Isa. Ix. 13.
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footstool of the church is seldom if ever spoken of

in scripture: and we think that, when the moon is

said to be under her feet, the phrase must be un-

derstood in the latter sense, denoting that the

moon is that to which her feet resort, and where

they delight to rest. When subjection is intended,

the preposition v-ko always governs the accusative,

as when the centurion said, " I am a man under

"authority, having soldiers vtv s,uccvrov under me;"*

as when the apostle says, " we have proved both

Jews and Gentiles, that they are all v(p uf^u^rtctu

under sin;"f and when he says again, " we are

not vTTo uo/^ov under the law, but ^^tto xo^^h^ under

grace."J But in Rev. xii. 1. the word feet is in

the genitive case, and if we follow the usual rule

with the word vtto, the moon must be under them

in a different sense. The expression must denote

not the subjection of the moon as a vanquished

foe, but merely the footstool where the woman's

feet find rest. Be it further remarked, that in this

passage the simple word vtto is not used, but a

compound, Cttokxtco; the moon is vttokxtcj tup ttoIuu

uvT9]s under her feet. Now this compound word

seems to refer almost universally to mere local

position. Thus it is applied to the dust under

your feet, to crumbs under the table, to Nathanael

under the fig tree, to the souls under the altar, and

many other subjects where it can have no other

• Math. viii. 9. f Rom. iii. 9. \ Rom. vi. 15.
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meaning. But in Heb. ii. 8. the apostle quoting

the words of the psalmist, which refer to the con-

descension and kindness of God to man in crea-

tion, says, " thou hast put all things ^-roxarij row

•TTohav xvTov in subjection under his feet." Under
his feet, all things were thus put in subjection,

or rather put in order, not as vanquished enemies,

but as promoting his advantage, and being sub-

servient to his enjoyment. And when the church

is represented as having the moon under her feet,

the meaning must in like manner be, that it is

the footstool or place on which her feet find rest,

or something subserving her interest, her comfort,

or her improvement. And neither the Mosaical

ritual, nor the present evil world can be called

her footstool, or under her feet in either of these

senses.

The origin whence the symbol is taken ought

not to be forgotten. The moon is part of the

heavens which represent religious, and not merely

civil or secular matters. When the moon is dark-

ened or turned into blood, it is spoken of as some-

thing highly detrimental to the church, and excit-

ing her to lamentation and mourning. In this

state she is supposed to have need of the moon as

well as of the sun : for the necessity of both shall

be superseded only when the glory of God, dis-

played without the intervention of ordinances,

shall lighten the city, and the Lamb shall be the

light thereof. We apprehend then, that the ob-
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ject under her feet must be the same that Jehovah

calls his footstool, the place of his feet which he

hath promised to make glorious; or in other

words, that the moon signifies the public ordi-

nances of religion. These are the desire of the

church; her heart pants after them; and in them

her weary feet find rest from all their wanderings.

One reason why she thus desires them, and de-

lights in them is, that her God has desired them,

and delights to dwell in them. They are the

place of his feet, and if she seek his company,

they must be the place of hers also. They are

his footstool; and if she is honoured to sit with

him on his throne, they must also be her foot-

stool. The moon shines only by reflecting the

light of the sun, who is the source of light. And
if the revelation of Christ in the gospel, is the

Sun of Righteousness, the divinely instituted rites

of public worship shine only by tke reflection of

his light. Without the light of that written

revelation, they are shorn of their beams, idle

ceremonies, dark, and destitute of meaning. But

when illuminated by the apostolical revelation of

Jesus Christ, these ordinances give a concen-

trated and luminous exhibition of the salvation

of man, and of the rich grace and ineffable glory

of God.

And this gives a consistent meaning to all the

passages where the symbol occurs. If the public

ordinances of Divine worship are the moon, we
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can be at no loss to know how it continues to

shine after the Sun of Righteousness has risen.

When we think of the superstitious devices of

men with which these institutions of God have

been loaded, and under which I may say they

have been buried, we may easily perceive what is

meant by the moon being darkened. And when

we remember how often the saints of God, in the

vallies of Piedmont, on the mountains and muir-

lands of Scotland, and in almost every country

where the name of Jesus has been heard, have

had their blood mingled with their sacrifices:

how the approach of their enemies was frequently

discovered only by the loud thunder of his mus-

ketry, and the bloody effects of his murderous

shot in the worshipping assembly; how the laws

of tyrants have denounced, and the minions of

tyrants have inflicted death on all who frequented

these ordinances, or who attempted to observe

them after the scriptural order, we may under-

stand the prediction of the moon shining only

through the purple tinge of blood. In this book

the moon signifies the public ordinances of the

Christian religion.

3d. The Stars denote the people of Christ, and

especially the public teachers of religion. Christ

told John that the seven stars which he held in

his right hand were the angels, i. e. the pastors

or messengers of the seven churches. But all
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the people of Christ are, by their conversation

and example, preachers of righteousness; and are

therefore all called stars. To those in Philippi the

apostle says, " ye shine as lights in the world,

" holding forth the word of life." * And Daniel

says, " they that be wise shall shine as the bright-

" ness of the firmament, and they that turn many
" to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever."f

II. The Earth. On the other hand, natural

men are of the earth, earthy. And any great

association of men by mutual compact, on merely

natural principles, is called a mountain, or in

particular circumstances, an island. The pro-

phet Zechariah says, " Who art thou, O great

"mountain, before Zerubbabel? a plain; and he

" shall bring forth the head-stone with shoutings,

" Grace, grace unto it.'*:}: Here the prophet is

speaking of the obstacles which the people en-

countered in rebuilding the temple, and exhort-

ing them not be discouraged by their formidable

appearance. The great mountain is doubtless the

Medo-Persian empire. The opposition of that

power was the most formidable of all their diffi-

culties, and the obstacle which many among them

feared they should never be able to surmount.

By Ezra we are informed that Zechariah pro-

phesied when Bishlam, Rehum, Shimshai and

Phil. ii. 16. t Dan. xii. 3. \ Zech. iv. 7.
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their companions, had, by misrepresenting Jeru-

salem, and slandering the Jews, obtained a letter

from Artaxerxes, the too credulous king of Persia,

commanding the work to cease ; and under the

sanction of that authority, had come to Jerusalem

and made the Jews to cease by force and power.*

And from that decree of Artaxerxes the work

ceased till the second year of Darius. But God
is light to his people in darkness, and to them he

giveth songs in the night. During this interval

of reluctant inactivity and anxious disquietude,

Haggai and Zechariah prophesied to the men of

Judah in Jerusalem; and the latter of the two

encouraged their hearts, and brightened their

hopes, by declaring, in the name of the God of

Israel, that the great mountain which then stood

in the way should become a plain.

The royal splendour, the extensive dominion,

and the beneficent reign of the Messiah, are

distinctly predicted and minutely delineated in the

seventy-second psalm. And to express the bene-

ficial influence and humane aspect that states and

empires should assume under the administration

of his blessed gospel, and the mild sway of his

gracious sceptre, it is said, " the mountains shall

*' bring peace to the people, and the little hills by
" righteousness." Commentators agree in inter-

preting the mountains in this passage of the

* Ezra iv. and v. 1.
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larger empires, and the " little hills " of the

smaller states in the political world. And to this,

the context leads as the obvious and necessary

interpretation.

To Babylon the Almighty God says, " Behold

" I am against thee, O destroying mountain." *

In Psalm cxiv. the mountains and hills ought

to be understood in the same sense. " The sea

" it saw and fled, Jordan was driven back. The
" mountains skipped like rams, and the little hills

" like lambs." The motion of the mountains and

hills is here mentioned after the passage of Jor-

dan; and can refer to nothing but the agitations

that then took place among the native states in

Canaan. The Psalmist having narrated the mir-

acles wrought for Israel in the natural, adds those

which immediately followed in the political world.

The feeble distracted counsels, and the ineffectual

agitations of the Canaanitish kingdoms at that

time, are beautifully and expressively compared

to the skipping to and fro of silly sheep. Like

these timid animals, they flee for safety now in

one direction, and then in another, and without

making any formidable resistance, are eventually

taken and destroyed. Had the expression been

intended to describe the visible manifestations of

the presence of Deity on mount Sinai, or the earth-

quake which swallowed up Korah, Dathan, and

• Isaiah li. 21.
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Abiram, (and there were no other occurrences in

the natural world to which it can refer) it would

have been introduced after the Psalmist had men-

tioned the division of the Red sea, and before he

spoke of that of the river Jordan. But in the

psalm it comes after both. And to neither of

these natural earthquakes can the language, with

any thing like truth, be applied. Sinai shook

before the Lord: but it was not moved out of its

place like a lamb skipping to and fro. Korah,

Dathan and Abiram, were swallowed up by an

earthquake. But we have no account of the hills

or distant mountains being moved on that occa-

sion. The earthquake seems not to have extended

much, (if at all) beyond the spot then occupied

by those devoted men. They and their tents

disappeared- but the camp in which they stood

remained in perfect safety. In nature we see no

mountains skipping like rams, nor little hills like

lambs, at the emancipation of Israel from their

Egyptian thraldom. But when we turn our

attention to the political world, and contemplate

the states of Canaan at that time, we behold the

language extensively and gloriously realized. In

this view of it, the passage presents a beautiful,

regular, and majestic description of the march of

Israel from the house of their bondage in Egypt,

to their settlement in the land promised to their

fathers. When Jehovah came forth, gloriously

marching at the head of his people, the sea fled,

E 2
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and Jordan was driven back. And after the pas-

sage of this river, the political mountains which

still presented a barrier, apparently insurmount-

able, were thrown into such agitation, that they

skipped to and fro like rams about to be taken and

offered in sacrifice, and the little hills or smaller

states like lambs. Nay, on that and on other

occasions, " hills melted like wax at the presence

" of the Lord, at the presence of the Lord of the

" whole earth.*'* In this passage also, (as com-

mentators agree in telling us,) mountains denote

the kingdoms of the earth. In the same sense we
read of worm Jacob threshing the mountains, and

beating them small as chafF.f

The kingdom of Christ itself is called a stone

cut from the mountain without hands.f Separ-

ated without the skill or agency of man from the

Jewish state, to which at first it bore no greater

proportion than that of a small stone to a large

mountain, it broke in pieces the iron, the brass,

the clay, the silver, and the gold, of which other

kingdoms are composed. And as it is frequently

likened unto the kingdoms of the world, and its

spiritual glory illustrated by their terrestrial splen-

dour, we are told that the stone became itself a

mountain and filled the whole earth.

To his disciples our Redeemer said, " If in faith

" ye shall say to this mountain. Be thou removed,

• Psalm xcvii. 5. f Isa. xli. 15. \ Dan. ii. 31—35.
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" and be thou cast into the sea; it shall be done."*

We never heard of any except Mahomet attempt-

ing to remove a material mountain by faith: but

he failed, and wisely desisted from attempting any

more miracles. To the removal of a material

mountain, the disciples of Jesus never made any

pretence; although they wrought many miracles

in his name. But the Jewish state, the most for-

midable mountain which in the beginning of the

gospel, stood in the way of their efforts, and re-

sisted their labours, was, by their faith and prayers,

plucked up by the roots and cast into the sea;

and has not emerged again to this day. The
Roman empire also, a much greater mountain,

and more powerful barrier to the progress of the

gospel, shall, by the prayers and faith of Christ-

ians, be removed.

The word Islands in symbolical, and some-

times even in common language, means not the

geographical position of a country, so much as the

peculiar manners of its inhabitants, their civil

constitution, and perhaps their being politically

insulated. "The isles shall wait for his law:"f

" and every mountain and island were moved out

" of their places."t

To shake both the heavens and the earth, is to

effect great commotions in both church and state.

The prophet Haggai tells us that the coming of

* Math. xxi. 21. f Isa. xlii. 4j. ^ Rev. vi. 14.

e3
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Christ was to be attended by a shaking both of

the heaven and of the earth. The apostle Paul

quotes the passage, and says with emphasis, *' not

" the earth only, but also the heavens;" and ad-

dresses this to the Hebrews as a conclusive argu-

ment, proving that at the advent of the Messiah,

men might expect not only changes in the state,

but also a new dispensation of grace, and a new

mode of worship in the church. I have been the

more copious in quoting examples, because almost

all commentators on the Apocalypse, by not keep-

ing this obvious distinction between heaven and

earth in view, by applying the sun, moon and

stars, as well as mountains and islands to the

potentates and nations of the earth, have fallen

into serious mistakes, and misunderstood the

mind of the Spirit. Mr. Culbertson makes the

distinction more clearly than any that I have met

with: yet he is far from following it out with con-

sistency. In vol. i. p. 191, he sa3^s, " the sun is

" meant of the gods of the heathen, the moon of

" the church offalse gods, and the stars compre-

" hend the whole body of priests, augurs, vestals,

" and other public functionaries that ministered

" at the altars of the heathen gods." This is a

new church indeed ! and this is really exalting the

idols of the heathen into the place of God our

Saviour. In vol. ii. p. 255, he speaks of the sun

as denoting the Pope himself, the head of the

antichristian system, the opaque, rayless centre of
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a kingdom of darkness. And in other passages

he adheres to his definition, and considers the

sun as representing Christ the Sun of Righteous-

ness, the source of light and heat to the soul of

every believer.

This necessary distinction serves as a key to

other symbols. The sun, moon and stars, must

all denote something connected with the church

of God. And on the other hand, trees, grass,

and whatever springeth of the earth, must denote

things connected with the secular government and

civil constitution of the nations.

Thus, Nebuchadnezzar in his dream saw a tree

in the midst of the earth, &c. and Daniel in the

inspired interpretation says, " it is thou, O king."

And in Ezekiel xxxi. " the Assyrian was a cedar

" in Lebanon, with fair branches, and of a high

" stature," &c. And Pharaoh, king of Egypt,

" hath shot up his top among the thick boughs,"

&c. But he was cut down upon the mountains,

the people of the earth departed from his shadow,

to the end that none of all the trees by the waters

exalt themselves for their height. The whole

chapter beautifully illustrates and fully confirms

the position, that in prophetical language the

trees of the earth denote the potentates of this

world.

In Isaiah xiv. 8. the fir trees and the cedars

rejoice at the fall of the king of Babylon, saying,

" since thou art laid down, no feller is come up
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" against us." And when it is said in Revelation

ix. 4. the locusts were commanded " that they
*' should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither

" any green thing, neither any tree," this teaches

that the locusts were beings restrained from ac-

complishing what the tendency of their nature led

to; beings, which, though inclined, were not suf-

fered to destroy the potentates, or political insti-

tutions of the nations.

III. The Sea. The angel said unto John,

" the waters which thou sawest, where the whore
*' sitteth, are peoples, and multitudes, and nations

" and tongues." * This expresses the great num-

ber of her vassals ; and with many this has been

accounted proof sufficient that waters, the sea,

and rivers, denote no more than multitudes and

nations. According to them, the earth means

nations, the mountains mean nations, the sea is

the nations, the rivers and fountains of water are

the nations. This is a very vague way of going

to work. The sea is often distinguished from the

earth, and also from the rivers and fountains of

water; and something more definite must be in-

tended. Analogy, and a comparison of the pas-

sages with one another, in which these symbols

are used, lead (we think,) to the conclusion, that

the sea represents not civil society in an agitated

• Rev. xvii. 16.
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state, as some have supposed, for that is denoted

by an earthquake; but civil society overwhelmed

by error, superstition and idolatry, v^^hich are salt

or bitter waters, unfit for the refreshment or sup-

port of spiritual life, and opposed to the fresh

living waters of the sanctuary, which produce

life, refreshment and fertility wherever they come.

This was obviously meant by the sea in Ezekiel's

vision, and the sea was healed of its salt and

deadly qualities only when the living waters of

the sanctuary were mingled with its bitter waters.

John tells us, that from the sea he saw the ten

horned enemy of the church arise, who prevailed

against the saints on the earth for forty and two

months; and that in the new heaven and the new

earth " there was no more sea." *

IV. Hence we can be at no loss to understand

what is meant by the rivers andfountains of water.

These are the pure waters of the sanctuary, which

Ezekiel beheld issuing from the threshold of the

house eastward: giving life wherever they came;

and even causing the waters of the sea to be heal-

ed. They represent the soul-consoling and sin-

destroying doctrines of the glorious gospel, which

produce and nourish spiritual life in the people of

God, and impart even to civil society, a life, and

verdure, and fertility unknown before. The

* Rev. xxi. 1.
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rivers and fountains of water, may also denote the

society which is overspread, and in some degree

purified, by these evangelical doctrines.

V. A Woman denotes a church. Of this we

have examples in the forty-fifth Psalm, the Song

of Solomon, and many passages in the writings of

the prophets, as w^ell as in the Revelation of John.

In the glory of her New Testament dress, the

church of Christ appears clothed with the sun,

crowned with twelve stars, and having the moon

for her footstool. A woman who committeth

adultery is an apostate church, who admits an-

other into the place of her lord and husband.

The husband of the church is not simply Jehovah

the Creator, but Jehovah her Redeemer, Christ

the Mediator: and a church is guilty of adultery

not only when she paj's religious adoration to

idols, but also when she allows that authority, and

yields that obedience to another, which of right

belong only to her husband and lord. Under the

^losaical economy, the idolatry of the Israelitish

church is condemned under the figure of an adul-

terous connexion with the material or imaginary

deities of the heathen. And under the Christian

dispensation, there is a woman or church guilty

of the like criminal connexion with the kings of

the earth.

VI. Animals. Of these, there are two classes
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mentioned in this book, the ^6.« living creatures,

and the ^r^oiot ravenous beasts. The former are

not representatives of the angels; for they join

the elders in saying before the Lamb, " thou wast

" slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy

" blood."* But they are four, supposed to be

borrowed from the emblematical figures on the

four standards in the camp of ancient Israel. And
they clearly coincide with those which Ezekiel

saw in his vision, and which, without turning,

went straight forward, whither the Spirit of the

Lord was to go. The twelve tribes in the camp

of Israel, were arranged in four grand divi-

sions of three tribes each. And we are informed,

that under the figure of a lion Judah marched

with the other two tribes, forming the eastern

division of the camp; that the standard of Eph-

raim and his two consociated tribes, in the west-

ern division, displaj'ed the likeness of an ox;

that Reuben at the head of the southern division,

had the likeness of a man waving on his banner;

and that the three tribes in the northern division,

of whom Dan was the leader, marshalled under a

standard bearing the likeness of a flying eagle.

In the Apocalypse, these four living creatures are

employed as the representative symbols of the

pastors or leaders of the New Testament church.

To the faithful discharge of the duties of this

* Rev. V. 8, 9.
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oflBce, there are requisite the courage of the

lion, the labour, the patience and long-suffering

of the ox, the animal most frequently offered in

sacrifice, the wisdom of a man, and the keen

penetrating glance of the eagle.

A Lamb is emblematical of innocence, and espe-

cially of suffering. He was led as a lamb to the

slaughter. And He whom these living creatures

worship as the author of their redemption, the

source of all authority, and the fountain of all

blessings, is Jesus Christ, the Head of the church,

the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of

the w^orld.

Of the latter class of animals, the ^-/i^ia., or raven-

ous beasts, there are two particularly mentioned

in this book; one which rises out of the sea with

seven heads and ten horns, and another with two

horns like a lamb, which rises out of the earth.

Both of them are dependent on a great red

dragon. From him the former received his

throne, and his power and great authority. And
from him the latter learned the authoritative

language and magisterial tone in whicli he issued

his decrees. He spake as the dragon.

The dragon himself must represent some power-

ful monarchy, or great secular empire. The
potentates of antiquity, the Roman emperors in

particular, appear to have selected the dragon to

be the emblem of their might, and of the fatal

consequences of their displeasure. In declaiming
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against the pomp and luxury of Arcadius, a

Christian and orthodox emperor, Chrysostom

tells us that he wore robes of silk embroidered

with the figures of golden dragons. Describing

the entrance of Constantius into Rome, the an-

cient capital of his empire. Gibbon says, " in a

" time of profound peace he was encompassed by

** the glittering arms of the numerous squadrons

" of his guards and cuirassiers. Their streaming

" banners of silk embossed with gold, and shaped

" in the form of dragons, moved round the person

" of the emperor." A dragon seems to have

been adopted as the peculiar emblem of the

Roman empire, or what in heraldry may be

called the imperial arms. The figure of this

animal was embroidered in the robes of state,

glittered in refulgent gems on the emperor's

crown, and waved through the air in the stream-

ing banners of the military legions. One of the

Donatists describes the means used by Macarius

and Paulus to compel them to an union with the

Catholic church, in these words, " ut populus

" Christianus ad unionem cum iraditorihus facien-

" dam, nudatis militurn gladiis, et draconum pre-

" sentibus signis, et tuharum vocibus cogeretur;^^

i. e. that a Christian people might be compelled

to make an union with traditors, by the naked

swords of the military, the present banners of

dragons, and the sound of trumpets.

In the fables of heraldry, the dragon was

VOL. I. F
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adorned with wings, and magnified to an enor-

mous size. But the animal in nature to which

these fables originally referred, seems to have

been the same which we call the basilisk or royal

serpent; because other serpents flee from its pre-

sence to seek refuge in their holes; because it

lives longer than other serpents, and was even

said by some of the ancients to be immortal. In

almost every language it has received a name

significant of the use made of its likeness by the

kings of the earth, or of its own supposed royalty

over all others of the serpent tribe. The Chal-

dees called it himnan, or the destroyer. The
Arabian name is melecha, from malach, to reign

;

the Greek is (iuai-KiaKog, from fiuaixsv;, a king; and

the Latin name is regulns, from rex. The animal

itself is of a red colour, bears a tuft or crest on

its head resembling a crown, and in moving,

carries the anterior part of the body erect, while

the posterior exemplifies the sentence, On thy

belly shalt thou go. Some are of opinion that

this animal is the same with the seraph or burner,

and the fiery or red flying serpent sent among the

people in the wilderness. It has no wings and is

not capable of flying, in the literal sense of the

word; but by a sudden spring with its tail it can

throw its body to a great distance, and thus leap

or fly to the person whom it would attack. Under

the figure of this animal the prophet Isaiah fore-

tells the coming of Hezekiah, and his victories
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over the Philistines. " Rejoice not thou, whole

" Palestina, because the rod of him that smote

" thee is broken: for out of the serpent's root

" shall come forth a cockatrice : and his fruit

*' shall be a fiery flying serpent."* Was not our

Saviour himself, by whom kings reign and princes

decree justice, foreshewn by the brazen image of

it on a pole? And we have already seen that it

was adopted as the arms, or perhaps the crest, of

the Roman empire.

The great fiery dragon of the Apocalypse,

^^otKuu f^iyccs crv^pog, with his crcct anterior, his

seven heads towering one above another, his ten

horns, and crowns upon his heads, is evidently an

animal of the same species, though of a monstrous

size. It must be the symbol of some mighty

potentate, or some great empire. The number

of his heads, the ten horns growing from the

last of them, and the fiery colour, lead us, on

comparing this with other prophetical delinea-

tions of the Roman empire, to conclude that it is

the power intended by the crowned basilisk, or

royal dragon. This power appears, under the

second seal, as a warrior on a red or fiery colour-

ed horse, itt'ttos ttvqpoc, taking peace from the earth,

and pursuing, with a hostile intention, the con-

queror who had gone before on the white horse.

And in the twelfth chapter the same power is

* Isaiah xiv. 29.
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described again under the similitude of the red

fiery coloured dragon, which he bears on his

crest. He is called the Devil and Satan, as well

as the old serpent, and the great fiery dragon, for

reasons which will appear when we come to con-

sider the prophecy itself. By his persecutions

he was taking peace from the earth in the days of

John; and by his ten horns he continues to give

power to the beast till he is overthrown at Arma-

geddon.

The other two, ^yj^tx, beasts of prey are also

persecuting powers. But they are dependent on

him, acting in his name, exercising his authority,

confederate with him in making war with the

saints, and sending forth the unclean spirits to

gather the kinjrs of the earth and of the whole

world, to fight at Armageddon against the rider

on the white horse and his armies. They both

fight by the side of the dragon in that bloody

field, and fall with him in the great catastrophe

of that awful day.

VII. The Air denotes public opinion. We
read at one time of the air being darkened by the

smoke of the pit, when the crusading locusts went

forth, and the public mind in Europe was so

darkened ^s to make all classes, kings and sub-

jects, nobilit}' and vassals, priests and people, to

approve and extol these quixotic expeditions.

And at another time we read of a vial being
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poured into the air when the public opinion turns

decidedly against the great dragon with his ten

horns and his two dependent confederates, and a

great voice is heard out of heaven, saying, " It is

" done."

VIII. Fire denotes the justice and holiness of

God, and their avenging effects on sinful men.

Under the Old Testament the fire which was

kept ever burning on the altar, was fire which

came down from heaven. When the sacrifice

was substituted for the sinner, and he had con-

fessed his sins over it, laying his hands on its

head, it was consumed by that fire which typified

the Divine justice and holiness from which the

sinner himself was thus delivered. And the a-

postle, to shew that the justice and purity of the

Divine nature are not diminished under the gos-

pel, says, " our God is a consuming fire." Christ

is the sacrifice by whose sufferings we are deliver-

ed. This fire took hold of him as soon as sin

was laid upon him, (for that is the fuel on which

it feeds,) and burnt in him till the sin was all

taken away. And it will consume us unless we

be saved from our sins through him. And in

the Apocalypse we read of the angel who mini-

stered at the altar before the throne of God,

taking a censer of fire from that altar, and casting

it unto the earth, and immediately sore judg-

ments take effect on the nations of men. " The
f3
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" anffel took the censer and filled it with fire of

" the altar, and cast it into the earth: and there

" were voices, and thunderings, and lightnings,

" and an earthquake. And the seven angels

" which had the seven trumpets, prepared them-

" selves to sound." *

And when the hail and blood of the first

trumpet are said to have been mingled with fire,

the meaning is, that the indignation of the Al-

mighty was directing the storm, and giving it

effect. And the same remark may be applied to

the mountain burning with fire, which was cast

into the sea under the second of the trumpets,

and which also followed the casting of that censer

of fire into the earth which had been taken from

the altar in heaven. The fire with which that

mountain was burning denotes not human zeal

or the strife of men, but the righteous indigna-

tion of God. This must also be applied to the

star burning as a lamp under the third trumpet,

to the lake of fire, and to every passage where

fire is mentioned in the Apocalypse.

IX. The Abyss, or the bottomless pit, occurs

several times in this book. It is evidently dis-

tinct from the lake of fire. After the battle of

Armageddon, how are the enemies disposed of

who have fought against him that sat on the white

• Rev. viii. 3.
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horse, and against his army? The beast and the

false prophet were cast alive into the lake of

fire, burning with brimstone; but what came of

that old serpent the dragon who had all along

acted as the head of the unholy confederacy?

He was bound with a great chain and cast into

the abyss, and shut up there for a thousand years.

Now, the former appears to denote utter destruc-

tion, and from it there is no returning ; but from

the latter the dragon was loosed a little season,

when the thousand years were fulfilled; and it

seems to denote the same thing which is called

the sea. Every one of the six trumpets has its

corresponding vial. The first trumpet brings

hail and fire mingled with blood on the earth;

and on the earth the first vial is poured. The
second trumpet and the second vial both affect the

sea. The rivers and fountains of waters are the

objects affected by the third trumpet and the

third vial. The fourth trumpet darkens the sun;

and the fourth vial increases his splendour to

such a degree, that it is as a scorching fire to sin-

ful men. And when we compare the fifth trum-

pet with the fifth vial we may conclude, that the

pit of the abyss in the one, is the same with the

seat of the beast in the other. The beast which is

said in chapter xiii. 1. to rise up out of the sea,

according to xvii. 8. shall rise out of the bottom-

less pit, or the abyss. May we not then conclude

that the sea and the abyss are the same?
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May we all learn to search the scriptures with

humility; not that we may bring the Divine word

to our preconceived opinions, but that we may

ascertain the mind of the Spirit, and may derive

from the word of prophecy the consolation which

it is able to furnish, under our own afflictions and

those of the church of Christ. Amen.



DISCOUESE III.

ANALYSIS OF THE APOCALYPSE; OR THE CONNEXION,

ARRANGEMENT AND UNITY OF THE PROPHECIES

OF THIS BOOK.

Rev. iv. 1. After this I looked, and behold, a door was opened

in heaven: and the first voice which I heard, was as it were of a

trumpet talking with me; which said, Come up hither, and I will

show thee things which must be hereafter.

Rev. V. 1. And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the

throne a book vjTitten within, and on the backside, sealed with

seven seals.

Rev. X. 1. And I saw another mighty angel come down from

heaven, clothed with a cloud, and a rainbow was upon his head, and

his face was as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire : and

he had in his hand a little book open.

—

In the Apocalypse, the veil which hides futurity

from mortal eyes was in part drawn aside, and

those events brought forward to view which were

to affect the prosperity of the church, or the

safety and comfort of her members. The first,

or introductory part of it, contains the glorious

vision of Jesus Christ, which John saw in the

isle called Patmos; and the epistles which Jesus

Christ commanded him to write to the seven

churches then in Asia. It extends from the
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beginning of the first to the conclusion of the

third chapter. But this falls not within the limits

of our plan: which is to illustrate the part of the

work universally admitted to be prophetical.

I. The fourth and fifth chapters may be con-

sidered as a preface to the hook sealed with seven

seals, opened by the Lion of the tribe of Judah,

read and copied into the inspired record by John.

This book contains a revelation of all the disasters

and successes of the church, of all the prosperous

and afflictive events that were to befall her from

the day when John saw the vision in Patmos, till

all the sufferings of mortality shall have passed

away, and time itself shall be no more. No
creature in heaven or on earth was able to take

this book from the right hand of him who sat on

the throne; far less could any open or read it

there: and on that account John wept much.

But the mighty Lion of the tribe ofJudah prevailed

to open the book and to loose the seals thereof.

Every blessing, every privilege, and in particular

every revelation conferred by God on sinful man
is obtained by Jesus Christ, and communicated

through him. And on his taking this book and

loosing the seals thereof, saints and angels, every

creature in heaven and on earth strike up a joyous

anthem of praise. Blessing and honour, and

glory and power, unto him that sitteth upon the

throne, and unto the Lamb.
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That part of the book which was displayed on

the opening of the first seal, exhibited the simi-

litude of a white horse bearing a crowned warrior

with a bow in his hand, who goes forth conquer-

ing and to conquer. Can any doubt that this is

intended by the Spirit to represent the Redeemer

and his spiritual conquests in subduing the evil

passions of men, and in evangelizing the nations?

Let him remember the words addressed to John

when the sealed book was first presented to his

attention, " Come up hither, and I will show thee

" the things which must be hereafter," and he

must perceive that none of its seals can refer to

any thing that was past. Let him remember that

this rider on the white horse appears under the

first seal, and he will perceive that his appearance

must precede the events depicted under the fol-

lowing seals, and that if any prophecy in the book

refers to things which then were, or were shortly

to come to pass, this first seal must be one of

them. The appearance of the white horse and

his rider could not be far removed in futurity

from the date of this vision. He is described as

" conquering'^ And does not that intimate that

his conquests were already begun when the sealed

book was opened, and its contents displayed to

John? And he was " to conquer:" which intimates

that he was to make progress after that era, and

that although his kingdom should be spoiled and

oppressed, and his followers almost extirpated
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during the epoch of the trumpets, yet he should

overcome every foe, and come forth a triumphant

conqueror in the end. They who know him will

never despair of the ultimate success of his cause.

At the opening of the following seals other three

horsemen go forth, and they all combine in oppos-

ing the rider on the white horse.

And to us it appears so evident, as scarce to

require, or even to admit proof, that the second

seal follows the first; the third the second, and so

on to the seventh, in a regular consecutive series.

And this must be understood not only of the order

in which they were opened and exhibited to John,

but also of their actual fulfilment in providence.

But that part of the book which was opened by

the loosing of the seventh seal was much larger

than that displayed by any of the preceding six.

It discovers a succession of new but not cheer-

ing events. Seven angels appear with seven

trumpets, the instruments of alarm which an-

nounce the presence of danger, or the approach

of an enemy. They sound their trumpets in regu-

lar successive order, and thus proclaim a long

succession of dangers and calamities. In public

affairs, as well as in private life, the aphorism of

the poet holds true—" rare are solitary woes."

When the tribulations announced by one trumpet

have passed over the church of God, the clouds

return after the rain, another trumpet sounds

announcing the approach of other calamities
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equally terrible. Nay, they seem to increase in

severity as they advance; till the blast of four

successive trumpets has past away. But then the

voice of a mighty angel is heard from heaven,

crying, *' Wo, wo, wo, to the inhabiters of the

" earth, by reason of the other voices of the

" trumpets of the three angels which are yet to

" sound." Then the tide begins to turn.

The preceding trumpets had depressed the

church: the three which follow are woes to the

inhabitants of the earth. The current sets in an

opposite direction. The first and second woes

show this at least; that the current of events is

changing, and becoming more favourable to the

rider on the white horse and his followers. And
the seventh trumpet the third wo, introduces the

seven vials in which is filled up the wrath of God
to be poured on his enemies and on the enemies

of his church.

These vials, with their preface containing a

view of the three enemies to be destroyed by them,

the subsequent amplification of their effects under

the figure of a great city consumed by fire, and

their blessed results in the triumphant reign of the

church of God, fill up the Apocalypse from the

sounding of the seventh trumpet in the eleventh

chapter, to the resurrection and judgment of the

dead, small and great, in the end of the twentieth.

The twenty-first and twenty-second chapters

which describe the state of matters subsequent to

VOL. I. o
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the resurrection and general judgment, must be

referred not to the millennial, but to the heavenly

state of the church.

The history contained in the book with the

seven seals, extends from the days of John to the

grand consummation of all things, when the eter-

nal scheme of providence shall be completely

developed, and the glorious harmony and benefi-

cent tendency of all its parts perceived and extol-

led by assembled worlds. It even favours us with

a glimpse of the future world, and of heavenly

glory.

That the sealed book contains a regularly con-

secutive series of events must be admitted, to make

the prophecies at all consistent or intelligible; and

is confirmed by history so far as the prophecies

are yet fulfilled. It contains three great epochs,

the first six seals, the first six trumpets, and the

seven vials. And a general view of matters in

every one of them shows the error of supposing

all the three or any two of them to synchronise.

Under the first six seals Christ is extending his

own kingdom, and conquering many people: the

four living creatures with the four and twenty

elders appear worshipping around the throne, and

calling the saints of God to come and see the

wonderful things revealed by his Spirit in the

word, or wrought by his might on the theatre of

providence: and though his three adversaries

make their appearance and begin their opposition.
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yet the light continues to shine, and the heavens

are replenished with a numerous and blazing host

of brilliant constellations. It is not till the sixth

seal, the last in this epoch is opened, that any oi

these celestial luminaries fall to the ground, and

that the foundations of society are shaken by an

earthquake.

The Spirit tells us in the beginning of the eighth

chapter, that when he had opened the seventh seal,

the seven angels received their trumpets, and pre-

pared to sound. A new epoch is introduced.

The trumpets sound an alarm, calling the saints

to watchfulness and war. During this dreary

period the temple is shut ; the throne or mercy-

seat is no longer visible ; the four living creatures

are never seen; the stars, and even the sun and

moon under the fourth trumpet are darkened:

the progress of the gospel is interrupted, for the

rider on the white horse never appears: and

though the last three are wo trumpets to the

inhabiters of the earth, yet only the last of the

three proves effectual in overthrowing the enemies

of religion, by introducing the vials, in which are

filled up the wrath of God against the destroyers

of his people. The first of the three, opens the

pit of the abyss, and gives egress to the smoke

and the locusts: the second looses the angels of

the Euphrates from its banks to overflow many

countries: and the last brings deliverance to the

church by introducing the vials. The other two

g2
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woes made some preparation for these vials.

They brought the faint dawn, which to them who
knew the signs of the times, announced the com-

ing of a better day under the vials. The season

of the trumpets was the time of Zion's calamity.

This appears from the circumstance of trumpets

being used to announce its successive events;

from the mandate not to suffer that storm to blow

on the earth, till the saints were secured by the

seal of the living God; and from the sealing

having actually taken place, at its commencement,

all intimating that ordinary means were not suffi-

cient to preserve even the elect, amid the dan-

gers and defections of this period. It is commen-

surate with the twelve hundred and sixty days,

when the outer court, and the holy city are trodden

under foot of the Gentiles, when the witnesses

prophesy in sackcloth, and are finally slain by the

beast that ascendeth out of the abyss or bottom-

less pit.

The sounding of the seventh trumpet, the third

wo to the inhabiters of the earth, introduces

another epoch, and one of a different character

—

one of daily advancement and of increasing pros-

perity to the church. At the beginning of it, the

temple is opened and the ark of the testimony

displayed; but on account of the smoke from the

glory of God and of his power, no man is able,

or rather willing to enter, until the seven plagues

of the seven angels are fulfilled. The vials by

seven successive stages, reduce, and finally de-
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stroy the enemies of God and of his people. And

now there is no falling of the stars, no darkening

of the sun. Nay, the fourth vial makes the sun

to shine with such brightness and effulgence,

that he is a dazzling, and even a scorching fire to

the worshippers of the beast, and all worldly poli-

ticians. The rider on the white horse appears

again ; and armies in heaven follow him on white

horses clothed in fine linen white and clean. And
the ]ast vial changes the whole face of society, by

a tremendous earthquake, in the concussions of

which, all the mountains and islands disappear

for ever. " Every island fled away, and the

" mountains were not found."

So directly opposite are these three situations,

that the church cannot be in all, or in any two of

them at the same time. The currents are op-

posite and transverse, and the affairs of the church

cannot move simultaneously in them all. Nay

we may be bold to affirm, that if these three de-

scriptions or any two of them, were meant to

depict the state of religion in the same period of

histor}^ they could not all be true. Contradic-

tions cannot be reconciled. They must be succes-

sive; and they must succeed one another in the

order represented to John, and in which they are

recorded to us.

But of late some writers have maintained that

in actual fulfilment, many of the events of the

seventh seal take place before those of the second

G 3
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commence: and that the seals and trumpets, (nay,

according to some of them, the vials also,) are all

going on simultaneously in their accomplishment.

In support of this scheme, they adduce three argu-

ments, 1st. That every one of the three periods

terminates in an earthquake: and hence taking it

for granted that the earthquake is the same, it is

concluded that they must terminate together. 2d.

That the palm-bearing multitude who appear in

chapter vii. after the earthquake of the sixth seal,

are described in language very like that which is

applied to the saints after the seventh vial is ex-

hausted, and the millennium begun. And 3d. The
concurrence and authority of preceding writers.

But their first argument takes for granted what

ought to have been proved, and what we think is

not true, that the three earthquakes are one and

the same. The description given of the earth-

quakes proves them to be different, and therefore

not necessarily simultaneous. That of the sixth

seal, and in which the preceding epoch terminates,

shakes all mountains and islands out of their

places, and makes a third part of the stars fall

from heaven to the earth. That in which the

trumpets terminate, or rather in which the vials

commence, affects only one tenth part of the city,

and makes it fall. But that of the seventh vial is

more terrible than both. The Spirit describes it

as " a great earthquake, such as was not since

" men were upon the earth, so mighty an earth-
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" quake and so great."* In it all the cities of

the nations fell; to great Babylon Jehovah gave

the cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath.

The mountains and islands were not only moved

out of their places, but sunk to endless oblivion.

" Every island fled away, and the mountains were

" not found." But all the stars kept their places,

and were even multiplied in heaven. How pre-

posterous then to say, that because the symbol of

an earthquake occurs in these passages of the

prophetical narrative, they must all be descriptive

of the same event! Were we to use the same

freedom with history which these gentlemen do

with prophecy—were we to suppose that what the

historian records as seventh in order, really took

place before the preceding six events, we might

easily prove that David the king lived before

Moses the prophet, and that the apostle Paul was

contemporary with the patriarch Abraham. Their

reasoning from the three earthquakes would prove

that Charles IX. and Lous XIV. were the same,

because the reformed in France were persecuted,

murdered and massacred by both; and that Julius

Caesar, Oliver Cromwell, and Napoleon Bonaparte,

were but different names for the same individual,

because every one of them succeeded in making

himself the sovereign despot of what had pre-

viously been a republic. While perusing their

* Rev. xvi. 18.
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argumentations, our minds, in spite of ourselves,

are haunted by the remembrance of him who
proved that Monmouth and Macedon are the

same, because both begin with M, and there is a

river in each, and fish in both.

As to their second argument, we see little force

in it. The seventh chapter is not the record of

what took place under any one seal, nor does

it exhibit the result of all the six which had

been already opened ; it is an introduction to the

seventh, which contains both trumpets and vials;

and it not only states the preparation made by

sealing, for securing the fidelity and safety of the

saints during the temptations and sufferings of

that dismal period, but also for their encourage-

ment, exhibits the purity, glory, and blessedness

that awaited them after the storm had passed

away and the enemies had been overcome, and

they had emerged out of great tribulation. It

therefore coincides with the description of the

hundred forty and four thousand in the four-

teenth chapter, which is an introduction to the

vials, shewing still that the saints are safe;

that the church on earth shall have glory and

peace when her tribulations are ended ; and that

when the vials commence, their exercise shall in a

great proportion consist of praise. And as the

seventh seal contains both trumpets and vials, it

is not strange, but what might be expected, that it

should also coincide with what we are told of the
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exercises of the saints in the nineteenth chapter,

after the battle of Armageddon is ended, and the

living creatures and the elders appear again at

their posts to celebrate the marriage of the Lamb,

when his bride shall have made herself ready.

The account of the palm-bearing multitude in the

seventh chapter, states the result of the seventh

seal before it be opened, or its storm permitted

to blow, and carries forward our view to the effect

of all the vials when the millennium is about to

commence. But how can that prove that there is

any retrogression of events, (after the seal is

opened,) under any of the trumpets or vials which

it contains.

Their third argument proves nothing, unless

they affirm that it is not lawful for us to attempt

correcting the mistakes of those men, hov/ever

great and good they may have been, who have

gone before us. The opinion of Vitringa, Mede,

or other commentators on the Apocalypse, can

furnish no argument in opposition to the language

and structure of the book itself.

It has also been supposed and affirmed, that all

the vials are poured out simultaneously, and that

the enemy never for a moment feels the first or

any one of them by itself, but writhes under the

effects of all the seven at once. But the language

in which the vials and their effects are described,

is most repugnant to this idea. It is said, " the

" first went and poured out his vial on the earth
;"
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the effects of it are described ; and then " the

" second angel poured out his vial on the sea,"

and so on to the seventh, every one coming in his

proper order. The Almighty is slow in his wrath:

and there seems to be a pause after each of the

vials, and a call to men to repent. But we are

informed after the fourth, that " men blasphemed
" the name of God, who hath power over these

" plagues, and repented not to give him glory."

Then the fifth angel poured out his vial, and after

it we are again informed that still " men blas-

" phemed the God of heaven, and repented not

" of their deeds. The effects of the vials also are

of such a nature, that they cannot all take place

at the same time. Thus the sixth sends forth

three unclean spirits to gather the kings of the

earth to the battle of that great day of God Al-

mighty in Armageddon; the seventh announces

the terrible conflict and the mighty earthquake in

which it terminated; and must not the one of

these, in the nature of things, take place before

the other? How can we imagine It to be consistent

with the wisdom and goodness of the Holy Spirit

to give us a revelation in an orderly series of

events, if what he mentions as the second, third,

or even last occurrence in the prophecy, is to be

first in the fulfilment? We have three sevens

mentioned in succession, and the occurrences

under every one of them enumerated in the ordi-

nal number, first, second, third, and so on: and
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common sense leads us to expect not only that

there shall be an insulated event corresponding

with each of the prophecies, but also that the

events shall follow one another in the same order

with the predictions. Were this not the case,

how could the one be a fulfilment of the other?

The sealed book contains one consecutive series

of predictions, divided into three distinct and suc-

cessive periods. The first is that of the first six

seals: the second that of the first six trumpets,

introduced by the opening of the seventh seal

:

and the third is that of the seven vials, introduced

by the seventh trumpet: to which is added the

developement of their glorious effects in the over-

throw of Christ's enemies, and the unparalleled

prosperity of his church for a thousand years.

In general language, these three successive periods

may be severally denominated that of the seals,

that of the trumpets, and that of the vials.

That all the trumpets are comprehended under

the seventh seal, appears from chap. viii. 1, 2,

" When he had opened the seventh seal, there

" was silence in heaven, about the space of half

" an hour; and I saw the seven angels which

" were before God: and to them were given seven

" trumpets," &c. And that all the vials are under

the seventh trumpet, is evident, when we consider

that the seventh trumpet is the last wo^ that the

vials get a synonymous appellation, " the seven

" last plagues: " and that both of them take effect
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on the enemies of the church, the inhabiters of the

earth. Farther, when the seventh trumpet sound-

ed, " the temple of God was opened in heaven,

" and there was seen in his temple the ark of the

" testament: *' * and when the seven angels appear

with the seven vials, the connexion is pointed out

by repeating the circumstance that now " the

" temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in

" heaven was opened.'*-]-

There is an unity of design in the Apocalypse,

which has not been generally perceived, but which

it is necessary to discern before we can see the

connexion of the different parts of the work.

Under the seals the characters of the piece are

brought on the field. The first seal introduces

our Redeemer on the white horse. The second

brings forward an enemy who follows him with a

great sword, mounted on a red horse, taking

peace from the earth. The third seal introduces

a second enemy on a Mack horse, who sells the

bread of life for money, and causes a spiritual

famine among the followers of him who sits on the

white horse. The fourth seal introduces a rider

on a pale, or rather a green horse, who kills them

both with the sword and with famine, as also with

death and with the beasts of the earth. Now we
must not suppose, as some have done, that every

one of these characters disappears from the stage

• Rev. xi. 19. t Rev. xv. 5.
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ere the next comes on. No; having once entered,

they remain. These are the permanent actors in

this great drama. Christ on his white horse of

the gospel of peace, has not quitted the field when

the other horsemen appear. He remains, and

bears the onset of every one of them, and defends

his cause against all the three confederated to-

gether. He maintains this war during the long

and disastrous period of the trumpets: he is more

successful under the vials. Every vial is a new
disaster to his enemies: and all the three are over-

come by him at Armageddon. When the rider

on the green horse appeared, there seems to have

been some uncertainty what part he was to take

in the war, and which side he should espouse in

the conflict. The fifth and sixth seal give us the

expectations of the two parties on his appearance:

the one hoped that now the blood shed was about

to be avenged, and the other thinking that now
wrath was to come on them for their crimes. And
an earthquake takes place in which the mountains

and islands are moved out of their places: and a

third part of the stars of heaven fall to the earth.

You see then the state of matters when the period

of the six seals is closed. All the four horsemen

are now on the field: and the expectations of all

parties are wound up to a state of intense and

breathless anxiety.

The seventh seal is opened: and the trumpets

sound the onset. Every trumpet and every vial

VOL. I. H
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is an important occurrence in the war, and deeply

affects the strength of the contending parties.

This will appear when you know that the rider on

the white horse presides over the heavens, and

holds the stars in his right hand; and therefore

the fourth trumpet which darkens the thh'd part

of the sun, and the third part of the moon, and the

third part of the stars, must be highly disastrous

to his cause: and the fourth vial which makes the

sun to shine with such brilliancy, that it is like a

scorching fire to the inhabiters of the earth, must

bring a great addition ofprosperity to his kingdom.

In like manner the rider of the red horse presides

over the earth : the rider of the black over the rivers

and fountains of waters : and the rider on the green

horse has dominion over the sea. Keep these

principles in view, and you will easily see by what

trumpets and by what vials they are severally af-

fected. The action of the piece goes forward under

the six trumpets, the denouement of the plot takes

place under the six vials: and under the seventh

vial the grand catastrophe comes on in the final

overthrow of the enemies, and is followed by the

millennial triumph of him who sat on the white

horse, and of those who followed him on white

horses.

In these three grand periods there are no re-

trogressions and no synchronisms. But there are

supplementary or explanatory visions, all of which

synchronise with some of the trumpets or vials.
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and many of them with one another. Thus the

twelve hundred and sixty days of the witnesses pro-

phesying in sackcloth synchronise with the twelve

hundred and sixty days of the woman being in

the wilderness; and with the forty-two months of

the reign of the beast. The identity of the num-

bers combined with other circumstances, proves

this. And they all synchronise with the period

of the six trumpets. The sound of the first

trumpet announces the approaching calamity.

And the rider on the red horse, who is also de-

scribed from the connoissance of his arms, as a

great red dragon, acquires such an addition of

arbitrary and oppressive power by the hail and

fire of that trumpet, that immediately the church

flees from his face into the wilderness: and the

twelve hundred and sixty days terminate, the

church returns from the wilderness, and the voice

from heaven says to the witnesses, " Come up
" hither," when the seventh trumpet sounds which

announces the effusion of the first vial, the be-

ginning of the last wo to the inhabiters of the

earth. The casting down of the stars to the

ground by the tail of the dragon, is the same

with their falling to the earth under the sixth

seal. The epoch of the trumpets and that of the

vials are severally introduced by a song of the

redeemed, who act the part of a chorus here.

The matter of their introductory song is taken

from the events of the period about to commence,

h2
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and from the happy consequences which were to

appear at its termination. And when we reflect

that the seventh trumpet comprehends all the

vials, we will not reckon the similarity in the two

songs and in the description of the singers, and

even the sameness in some clauses of the song

any way remarkable. We have the one in the

end of the seventh chapter, and the other in the

beginning of the fourteenth, and in that of the

fifteenth.

Rev. xi. 19. which refers to the sounding of

the seventh trumpet, is nearly in the same words

with XV. 8. which speaks of the effusion of the

vials. The harvest denotes the work of mercy in

the gospel, which synchronises in general with

the whole period of the vials: and the vintage

denotes the divine judgments on the adversaries,

and refers more particularly to the last vial and

its terrible effects at Armageddon.

II. Of the little Book. Besides the sealed

book which the Lion of the tribe of Judah took

from the ri^jht hand of him who sat on the throne,

the Apocalypse contains another which John calls

/3//3A«^>/B/oy, the little book, and which he received

from the hand of a mighty angel. The sealed

book was prefaced by a description of the throne

and of him who sat upon it, of his attendants and

of their exercise. And this little book is intro-

duced by a description of the mighty and majestic
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angel who carried it open in his hand, and the

account ofJohn asking and receiving it from him.

These fill the tenth chapter. The face of this

angel was as the sun, and his feet as pillars of

fire. The glory of a rainbow encircled his head,

and the clouds of heaven were the drapery that

adorned his person. He is the same personage

who is elsewhere represented as the Lamb, and

as the Lion of the tribe of Judah, as well as the

rider on the white horse. He set his right foot

on the sea, and his left on the earth, and (not

with kissing a book, but) with his right hand

lifted up to heaven, he swore by him that liveth

for ever and ever, that the time should be no

longer.* In obedience to a voice from heaven,

John went and asked and received the little book,

which was not sealed but open, in the angel's

hand. In obedience to the angel himself, he not

only took it but ate it up. The knowledge of

futurity is gratifying to human curiosity; the in-

terests of religion to which the prophecies of this

book refer, and the saints on earth whose suffer-

ings and deliverance they foretell, were dear to

the heart of this beloved disciple; and accordingly

he tells that in his mouth the book was sweet as

honey. But the contents of it foreshewed events

which were to thin the numbers of the saints

almost to extermination, which were highly ca-

* Compare this with Daniel xii. 7. and the oath of the man

clothed in linen, there recorded.

h3
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lamitous to the church, and harassing to the

souls of all who love her peace,* and therefore

they became painful when pondered and digested

in his mind; they made his belly bitter. Like

the roll spread before Ezekiel, it contained " la-

'' mentation, and mourning, and wo."* And
John was told, that in consequence of having

eaten this little book he " must prophesy again

*' before many peoples, and nations, and tongues,

" and kings.'* And he proceeds immediately to

bring forth its contents.

They extend from the beginning to the four-

teenth verse of the eleventh chapter. It has in-

deed been supposed that the visions of the woman
and the dragon, of the ten-horned beast of the

sea, and of the two-horned beast of the earth,

which are recorded in the twelfth and thirteenth

chapters, are also comprehended in this little

book; but on all hands it is admitted, that the

little book begins with the eleventh chapter; and

the fourteenth and fifteenth verses of the same

plainly announce a return to the large book with

the seven seals, by speaking of the three woes,

and by the sounding of the seventh trumpet.

The little book is then all comprehended in the

first thirteen verses of the eleventh chapter. And
(as we may afterwards see) the visions of the three

great enemies of the woman and of all the saints

of God, though not falling properly under any

• Ezek. ii. 10.
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one trumpet or vial, are yet essential parts of the

great roll with the seven seals; and the structure

and contents of that book require them to be

introduced in the very place which they now

occupy. The vials are to bring down and destroy

the enemies of the church; and when the sound-

ing of the seventh trumpet was announced, and

its results generally stated in the song of the

chorus, it was necessary to give some account of

the origin, character, and crimes of them who are

now set forth to destruction, before entering on

the detail of every particular vial by which their

ruin is to be accomplished. There is a reference

to the dragon, the beast, and the false prophet,

under more than one of the vials, and in other

parts of the large book with seven seals. But

to the contents of the little book, the large book

contains no allusion whatever. They are distinct

works, though on kindred subjects. The little

book, then, contains neither more nor less than

the history of God's two witnesses—of their pro-

phesying in sackcloth for the long mournful period

of a thousand two hundred and three score days

—of their persecution, death, resurrection, and

ascension.

This little book was given to John at the very

time, and the book with seven seals interrupted

to make way for its introduction into the Apoca-

lypse, at the very place, most appropriate for its

reception, and most suited to its contents. The
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main current of the prophetic narrative in the

book with the seven seals, had been followed

down so far as the end of the sixth trumpet.

The seventh was about to sound; and the mighty

angel, with one foot on the sea and the other on

the earth, had sworn that the time should be no

longer. We think it probable that the w^ords of

his oath, on x^ouog ovK iarcct Ir/, refer to some particu-

lar period, and should be rendered, " that the

" tiine shall be no longer." This is indeed tacitly

admitted by all commentators; they all tell us

what every one who reads with understanding

must see without being told, that it is not the end

of time absolutely, but that of the time of God's

forbearance with his enemies that is announced.

Some call it the time of the sufferings and tribula-

tion of the saints; and others the time of the reign

and prosperity of their adversaries; but these

various modes of expression amount to the same

thing.

It is indeed true that the word tune stands

without the article in the original. But in Latin

there is no article: and in Hebrew the H he, is

used only sometimes as such. Yet in translating

from these tongues to the English, we often supply

the article. And the same thing appears to be

necessary in translating the Apocalypse, where

the sublimities of prophetic vision are expressed

more frequently according to the idiom of the

ancient Hebrew, than according to the common
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usage of the Greek language. Middleton in his

excellent work on the Greek article, has shown

that the rules for the use of it deduced from the

general usage of the Greek language, may be ap-

plied to all the books of the New Testament,

except the Apocalypse. But in this book these

rules seem not to be followed: the article is some-

times used where the genius of the language does

not require it; and often omitted where a classical

Greek would have used it. He says that the

article is sometimes used in this book in a manner

which he is wholly unable to explain, and that the

style deviates so widely from the Greek usage,

that the rules founded on that usage do not always

apply.* The lofty style of the Apocalypse accords

more with the idiom of the inspired Hebrew

writers, than with the language of the Grecian

classics. It breathes the ardent spirit, and adopts

the bold imagery and elevated sentiments of the

older prophets. Sometimes it even borrows their

language: and always accommodates its general

diction to the sublimities of their idiom.

We may point out some other omissions of the

article, as we suppose the phrase *' time shall be

" no longer,'* now under our consideration to be

one. Thus, in other books of the New Testament,

our Redeemer is called " the Lamb," and " the

" Lamb of God:" but in this book he is called a

* See his Notes on Rev. x. 7.
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lamb, " a lamb on mount Zion,'* and " a lamb
" as it had been slain." In describing the beast

of the earth, John says " he had two horns like a

" lamb, and he spake as a dragon." Here we
think that the article is twice omitted ; and that a

reader attending to the context, would be led to

think of the lamb and the dragon mentioned be-

fore, and to understand it " he had two horns like

" the lamb, and he spake as the dragon^ In the

other sacred writings, our Lord is called 6 wo^

Toy uv^QaTTov the son of man ; but in Rev. i. 13.

and xiv. 14. he is described as one like via uv&^wttov

a. son of man. And we apprehend that in the

oath of the mighty angel, the phrase " time shall

" be no longer," must be regarded as a similar

expresion, and rendered " the time."

The question then occurs what is the time, the

particular period whose termination is thus so-

lemnly announced? And it must be either some

period spoken of in the preceding context, and

here again introduced ; or some period of time so

well known, that from its familiarity with the

minds of both the writer and reader, it is called tlie

time by way of eminence. But in the preceding

context we have no mention of any particular time

or defined period, after the descent of this mighty

angel is described. Nor is any thing of the kind

found in the preceding portion of the Apocalypse,

until we go back to the hour, day, month and year

of the Euphratean horsemen, or the five months of
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the Tartarean locusts. But neither of these periods

is of so much importance, that it can be thus solemn-

ly designated the tijne. There is no reason why the

one should be so called more than the other. And
they are both at an end before the seventh angel

begin to sound his trumpet. The one is the first

wo, and the other the second. But the second wo

is past before the third cometh. And the time

spoken of by the angel comes to an end, ceases to

continue any longer, only in the days of the

seventh angel, when he begins to sound.

There is one period however, which had been

often made mention of in the prophecies of Daniel,

though the particulars about the beginning and

termination of it, and the nature of the events

during its continuance were sealed up till the time

of the end—a period which is also mentioned twice

in the little book itself which this mighty angel held

in his hand, in the eleventh chapter of the Apoca-

lypse at the second and third verses, twice in the

twelfth chapter, viz. in the sixth verse and in the

fourteenth, and again in the thirteenth chapter and

fifth verse. This therefore may be supposed to

have deeply occupied the attention of the mighty

angel, and of John who received the little book

from his hand; and it must have attracted much

of John's attention in writing, and of the saints of

God in reading and studying the Apocalypse. It

is the well known period of twelve hundred and

sixty days. In the little book it is twice mention-
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ed, and the prophetical narrative of that roll is

commensurate with its duration. To this period

exclusively the little book refers, giving us the

history of the witnesses for the thousand two hun-

dred and threescore days of their prophesying in

sackcloth. And how can it be thought strange,

that the celestial messenger who held this book

open in his hand to be communicated to peoples,

and nations, and tongues, and kings, should speak

of this period as emphatically " the time?" It is

the only time to which the little book refers; and

it coincides with the period of the trumpets, be-

ginning under the first, and ending when the

seventh begins to sound, and when the first vial is

poured out.

The remaining words of the sublime oath of

this majestic angel, strongly confirm the view

which we have taken of its first clause. He adds,

" but in the days of the voice of the seventh angel,

** when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of

" God should be finished," The first clause omit-

ted the article, where a classical Greek w^ould have

used it: but this clause which follows, contains

another violation of the niceties of grammatical

accuracy. Our version says " when he shall be-

" gin to sound, the mystery of God should be

" finished." But the future and the past appear

still more strangely connected in the original.

OTetv . (AiKhfi auhTTt^iiVy KUi iri\ia6Y, to fivarYi^toy tqv &sov

is literally, " when he shall begin to sound, or be
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" about to sound, and the mystery ofGodwas finish-

" ed." This also has been supposed to arise from

the Hebrew idiom which seems to pervade all the

language of this solemn oath. The conjunction kui

and, has been supposed a translation of the con-

versive vau in Hebrew, giving to the past tense a

future siornification. This makes the meaning to

be simply that " when he shall begin to sound, the

•* mystery of God shall be finished." But when
the Eternal God commissioned Moses to say, " I

" AM hath sent me unto you,'' he did not regulate

the words by strict grammatical nicety: and may
we not suppose that the mighty angel uses the

same freedom in this solemn annunciation to which

he swears by the Eternal God the Universal Cre-

ator. But leaving the grammatical difficulties of

the peculiar phraseology to the patience of the

plodding philologist, we observe that the language

denotes more than simple futurity, and cannot

easily be mistaken, " When he shall begin to

" sound, and the mystery of God was finished,"

intimates that the mystery of God in suffering his

cruel enemies to prosper, and his faithful witness-

es to mourn in sackcloth, is to be ranked amon^
past events, so soon as the seventh angel has be-

gun to sound. This accords harmoniously with

the view which we have taken of the first clause,

" the time shall be no longer.'* The amount of

the solemn proclamation is this, " the time is ex-

" pired; and in the days of the voice of the seventh

VOL. I. I
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** angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery

" of God in the events of the twelve hundred

" and sixty days shall be ranked with the things

" which have been, but which exist no more, as

" he hath declared to his servants the prophets."

We apprehend that they who assign to the

twelve hundred and sixty days, a double, triple,

or quadruple fulfilment, are not only destroying

the very nature of a chronological prophecy, but

also contradicting the solemn oath of this divine-

ly commissioned angel. They tell the enemies

of Christ and his church, that when their forty

and two months are elapsed they may get another

fulfilment of them, and may continue to reign

and oppress the heritage of God for some cen-

turies longer. They tell the two faithful wit-

nesses of God, that when their one thousand two

hundred and threescore days of tribulation and

sorrow have been endured, they may have cen-

turies more of additional trouble, ere they hear

any voice from heaven saying to them, Come up

hither. It is a mistake to say, that the seventy

years captivity in Babylon had a double or triple

fulfilment. Scripture assures us, that the seven-

ty years were accomplished, when Belshazzar

being slain, and the city taken from the Chal-

deans, Cyrus thought of the Jewish captives,

and issued his decree permitting them to return

to their own land. A multitude of them set out

immediately, erected the altar, restored the wor-
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ship of Jehovah, and began to rebuild the temple.

Others of them consulting their worldly comfort,

waited till the first difficulties were over, and far-

ther security obtained in the permission granted

to Nehemiah to rebuild the wall, and set up the

gates of the city. And many of them never re-

turned, choosing for the sake of worldly interest,

to remain in Babylon. But from the decree of

Cyrus, every man had liberty, and even encou-

ragement to return, the national captivity was at

an end: and the situation of them who remained

in Babylon was no longer that of captives de-

tained by compulsion, but that of men voluntarily

sojourning in a foreign land, for the sake of

worldly gain. By the mighty angel was it de-

clared in the most solemn manner, that the time

endures no longer; but that, when the seventh

angel begins to sound his trumpet, the mystery

of God has been finished. And can we then

suppose, that although the thousand two hun-

dred and threescore days be fulfilled, it must

have another fulfilment, and another; that the

sufferings of the saints may continue, and the

enemy prosper, and make war against them for

a longer period still? that the seventh angel may

have begun to sound, and the mystery of God not

be finished till his trumpet be silent again, and

all the vials effused?

The angel who held the little book in his hand,

gave this solemn assurance about the end of the

i2
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time before he delivered the book to the highly

favoured apostle. And we have another solemn

and heavenly intimation concerning the end of

those twelve hundred and sixty days, immediately

after John has narrated the contents of the little

book, and is returning to proceed with the great

book which had the seven seals. " The second

" wo is past, and behold the third wo cometh

quickly."* The third wo commences with the

sounding of the seventh trumpet. It announces

that the thousand two hundred and threescore

days, the forty-two months of the beast's reign are

elapsed; and proceeds (in the effusion of the seven

vials,) with the demolition of his system of tyran-

ny, and the destruction of his person. But the

seventh trumpet soundeth not, the third wo hath

no commencement, till the hour, day, month and

year of the sixth trumpet, the second wo, have

come to an end. But when these are past, the

seventh angel delayeth not to sound his trumpet;

the third wo cometh quickly. Therefore, they

who place the end of the twelve hundred and sixty

days before that of the second wo, and they who

bring it down to more than a century after it,

have both of them forgotten or mistaken this

divine annunciation. The former class say, the

second wo is not past ; but the third wo is already

come. And the latter say the second wo is past,

* Rev. xi. ]4.
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and the third delays to come for more than a hun-

dred years. But what saith the word of God?

The time endures no longer, but the mystery is

finished, when the seventh angel announcing the

third wo begins to sound. And when " the

** second wo is past, the third wo cometh quickly."

The seventh trumpet, the third wo, and the effu-

sion of the first vial are simultaneous in their

commencement, and announce the termination of

the thousand two hundred and threescore days.

From that time the church is delivered from per-

secution, and the enemy ceases to prosper in

making war with the saints of the Most High.

The little book containing the history of the

witnesses for the twelve hundred and sixty days

is most appropriately introduced after the sound-

ing of the sixth, and before that of the seventh

trumpet. For this trumpet announces the termi-

nation of that noted period, and introduces a new

and brightening era when persecution ceases, and

the course of events take a new direction—the

commencement of a new epoch, in which the

church gains ground, and the vials of Divine

wrath reduce, and ultimately destroy the enemies

of religion and liberty.

III. Of the enemies to be destroyed by the

vials. On the opening of the first seal Christ goes

forth on the white horse, conquering and to con-

quer. Then follow his three enemies on the red,

i3
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black and green horses. Our Redeemer is repre-

sented in this book not only as a warrior on his

white horse, but also as the Lion of the tribe of

Judah, and as the Lamb upon mount Zion. And
his three opponents are also represented under

different forms, and spoken of by different names

in the Apocalypse. They (as well as the church)

undergo many and important changes, during the

stormy and eventful period of the six trumpets;

and therefore they are described under new simi-

litudes after the seventh trumpet has sounded, and

before the vials are effused or their effects detail-

ed. They are then described as a great red dra-

gon, a ten-horned beast of the sea, and a two-

horned beast of the earth. But though strangely

metamorphosed they may still be indentified with

the last three of the four horsemen who came

forth on the opening of the seals.

The first of the three who sat on the red horse,

with the great sword in his hand, is called not

only the great red dragon, but also the old

Serpent, and the Devil. And he who is describ-

ed last is called not only the beast with two horns

like the lamb who rises out of the earth, but

also the false prophet. The description and his-

tory of them is contained in the twelfth and thir-

teenth chapters. The return to the large book

sealed with seven seals, and the conclusion of the

little book is obviously marked in the fourteenth

and fifteenth verses of the eleventh chapter, where

we are told, " the seventh angel sounded." And
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as the apostle had interrupted the train of pro-

phetic narrative, after the detail of the sixth

trumpet, and before the sounding of the seventh,

to introduce the episode of the mighty angel, of

his solemn oath, and the little book which he held

open in his hand; so he has no sooner announced

the sounding of the seventh trumpet, and told us

something of its ultimate effects, which were to be

happy and glorious, than he breaks the chain a

second time, to describe the enemies which the

vials must remove, to prepare the way for these

glorious results—and to give some account of their

rage against God, and their exploits against his

people. A view of them was necessary to make
the effects of the vials intelligible. The angels

of the vials are clothed in fine white linen, to

denote their freedom from the abominations of the

beast and his worshippers, and their deliverance

out of the sackcloth state of the witnesses. They
come forth when the temple is opened at the

sounding of the seventh trumpet. The vials de-

stroy the adversaries. But a detail of the one,

without any description of the other, would be

(like some piece of complicated machinery to one

ignorant of its use and of the connexion and rela-

tion of its parts,) a maze of confusion, and a

mighty apparatus for no discernible end. There-

fore the apostle tells what is to be done, and

shews the enemies whose dominions and whose

persons are to be affected by the vials, before
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describing their actual effusion. Before sounding

the onset, he shews the beasts that are to be

taken and destroyed. And the fittest place for a

new description of them, and a particular history

of their transactions, is in the introduction to the

vials, the very place assigned them by the Holy

Spirit, who guided the language and pen of the

venerable exile, in recording the visions which

he saw in the isle called Patmos.

We mean not at present to attempt fixing the

particular prince or power who is represented by

each of these wild beasts. We shall only make

some remarks about the three, and what scripture

has recorded of their rise and progress, reign and

prosperity, decline and fall.

The first of them is the great red dragon who

made war with the woman and with the remnant

of her seed. When we come to identify these

enemies as existing in real life, it will be seen that

the warrior who went forth, when the second seal

was opened, on a red horse, with a great sword,

taking peace from the earth, represents the same

enemy with the great red dragon. Though John

tells us that he saw the ten-horned beast, and the

two-horned beast arise, the former out of the sea

and the latter out of the earth; yet he says not

that he saw the dragon arise, or beheld any cir-

cumstance that notified his origin. And does not

this intimate that the red dragon represents a

power already in existence when the apostle was
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in Patmos; and that his rise being a past event,

could not with propriety be introduced into a

prophetic vision? In Daniel and the other pro-

phets, as well as in the Apocalypse, the rise of a

future enemy is represented in the vision. But

though the future cruelties and exploits of a pre-

sent enem}^ are described, yet his rise being a past

event, is omitted by the prophet, and reasonably

left to the historian. So when John says simply,

" there appeared a great wonder in heaven, a

" woman clothed with the sun," &c.—" and there

** appeared another wonder in heaven, and be-

" hold a great red dragon," &c.* he must be

understood as intimating that both were already

in existence. The latter opposes the former, and

like Pharaoh with the Israelites, seeks to destroy

her male children so soon as brought forth ; till

she is forced to flee for safety into the wilderness,

where she is preserved a thousand two hundred

and threescore days. But we must not suppose,

as some have done, that at the woman's flight the

dragon ceases to exist. No. The inspired pen-

man assures us that his continued hostility was

the cause which laid her under the necessity of

remaininoj so lonej in the desert; it was " from

" the face of the serpent."

And he continues to make war with her after

the twelve hundred and sixty days are elapsed.

* Rev. xii. 1. and 3.
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But in this war he is not successful. He is grad-

ually weakened and finally cast out with his angels.

Here again we must protest against the freedom

which many writers have used with the prophecies

of this book, in transposing them, and making

that first which the prophecy mentions last. We
must repeat, that unless the events coincide with

the predictions, in their order of succession, as

well as in some other insulated circumstances, the

one is no fulfilment of the other. Many have

said that the woman*s war with the dragon is

commensurate with the time when he seeks to

devour her man-child, and ends with her flight

into the wilderness; and that after the twelve

hundred and sixty days she has nothing to fear

from him. But in the fourth and fifth verses we
have the history of the contest about her male

offspring; in the sixth, the account of her fleeing

into the wilderness for twelve hundred and sixty

days; and in the seventh, eighth, and ninth, the

history of her war with Michael, and a numerous

host of angels on her side, afjainst the draji^on and

his angels. And these things must take place in

the same order of succession. The church has

enemies to contend with after the twelve hundred

and sixty days are accomplished; for at the resur-

rection of the witnesses, when the first vial is

poured out, there is only one-tenth })art of the

hostile city falls; and the remaining nine-tenths

are gradually reduced by the succeeding vials,
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and finally overturned in the unprecedented earth-

quake which follows the great battle of Armaged-

don under the seventh. Not till then has great

Babylon drunk her full share of the wine of the

fierceness of divine wrath. Of the enemies who
continue their protracted though diminishing op-

position to the saints under the vials, the dragon

is one, and he is the chief. As a proof of this

you may remember the occurrences of the sixth

vial. When Euphrates was dried up to prepare

a way for the hostile kings to enter Babylon, the

apostle saw three unclean spirits like frogs coming

out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the

mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the

false prophet. The three enemies are all alive

and making war on the woman under the sixth

vial; and their spirits go hand in hand to gather

the kings of the whole world against her. They

are all alive and warring in person at Armaged-

don, under the last vial. All the three are there

taken alive ; the beast and the false prophet are

cast into the lake of fire, the place of destruction

whence there is no escape nor returning. But

the dragon seems more tenacious of life than the

other two. He is bound with a great chain, and

shut up in a different kind of prison called the

abyss, whence he is released after a thousand

years are fulfilled, and again gets the nations in

the four quarters of the earth, Gog and Magog,

to join him in making war on the woman and on
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the remnant of her seed who keep the command-

ments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus

Christ.

The twelfth chapter evidently teaches us that at

the end of the twelve hundred and sixty years the

woman emerges from the wilderness with a numer-

ous host of angels under Michael their prince on

her side; and that what is properly called the dra-

conic war, or the war in heaven, then commences,

and continues till the dragon and his angels are cast

out. Then it is said, wo to the inhabiters of the

earth and of the sea; but then the heavens, (reli-

gious society) and those who dwell in them are

called to rejoice. The dragon is an inveterate

and persevering adversary. He opposed the

woman in the days of the apostles, and continued

to do so till he made her flee into the wilderness:

she no sooner returns under her prince and his

angels, than the dragon attacks them ail again, and

continues the war under the vials of divine wrath

till he himself is taken, and bound, and imprison-

ed for a thousand years. And when he is loosed

out of his prison he returns immediately to his

old work of stirring up the nations of the earth

against God, and the saints, and the beloved city.

Then fire from heaven consumes his confederates,

and he himself is at last consigned to final destruc-

tion in the lake of fire like the beast and the false

prophet. Other particulars concerning this ter-

rible and long-lived monster, such as his names,
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his seven heads and ten horns, his identity with

the rider on the red horse, his dominion over the

earth, his red colour, and the flood ejected from

his mouth, we shall attempt to explain when we
come to identify his person as existing in the

world, and to show the fulfilment of the prophecies

in his transactions. The war in heaven synchron-

ises with the period of the vials.

The second enemy is the ten-horned beast.

The existence and origin of this beast were future

in the days of John, for in the vision he saw him

arise: and they were derived from superstition

and idolatry pervading society, for he arose out of

the sea. Like the dragon he has seven heads

and ten horns. He has the colour and shape of

a leopard, the feet of a bear, and the mouth of a

lion. He is also distinguished by his friendship

with the dragon, who *' gave him his power, and
*' his seat, and great authority," by his deadly

wound which was healed, and by his cruel and

successful war against the saints for forty-two

months.

He cannot be identified with the fourth beast

of Daniel: though some have said he is the same.

His bodily appearance shows it. In some par-

ticular or other he is like a leopard, a bear, and a

lion. But the fourth beast of Daniel was unlike

all these. Daniel says that the first beast which

he saw was like a lion, but had eagle's wings, that

the second was like to a bear, that the third was

VOL. I. K
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like a leopard, and that the fourth, which he

describes as dreadful and terrible and strong ex-

ceedingly, was diverse from all the beasts which

were before it.* Daniel speaks nothing of his

beast having a plurality of heads or any crowns

at all: but this which John saw had seven heads

and ten horns, and upon his horns ten crowns.

Daniel says nothing of his fourth beast speaking

blasphemies, whatever its little horn might do;

but John tell us that this beast opened his mouth

in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name

and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.

The beast of Daniel has no limits set to the dura-

tion of his reign or prosperity ; but John tells us

that the prosperity and successes of this monster

were limited to forty-two months. In one cir-

cumstance onl)^, that of having each ten horns, do

they resemble one another. But likeness is not

identity. And where tv/o have a resemblance in

one particular only, and a difference in so many,

it must be highly unreasonable to pronounce them

the same. But Daniel limits the period of the

saints beinc given into the hands of the little horn

of his fourth beast to a time, times, and the divid-

ing of time: and John limits the power of his heast

of the sea for making successful war on the saints,

to forty and two months, or three years and a half.

And we may afterwards inquire whether he may

* Dan. vii. 7.
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be identified with the little horn of DaniePs beast.

We shall find that there is a coincidence between

them in many other particulars besides the dura-

tion of their power, tyranny, and oppression of

the saints.

He is in a state o^peace and friendship with the

dragon. From that old serpent he receives his

seat, and his power, and great authority. But

this circumstance warrants not the conclusion that

when he begins to reign, the dragon resigns all

his power and desists from action, and far less that

he exists no more. It is only said that the dragon

ihuKiu uvra voluntarily gave him his seat and his

power, and great authority. This is a strong

pledge of friendship between them before the

commencement of the forty-two months. Under

the vials, after these months of prosperity and suc-

cess have come to a close, we behold the same

friendship subsisting and maintained to the last

in the bloody field of Armageddon. May we not

then conclude that it has continued without inter-

ruption, and that these allied powers have carried

on a confederate war against the saints of God
during the whole intervening period?

He is distinguished by a deadly wound which

was healed. Some think that the infliction of this

wound takes place when his power is beginning

to decline; and that the healing of it is a prelude

to his final overthrow. But they have not attend-

ed to the order in which the things are narrated.

K 2
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And you know that to transpose is little better

than to forge, or at least falsify the events of his-

tory. This mortal wound, and its miraculous

cure are the first things which the apostle men-

tions about this monster, after describing his rise,

appearance, and friendship with the dragon, and

before speaking of the worship which he received,

the blasphemies which he uttered, or his reign of

forty-two months. The language of our transla-

tion is very undetermined, " I saw one of his

" heads as it were wounded to death." But if we

turn to the original, we perceive that the inspired

writer employs a word in the perfect tense, which

denotes that the infliction of the wound was past,

though the effect on the head was still visible. It

was in a wounded state. Nay, the word signifies

literally slain. The same word, and the same

form and tense of the word are applied to Christ,

when he is called " a Lamb as it had been slain.'*

He is called kqviov u; iacpuyf/.tvov-* And this is f^ictv

roiv Ki(pot,'Kuy dVTW ai; io<Pa,y[^ivnv hg ^ecuxroi/, -j- one of hlS

heads as it had been slain unto death. The

actual death of the head seems to be expressed

even more strongly than the all-important death

of our Saviour. The phrase, unto death, is added

in the one case, but not in the other. The death

of Christ had taken place on earth, and was past

when he appeared before the throne in heaven,

* Rev. V. 6. f Rev. xiii. 3.
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" a Lamb as it had been slain." And in like man-

ner the blow which inflicted this deadly wound,

(if it was produced by a blow at all,) must have

been past, when John saw the beast with one of

his heads as it had been slain to death. John

says nothing of the cause, agent, or instrument

which produced the wound. N one ofthese, it

would appear, was represented to him in the vision.

The actual wounding, or rather the slaying of this

head he beheld not. The conclusion is, that the

beast rose with one of his heads in this state as it

had been slain to death. And if we follow the

order of the prophetic history, the miraculous

recovery of this slain head must have taken place

before he attracted the wonder and worship of

the world, or commenced his cruel and impious

reign.

His reign is limited to forty and two months.

This term of years so frequently referred to in

prophecy is never applied to the power of the

dragon, or to that of the two-horned beast. And
even this circumstance must for ever confound

them who do not properly distinguish these three

adversaries. But forty-two months, allowing, ac-

cording to the general practice in ancient times,

thirty days to every month, make one thousand

two hundred and threescore days, the time allotted

to the sackcloth prophesying of the two witnesses,

and the woman's retreat to the solitude of the

wilderness. We may conclude that these two

K 3
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periods synchronise with one another, and with the

reign and oppression of this ten-horned beast: not

only because the number of days assigned to them

coincides with the days of the months of his reign,

but also because the nature of the events corre-

sponds. Unless it were expressly affirmed by the

Holy Spirit, we cannot believe that the people of

God have twice or even thrice twelve hundred

and sixty years of tribulation to endure. While

the woman remains solitary in the wilderness, the

two witnesses are prophesying in sackcloth. And
we know of none who doubts the coincidence of

these two. But this beast during his reign of

forty-two months, makes war on, and wears out

the saints of the Most High. And when we con-

sider his ferocious spirit, uniting the cruelty of

the leopard, the voracity and strength of the bear,

with the invincible courage and capacious appetite

of the lion, and think of his cruel and presumptu-

ous practices, sparing neither God, his name, his

tabernacle, nor them who dwell in heaven; we

cannot be surprised that while the power of the

dragon is corroborated, and in part exercised by

this formidable confederate, the church is com-

pelled to flee to her place in the desert, and the

witnesses to prophesy in mourning. It is given

him not only to make war with the saints, but

also to overcome them. And may we not then

naturally conclude, that if the witnesses of God
are slain by men, it must be while he is in the
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plenitude of his power? The twelve hundred and

sixty days during which the witnesses prophecy in

sackcloth, the time, times, and half a time, during

which the woman is nourished in the wilderness,

appear to be the same with the forty-two months

of this cruel monster's reign. In prophetical

language a time is the same with a year. The
time, times, and half a time in the Revelation, and

the time, times, and the dividing of time in Daniel,

seem to be the same, and to denote three years

and a half. But at the rate of three hundred and

sixty days to the year, the usual Jewish comput-

ation, these three years and a half amount to a

thousand two hundred and threescore days.

And we may safely admit, that the three years

and a half, the forty and two months, the thou-

sand two hundred and threescore days, have a

simultaneous fulfihnent, or rather that they are

only different modes of expressing the same period

of time

.

Many have taken it for granted that when the

forty and two months are fulfilled, the existence

as well as the reign of the beast must come to an

end. But scripture says it was given unto him,

not merely to continue, as our translators have it

in Rev. xiv. 5. but -Troiviaaty to make or practise

forty and two months, or as it is repeated in the

seventh verse, ^roAg^ov 'TTQiYiaen, to make war with the

saints, and to overcome them. But this says

nothing about the duration of his life. Daniel in
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speaking of the little horn says, they {i. e. the saints)

shall be given into his hand, until a " time, and
" times, and the dividing of time;" but how long

it shall be after the saints are delivered out of his

hand, till the beast is slain, and his body destroyed

and given to the burning flame, Daniel saith not.

John speaks of the Apocalyptic beast as existing

before it was thus given him to make war on the

saints and to overcome them, and still more

clearly as surviving his prosperity, and living after

the forty and two months have expired. When
the woman returns after her thousand two hun-

dred and threescore days have passed amid the

deep retirement of the wilderness, there is again

war in heaven between her and the dragon: but

the difference between this and the former conflict

is, that now the dragon prevails not, and the

woman is aided by Michael her prince, and a host

of his angels on her side. The beast lives after

his forty-two months are ended. Only one tenth

part of his city falls at the termination of the

thousand two hundred and threescore days, and

the resurrection of the witnesses. From that

time he ceases to be successful in his wars, and

is deprived of the power of persecuting the saints

unto death. But his life is prolonged under the

vials. He sends forth his unclean spirit under

the sixth, with those of the dragon and false pro-

phet. And under the seventh, we see him in his

old age again girding on the armour of his youth;
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and going forth in person to fight on the fatal

field of Armageddon. We shall afterwards see

at length that he is the same with the rider on the

green horse: that the green sea whence he arose

is his dominion, and that therefore his interest

must be particularly affected by the second trum-

pet, when a great mountain burning with fire is

cast into the sea, and by the second vial which is

poured upon the sea, and makes it become as the

blood of a dead man.

The TWO-HORNED BEAST OF THE EARTH mUSt

be distinguished from the ten-horned beast of the

sea, which we have now been considering. They

differ in their origin, and in almost every particu-

lar of their several descriptions. The origin of

the one is from the sea, and that of the other from

the earth. The one is called the first beast, not

only as occupying the first place in the inspired

record, but also as arising first in time, and

having precedence in the order of subsistence.

The first receiveth as a gift from the dragon his

power, and his seat, and great authority. The
second exerciseth the power of the first beast

;

although to him it comes not by the same friendly

mode of conveyance. The dragon s^^^ks gave his

power, and his seat, and great authority to the

first beast, his own confederate and friend. But

the second obtains no gift or grant ; and acknow-

ledging no superior on earth, asks the permission

of none. It is not said that any giveth him, or
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that he receiveth, but that ^o'£^ he maketh, or

(according to our translation) exerciseth all the

power of the first beast Iz/^tt/ov uutov in his presence,

and so far as appears, without his consent. At

his rise the first beast hates and opposes him as

an enemy. But as Herod and Pontius Pilate

concurred in the crucifixion of Jesus, and this

ended their strife and produced reconciUation and

friendship, so the first beast finding the second to

concur in his own measures against the saints of

Jesus, receiveth this enemy into friendship; and

courts this usurper of his power and part of his

dominion, as the ablest confederate to assist in

defending the remainder of it. Such changes are

by no means rare in political affairs. These two

I'ivals unite in making war on the saints. "They

cooperate during the whole period of the vials,

and both share the same fate at Armageddon.

In different respects, the first resembles a leo-

pard, a bear, and a lion; but the second is like

the lamb, though he speaks as the dragon. The

one has seven heads and ten horns, and ten

crowns upon his horns, and on his heads the name

of blasphemy. The other has only one head and

two horns *, and we read of no crown on his horns,

and of no name on his head. His likeness to the

lamb is real, and not pretended. Scripture says

he had two horns like the lamb. Plad he merely

pretended likeness without any real similitude, the

Spirit of truth who searcheth all things, yea, the
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deep things of God, would have called this, hypo-

crisy, and a resemblance to the fox, rather than a

likeness to the lamb, which had seven horns.

The reign of the first beast continues forty and

two months, or twelve hundred and sixty days;

the number of the second is six hundred three-

score and six. The first seeks and obtains the

worship and the wonder of the whole world.

The second patronises the worship not of himself

or of the first beast, but merely of an image of the

first beast, to which he gives life and the power

of speech. The worship of this image he enjoins

on pain of exclusion from buying or selling, and

even on pain of death. The beast of the sea may

elsewhere be called the antichrist. But the beast

of the earth receives in the Apocalypse itself a

peculiar and distinctive appellation, " the false

" prophet." How clearly does the inspired de-

scription mark the distinction between these two!

How prominently does that distinction run through

every passage of Scripture where they are spoken

of! And is it not then strange that almost all

commentators tell us that the one represents

popery and the other the Pope? This is to over-

look almost entirely the distinction which the

Spirit has so particularly marked. We might

almost say that this leaves no distinction between

them, and identifies the one beast with the other.

Had this been intended, the two beasts would

have appeared to John with fewer points of differ-
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ence, and with more friendship and more likeness.

There would have been a coincidence between

them in many, if not in all points. And in no

other passage of scripture is an empire and its

head represented by two distinct beasts. The
king of Babylon and his kingdom are one beast.

And the same remark is applicable to the king of

the Medes and Persians, to the king of Grecia,

and to the emperor of Rome. Each of them with

his subjects or kingdom were represented by one

beast. On the same principle the Pope and

popery are one. And if they be represented by

the first beast, the second must represent a distinct

and separate system of opposition to the liberty

and religion of the gospel. He is a successor to

the rider on the black horse. He presides over

the rivers and fountains of waters; and his king-

dom is affected by the third trumpet, when the

waters are embittered by the star Wormwood;

and by the third vial which is poured on the

waters, and turns them into blood.

The place where the account of these three

adversaries is introduced in the Apocalypse, leads

us to believe that all the vials are directed against

them. None of them is annihilated, none of them

dies, before he receive the contents of the last

vial. When we have been told that the mystery

of God is finished, and the hour is come for the

deliverance of the saints, (the days of their tribu-

lation being to continue no longer) that the second
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WO to their enemies, the inhabiters of the earth is

past, and the third about to come quickly : that

the seventh and last trumpet hath sounded, and

the angels stand ready to pour out the vials; and

when we are looking for a detail of those judg-

ments which are to consume the adversaries unto

the end—the inspired writer keeps our minds in

suspense, (and tells that his own mind in behold-

ing the visions, was kept in suspense) till these three

adversaries are brought forward and described.

They are thus in a manner set up as the objects

of the wrath of God contained in the vials. And
then the seven angels come forward and empty

the seven vials on them, and their dominions, and

interests, by seven successive discharges. And all

the three subsist as marks, till the wratii of God is

fully accomplished in the discharge of the last vial.

Remember that order and harmony pervade all

the works of God: and that if in nature or provi-

dence, if in the predictions of the prophets or their

actual fulfilment on the theatre of human life, any

thing appears irregular or deficient, our blindness

is the cause which makes it appear so. The
mighty maze is not without a plan. The more

diligently we study the works of God, the more

extensively shall we comprehend them. And the

deeper we can penetrate into them, the more

abundant cause shall we find to admire his wisdom,

to celebrate his goodness, and to adore his love.

Amen.
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DISCOUKSE IV.

THE RECEIVING AND OPENING OF THE SEALED BOOK,

BY THE LION OF THE TRIBE OF JUDAH.

Rev. iv. and v.

1 After this I looked, and behold, a door was opened in hea-

ven: and the first voice which I heard, was as it were of a trum-

pet talking with me; Avhich said, Come up hitherj and I will show

thee things which must be hereafter.

2 And immediately I was in the Spirit: and behold, a throne

was set in heaven, and one sat on the throne.

3 And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper, and a sardine

stone : and there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight like

unto an emerald.

4 And round about the throne were four and twenty seats; and

upon the seats I saw four and twenty eldei-s sitting, clothed in

white raiment; and they had on their heads crowns of gold.

5 And out of the throne proceeded lightnings, and thunderings,

and voices; and there were seven lamps of fire burning before the

throne, which are the seven Spirits of God.

6 And before the throne there was a sea of glass like unto cry-

stal: and in the midst of the throne, and round about the throne,

were four beasts full of eyes before and behind.

7 And the first beast was like a lion, and the second beast like a

calf, and the third beast had a face as a man, and the fourth beast

was like a flying eagle.

8 And the four beasts had each of them six wings about him,

and they were full of eyes within, and they rest not day and night,

saying, Holy, holy, holy. Lord God Almighty, which was, and is,

and is to come.
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9 And when those beasts give glory, and honour, and thanks to

him that sat on the throne, who liveth for ever and ever,

10 The four and twenty elders fall down before him that sat on

the throne, and worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and cast

their ci'owns before the throne, saying,

11 Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and honour, and

power : for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasui'e they

are, and were created.

Chap. V. 1 And I saw in the right hand of him that sat on the

throne, a book wiutten within, and on the backside, sealed with

seven seals.

2 And I saw a strong angel proclaiming with a loud voice. Who
is worthy to open the book, and to loose the seals thereof?

3 And no man in heaven, nor in earth, neither under the earth,

was able to open the book, neither to look thereon.

4 And I wept much, because no man was found worthy to open,

and to read the book, neither to look thereon.

5 And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the

Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David, hath prevailed

to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.

6 And I beheld, and lo, in the midst of the throne, and of the

four beasts, and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as it had

been slain, having seven horns, and seven eyes, which are the

seven Spirits of God sent forth into all the earth.

7 And he came and took the book out of the right hand of him

that sat upon the throne.

8 And, when he had taken the book, the four beasts, and four

and twenty elders fell down before the Lamb, having every one of

them harps, and golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers

of saints.

9 And they sung a new song, saying. Thou art worthy to take

the book, and to open the seals thereof: for thou wast slain, and

hast redeemed us to God by thy blood, out of every kindred, and

tongue, and people, and nation

;

10 And hast made us unto our God kings and priests: and we
shall reign on the earth.

l2
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11 And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many angels round

about the throne, and the beasts and the elders ; and the number of

them was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of

thousands;

12 Saying with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was

slain, to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength, and

honour, and glory, and blessing.

13 And every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth,

and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in

them, heard I, saying, Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power

be unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb for

ever and ever.

M And the four beasts said. Amen. And the four and twenty

elders fell down, and worshipped him that liveth for ever and ever.

JL HE weakness of our faculties, and the limited

extent of our knowledge, is calculated to teach us

humility and lay our aspiring pride prostrate in

the dust. All that an individual sees or hears,

all that he can know by personal experience, is

circumscribed within narrow bounds, and extends

no farther than the present state of a few sur-

rounding objects. It scarcely elevates him above

a state of helpless brutal ignorance. But the

report of the traveller brings distant objects under

our view; the record of the historian makes us

witnesses to the deeds of other years, and gives an

interest in the transactions of past ages. Thus

elevated above the inferior animals, who from

their incapacity of recording or communicating

their ideas, have no knowledge of them who at

present roam in remote forests, or of them who
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trod the same plains with themselves, ere they had

being, and are incapable of transmitting their own

knowledge or discoveries to a succeeding race;

man enlarges his knowledge by the observation of

his fellows, as well as by his own, and improves

his wisdom by the experience of many generations.

But clouds and impenetrable darkness veil futurity

from his eyes. These can be removed only by

the immediate inspiration of the Almighty, or the

communicated revelations with which he has

favoured some inspired prophet. He thus brings

the circumstances of generations yet unborn with-

in the ken of our knowledge, and presents to our

view the deeds of distant ages. In the prison-

house of this mortality, man is also shut out from

the surrounding world of kindred spirits. This

eludes liis keenest and most diligent researches.

It is only through reflection on the operations of

his own mind that he can dimly peep into this

invisible region. But what the historian is to

the past, and the prophet to the future, the whole

of the sacred volume is to the invisible world.

There life and immortality are brought to light;

there we learn to see him who is invisible; there

we are taught in all our actions to look at things

unseen and eternal. There also, we have informa-

tion of a favoured few, who while their fellows

were all left to walk by faith not by sight, have,

through the abundant revelation of the Spirit,

seen heaven opened, and been admitted to behold

L 3
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the glories, and to admire the mysteries of the

celestial regions. Thus in spiritual rapture was

Paul caught up to the third heavens, and there

heard words which it is not possible for a man to

utter. So completely were his faculties over-

whelmed with the glory, so sunk was his soul in

admiration, and ravished with delight, that whether

he was in the body or out of the body he could

not tell. And thus John beheld a door opened

in heaven, and heard a great voice, probably the

same mentioned in Rev. i. 10. as well as here in

Rev. iv. 1. and which he describes in both places

as resembling the sound of a trumpet, saying to

him, " Come up hither: and I will show thee

" things which must be hereafter."

Under the impulse and guidance of the Divine

Spirit, the favoured apostle obeyed the voice,

entered the door, and became wholly occupied

with the scene there presented to the view of his

amazed intellect. The first thing that attracted

his attention was a throne, the throne of the eter-

nal God set in heaven. This throne was expres-

sive of his majesty, authority, and universal do-

minion. And the very fact of it having been

seen in vision, teaches us that the affairs of the

universe are not left to the misrule of what men
call chance, or to the unguided direction of second

causes. He who sitteth on this throne, not only

sees all the children of men, and observes and

records all their doings, but also by the dispensa-
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tlons which emanate from his authority, frequently

pronounces his approbation or disapprobation in

a manner legibly distinct, and awfully impressive.

And hereafter, he will vindicate the dignity of this

throne, by rewarding or punishing to the full, all

who have honoured and obeyed, or derided and

trampled on his supreme authority. This throne

w^as interesting, and worthy of all the attention

bestowed on it by the apostle John. All other

thrones are liable to mal-administration, and many
of them are founded on injustice; but this is firm-

ly established in righteousness. Others rest on a

sandy foundation, and are held by a very precari-

ous tenure, being set up to-day and pulled down
to-morrow: but this has deep and eternal founda-

tions in the unsearchable and the unchanoreable

nature of Jehovah, and the relation which he bears

to his creatures, the work of his hands. Other

thrones give only a limited dominion over the bodies

of men: but he who sits on this, is invested with

absolute unlimited authority over both soul and

body. Hence it is said, " Fear not them which kill

*' the body, but are not able to kill the soul; but

" rather fear him which is able to destroy both

" soul and body in hell."* The cognizance of

human laws reaches to our thoughts only in so

far as they are expressed in deeds; but the laws

which emanate from the throne in heaven, demand

* Matth. X. 28.
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the homage of the thoughts themselves, though

for ever buried in the soul that gave them birth.

Other thrones are occupied by men of like pas-

sions with ourselves; and the power conceded to

them is regulated and limited by the compact of

human society: but this is the throne of God, and

the absolute authority inherent in it, is always

exercised in the agreement with the holy, just and

good laws which originate in the Divine nature.

Human kings like human priests cannot continue

by reason of death: but in this throne there is no

succession of rulers, no regencies, no vacancies.

John tells us nothing of the shape or form of

him who sat upon if; for he saw no similitude.

But the purity and splendour of his appearance

was " like a jasper, and a sardine stone." The
one of these was the first, and the other the last of

the twelve precious stones in the breastplate of

the high priest. And here the first and the last

may be named, to intimate that the splendour of

all the twelve was combined, and surpassed in the

glory of him who sat on the throne. The jasper

contains a variety ofcolours, but always intermixed

with a shade of green: the sardine is of a bloody

red. The former has been supposed here to re-

present the mercy, and the latter the avenging

justice of the Divine administration, (perhaps we

should say) of the Divine nature.

There were seen rou7id about this throne, the

brilliant colours and lovely form of a raiiibow*
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To Noah after the deluge, was heaven's aerial bow
given as a token to assure his faith that God
would no more deluge the earth, and destroy its

inhabitants by water. The rainbow which John

beheld encircling the celestial throne, was a con-

firmation of the covenant betokening the safety of

the church, and intimating that though God may
make an end of all nations, he will not make an

end of her; and that though her weeping may
endure through a long and lonesome night, yet

joy shall arise in the morning. He hath estab-

lished unto her an everlasting covenant. " In a

" little wrath I hid my face from thee for a mo-
" ment ; but with everlasting kindness will I have

" mercy on thee, saith the Lord thy redeemer."*

To the mind of John the sight of this radiant bow
must have been highly encouraging. Would it

not assure him that while all the providential dis-

pensations toward the church, or the nations

among whom she dwells, emanate from the throne

of God in heaven, they all harmonize v/ith the

tenor of the everlasting covenant, in which he

promises to be her God, and to make all things

work together for her good. All the primitive

colours contained in the invisible rays of pure

light are separated and exhibited to our view in

the shades of the rainbow. But this rainbow in

the text had an additional shade of green cast

* Isaiah liv. 8.
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over the whole. It was " in sight like unto an

" emerald." The differently coloured rays which

appear so splendid and lovely in the rainbow, and

which evanish from our view when combined in

pure light, have been supposed to denote the

moral attributes which in God are blended or

united into one, and called holiness, the beauty of

the Lord, and the brightness of his light. The
seraphim in Isaiah said, " Holy, holy, holy, is the

" Lord of hosts." And in this chapter, the four

living creatures use the same song with very little

variation, though with great additions. But though

all the moral attributes of Deity are blended

together in holiness, yet they are distinguished,

and may be contemplated separately in the bow

of the everlasting covenant. And if red is under-

stood to represent the punitive justice, and green

the condescending mercy, which are radiated from

the Father of lights, the additional shade of green

or emerald colour which predominated in this

bow, and gave a tinge to the whole, intimates that

in the covenant of which it is a token, and the

wondrous works by which that covenant is carried

into effect, mercy predominates. It was " in sight

" like unto an emerald." And hath not God by

this covenant exalted his tender mercies over all

his works?

In the fifth verse it is said, " and out of the

" throne proceeded lightnings, and thunderings,

" and voices." John was assured by the sight of
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the emerald rainbow, that to him and his brethren

who believed in God, and held the testimony of

Jesus, this thunder storm portended nothing de-

structive. Without dismay and in the full assur-

ance that they were working what was glorifying

to God and salutary to his church, he could

behold the fiery gleam of the lightnings, and

hear the roar of the continued thunderings, and

the distinct annunciations of the articulate voices

by which they were accompanied. This descrip-

tion may also intimate, that if the dispensations of

Divine providence are alarming and awful as

thunder to the inhabiters of the earth, they are

also at times plainly intelligible like distinct arti-

culate voices. We cannot read this without think-

ing of the lightnings, the thunderings, and the

voice of words at mount Sinai; to which there

must be some allusion here.

" There were seven lamps of fire burning before

*' the throne, which are the seven Spirits of God.
" And before the throne there was a sea of glass

" like unto crystal." These allude to the golden

candlestick with his seven lamps in the tabernacle,

and to the brazen sea in which the priests washed

every time they entered to minister before the

Lord. And here the one denotes the illumina-

tion, and the other the purification of the soul by

the Holy Spirit, which are necessary to fit Christ-

ians for approaching the presence of their God.

The third person of Deity is called seven Spirits,
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to denote the great variety and the perfection of

those gifts and graces which he bestows on men.

The next circumstance which attracted the at-

tention of John, and which appears wonderful

in the scene presented to him, is the nearness

of the redeemed from among men to the throne,

and to him who sat upon it. The four and

twenty elders whose number coincides with that

of the apostles of Christ, added to that of the

tribes of Israel, represent the church universal,

and appear round about the throne. And in

the following verses we are informed how they

attained this high station of acceptance, intimacy,

and communion with God. Then the four living

creatures (improperly called beasts) are made
mention of. In the holiest of all, under the for-

mer economy, there were two cherubim, one

standing at each end of the mercy-seat or throne

of God, with their faces turned one toward an-

other, and both toward the mercy-seat. But of

these living creatures John saw four, one placed

right before, another right behind the throne, and

one on each side of it. And hence they are

described as in the midst of the throne, and round

about the throne. They correspond probably with

the four standards in the camp of ancient Israel,

and certainly with the four faces of the living

cherubim in the visions of Ezekiel.* And if these

* Ezek. i. 10. and x. 14.
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denoted the angels of God, those which John saw

represent the ministers or angels of the churches.

In them are requisite the courage of a lion, the

labour and long-suffering of an ox, (the animal

most frequently offered in sacrifice,) the prudence

of a man, and the penetration of an eagle. They

were full of eyes before, to contemplate the glory

of him who sat on the throne j and behind, to in-

spect the state of their flocks, and discern every

opportunity that occurs of furthering the kingdom

of the Redeemer. They had every one of them

six wino^s to veil their faces in token of humble

reverence, and to display their alacrity in the ser-

vice of their God. They stand between the throne

and the people ; and their business night and day

is to proclaim and celebrate the thrice glorious

holiness of the Lord God Almighty. In this

exercise they are joined by the whole church,

" when they give glory, and honour, and thanks

" to him who sitteth on the throne who liveth for

" ever and ever; the four and twenty elders fall

" down before him that sat on the throne, and

" worship him that liveth for ever and ever, and

" cast their crowns before the throne, saying,

" Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and

" honour, and power, for thou hast created all

" things, and for thy pleasure they are and were

" created."

After John had contemplated the throne of

God, the nearness of the living creatures and

VOL. I. M
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the elders to it, and the means by which they

were fitted for approaching, his attention was

next directed to a book in the right hand of him

who sat on the throne. This book was written

within and on the backside, and sealed with

seven seals. It was a large roll of which every

distinct seal shut up its several part. On open-

ing the first seal, one part of the roll became

legible, and another when the second seal was

removed. The opening of the third seal per-

mitted a third portion to be unfolded, and so on

to the seventh, which displayed the last and

largest part of the book.

It was not properly the book of the Divine de-

crees: for it contained nothing uninteresting to

the church, or which it would have been improper

for men to know. Many events have occurred,

and many more may still take place, which, though

foreknown by God and arranged in the great eter-

nal scheme of his providence, have no place in

this book, and were not revealed when the seals

of it were opened, and all its contents displayed

to the venerable exile in Patmos. But the book

may be viewed as containing extracts from that

great eternal plan which embraces all creatures

and all events, and in these an outline of the

events to befall the church in this hostile and

distant world, and of which the previous warning

might be advantageous to her. And since one

part of the holy scripture is oft intimately con-
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nected with another, though written by a different

hand, we think there is here a very plain reference

to the prophecies of Daniel. Daniel was favoured

with a clear and considerably copious revelation

of the four great empires which were to oppose

the saints of the Most High. But the prophecy

concluded with a command to Daniel to " shut

"up the words and seal the book even to the

" time of the end." After this he heard the

question again put, " How long shall it be to

" the end of these wonders ? And I," says

Daniel, " heard the man clothed in linen, which

" was upon the waters of the river, when he held

" up his right hand and his left hand unto heaven,

" and sware by him that liveth for ever, that

" it shall be for a time, times, and an half: and

" when he shall have accomplished to scatter the

" power of the holy people, all these things shall

" be finished. And I heard, but 1 understood

" not. Then said I, O my Lord, what shall be

" the end of these things? And he said, Go thy

" way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and

" sealed till the time of the end." * The time of

the end, the last time, and the ends of the world,

are expressions frequently used in scripture. They

are nearly synonymous, and seem all to denote

what are also called days of the Son of man,

which Abraham was glad to behold even afar off,

* Dan. xii. 4—9.
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the last and most glorious dispensation with which

the church on earth is to be favoured. And when

the angel told Daniel that the words concerning

the scattering and wo of the holy people, and the

prosperity of their enemies during the time, times,

and an half, were closed up and sealed till the

time of the end, may we not understand this as

an intimation, that, when the time of the end had

arrived, and the Messiah the prince, by finishing

transgression and making an end of sin, had

caused the sacrifice and oblation to cease, then

the seals should be opened, and the words made

known to the saints through some servant of God,

highly favoured and greatly beloved like Daniel?

When we compare the two passages, and re-

member the close connexion of all, and the same-

ness of many of the awful events which both

predict, we are led to the conclusion, that the

sealed book displayed to the beloved disciple, is

the same that was sealed by and from Daniel.

The contents appear to be the same. The

events obscurely hinted at, as sealed up from the

noble and prosperous captive by the river of

Babylon, are minutely detailed in the book which

was opened to the beloved disciple, and lonely

exile in Patmos.

The book contains a prophetical narrative of

what was to befall the church on earth, from the

date of the vision, to the time when the heaven

and the earth shall flee away from the face of
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their king, and all the dead, small and great, shall

stand before God. It gives in the end a glimpse

of her glory and prosperity, beyond the flaming

limits of the world, when time and death shall

be no more. It shows the new heaven and the

new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness, the

holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from

God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned

for her husband, and the paradise of God con-

taining the pure river of the water of life, clear as

crystal, proceeding from the throne of God and

of the Lamb, and the tree of life, whose fruit is

for food, and whose leaves are for the healing of

the nations. And there shall be no night there,

and that city hath no need of the sun, neither of

the moon to shine in it, for the glory of God
doth lighten it, and the Lamb is the light thereof.

The vast and sublime prospect was presented

to Daniel; but he could discern the dim outline

only, ere it was sealed up from his view. The
divine light of prophetic vision that was dimly

dawning upon it, might, in his expectation, be

about to shine upon it in full meridian radiance;

but his eye could only perceive that the remotest

boundary extended to the resurrection of them

who sleep in the dust of the earth, when the im-

penetrable vail of darkness was again drawn over

it. Daniel himself was told that he should stand

in his lot at the end of the days. The view was

the same with that in the book opened to John,

M 3
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and on which the Spirit pours a more copious and

steady light in the Apocalypse.

In allusion, perhaps, to the book of the law

which was deposited in the right side of the ark,

and perhaps to intimate that this book was now to

be given to the first who should be found worthy

to receive it, and to open the seals thereof, it was

seen in the right hand of him who sat upon the

throne. With a loud voice, with a voice that

reached all the countless armies in heaven, all the

widely scattered inhabitants of the earth, and the

most retired abodes of darkness under the earth,

a strong angel proclaimed, " Who is worthy to

" open the book, and to loose the seals thereof?"

None was found worthy, and on this account John

wept much. He knew that the book contained

details in which the church was deeply interested;

and the knowledge of which was desirable to his

own mind, and might be useful to all the saints.

But he seems to have forgotten that the voice

which invited him to come up, had also promised

to show him things to be hereafter; and that what

no creature in heaven or in earth could do, our

Redeemer was able to accomplish, A private

Christian may instruct his teacher: an elder may
admonish an apostle; and in this instance one of

them said unto John, " Weep not."

Judah, (said the dying patriarch) is a lion's

whelp. And the figure of a lion (we are informed)

was emblazoned on the streaming banners of the^t
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tribe. According to analogy, the lion of the

tribe of Judah must mean the authoritative ruling

power in the tribe of Judah. Here the expres-

sion is fitly applied to that Prince of the tribe of

Judah, and of the house of David whose dominion

knows no limits in space, and no termination in

time. He who elsewhere appears as a Lamb, is

here represented as a Lion. To him we are in-

debted for every blessing and every privilege that

sinful men receive from the living God. He
only was capable of taking and opening the sealed

book. He was willing and successful in doing so.

The elder said to John, " Weep not; behold the

" Lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David,

" hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose

" the seven seals thereof." We should make it

our business to celebrate his glory, and extol

every instance of his power displayed for the

benefit of his people. When he had taken the

book, the whole church, and every creature broke

forth into a general song of praise. You have it

recorded from the seventh verse to the end of the

fifth chapter. It celebrates his glory in the high-

est strains, expresses their sense of his goodness,

their astonishment at this marvellous display of it,

and their delight in showing it to others.

The book was written within and on the back-

side, and sealed with seven seals. It was one

volume of seven rolls wrapped round one above

another; and every one of these several parts was
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secured by a distinct seal. Its contents we have

seen may be divided into three distinct epochs,

that of the first six seals, that of the first six

trumpets, and that of the seven vials. The

seventh seal contains both the trumpets and the

vials. The Lion of the tribe of Judah still ex-

hibits himself to John as a Lamb. John beheld

in the midst of the throne the Lamb as it had

been slain, and he came and took the book. The
anthem of praise is " Worthy is the Lamb that was

" slain,'' &c. He only was able to open the book,

by giving his servants a new prophetical revelation

:

and he only was able by his power and superin-

tendence to open the seals in the events of provi-

dence, and secure their accomplishment in real

life.

One end of these prophetical revelations was to

increase and confirm the faith and patience of the

saints. And they show that the saints have Christ

upon their side; and that though the conflict be

tedious and severe, it shall end in a complete

victory, and be followed by a glorious triumph.

The believer parts joyfully with terrestrial com-

forts, knowing that he has in heaven a better and

an enduring substance. His faith and patience

are supported under his personal afflictions, by the

consideration that they shall work for him an

exceeding and eternal weight of glory. And
when he is grieved for the afflictions of Joseph,

or sorrowing for the desolations of Zion, his mind
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is relieved and comforted by considerations of a

similar nature. The adversities of the church

shall also have a happy and glorious termination.

The enemies of Christ, the friends of tyranny and

oppression, who come forth under the seals, who

reign and prosper under the trumpets, are greatly

but gradually reduced under the vials; and in the

battle of Armageddon, with which the last vial

concludes, are taken captive, when two of them

are, like Sodom, given to destruction in the burn-

ing lake, and the third chained and imprisoned in

the abyss a thousand years. The church which

was opposed under the seals, driven into the

wilderness under the trumpets, (and whose cause

seemed dead three days and a half at the slaying

of the witnesses,) revives and gains strength under

the vials, and reigns with Christ himself in the

millennium. The cause of the enemy which pros-

pers, while that of the church is depressed, which

triumphs for three days and a half, while that of

the church is dead, shall then be slain in its turn,

and shall not live again until the thousand years

be finished. Amen.



DISCOUESE V.

FIRST SEAL.

CHRIST IN THE GOSPEL REPRESENTED BY A RIDER

ON A WHITE HORSE.

Rev. vi. 1, 2.

1 And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I

heard as it were the noise of thunder, one of the four beasts saying.

Come, and see.

2 And I saw, and behold, a white horse ; and he that sat on

him had a bow, and a crown was given unto him, and he went

forth conquering, and to conquer.

JL HE part of the book which was unrolled by the

opening of the first seal, demands our closest atten-

tion. It presents to our view objects of the last

importance. And a mistake here, may, and pro-

bably will, extend its influence to the following

seals, and tinge or pervert our whole interpreta-

tion. To what is brought forward in this, the

other seals are not only subsequent in time, but

also consequent in the nature of the characters

which they introduce, and the kind of events

which they delineate. When the seal was loosed,

and that part of the roll which it disclosed held
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up to view, John heard one of the living creatures

calling to him in a voice like thunder, " Come, and
" see.'* Over the three tribes in the eastern

division of the camp of Israel, waved the banner

of Judah, bqaring his emblematical symbol of a

lion. In marching, encamping or warring, that

division had always the precedence. And the

first living creature mentioned by John, was the

one like a lion, and probably standing in the vision

on the east side of the throne. He called to John,

" Come, and see:" and this intimates to us, that it

is the duty of gospel ministers in every age, to

call the attention of their hearers to the passing

events of Divine providence; and to point out

their relation to the predictions of the holy pro-

phets, and their probable influence on the state of

religion in the earth. The call of this living

creature to come and see, may also teach us that

the events predicted in the first seal, were deserv-

ing of close attention from the church, and might

suggest reflections useful to her ministers and her

people. On this occasion, the first living creature,

the one which resembled a lion, called to the

apostle. And may not we infer from this, that the

first seal was to be opened in providence, at a time

when bold and faithful ministers should abound,

shewing the straight-forwardness and courage of

the lion in their procedure, and not shrinking

from the discharge of hazardous duty, nor shun-

ning, through fear of man, to declare the whole
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counsel of God? And his voice exceeded that of

the majestic animal, which in appearance he re-

sembled. It was like thunder. By this voice

was John called to see that part of the book

which was unrolled by the opening of the first

seal.

But on looking, he perceived by its first appear-

ance that this was in a language different from

that of any ordinary book. When Jehovah spoke

unto Moses, he used articulate sounds, and the

language generally understood among the He-

brews. And in the same common language, he

wrote the ten commandments on two tables of

stone. But on the roll of this book, John saw no

literal writing at all, but only hieroglyphical paint-

ings. The removal of the first seal displayed the

picture of a white horse, surmounted by a warrior

with a bow and a crown, conquering and to con-

quer. Some, who have been (in so far,) under

the influence of the carnal mind, and intent on

worldly politics, have applied this to Vespasian,

Titus, or other heathen emperors. But this be-

ing a prophecy of things to come, cannot be ap-

plied to either of the above named individuals,

who were both in their graves, and all their con-

quests ended, long before John was banished to

the isle called Patmos, or saw these visions. And
succeeding emperors could not merit the descrip-

tion of this conqueror; for they made no new con-

quests. Many of them had difficulty in defending
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their ancient boundaries, without attempting to

enlarge their already extensive empire. In sup-

port of these views, however, the homogeneous

nature of the seals has been pleaded. It has been

maintained, that because some of the following

seals have been applied to Roman emperors, this

also must refer to the same class of political

existences.

But we have already established the principle,

that the prophecies of this book refer to the church

of God, and to political affairs only as they aifect

her interest. A white horse is expressive of puri-

ty and of peace. But if the whole succession of

heathen emperors had been meant, or any indivi-

dual in that chain, the empire which he bestrode

would have been represented not by a white horse,

but as in the subsequent visions of this book, by

a great red dragon, or a scarlet coloured beast.

Scripture is the best interpreter of scripture.

And in the nineteenth chapter where this horse

and his rider appear again, we are informed that

he who sat on him was called Faithful and True;

that his name is the Word of God ; that on his

vesture and on his thigh, he had a name written

King of Kings and Lord of Lords; and that he

had still another name expressive of his nature,

but incomprehensible to every creature, and there-

fore a name which no man knew but himself.

Jesus Christ the King of Glory, and none but he

is the rider on this white horse.

VOL. I. N
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The horse is an animal remarkable for swiftness,

strength, energy, and obedience to the will of his

rider: and therefore in the visions of Zechariah

where horses appeared of different colours, in the

visions of the other prophets of the Old Testa-

ment, and in those of the Apocalypse, horses are

employed to denote the dispensations of Almighty

God to the inhabitants of the earth. The white

horse here denotes the gospel of peace. This

dispensation had indeed begun before the time of

this vision : and in this book we have no history

of what was past. But in the first chapter, John

is commanded by his Lord to write in this book,

" the things which are, and the things which shall

** be hereafter." The great red dragon existed

before the days of John: but he is introduced into

the prophecies of this book, that his future history

and wars against the church may be delineated.

And for the same reason, though Christ had al-

ready made progress in subduing the nations to

himself; yet he is here introduced on the white

horse of the gospel, to represent his present suc-

cessful career, and the gloryof his future conquests.

In the book he appeared conquering ; but he was also

to be successful in his future wars: he went forth

** to conquer." His are spiritual conquests. He
subdues the hearts and affections, by exhibiting

his own rich grace and everlasting love in the

gospel. And in conquests of this nature he will

continue to make progress, till the gospel triumph
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over all opposition, and the saints possess the

kingdom. He will gird his sword upon his thigh,

with his glory and his majesty: and in that majes-

ty will he ride prosperously, advancing the cause

of truth, and meekness, and righteousness.

The only offensive weapon which he bore in

this vision was a bow—a simple instrument, easily

resisted, and calculated to make little impression

on the rattling mail and compacted bucklers of a

Grecian phalanx or a Roman legion. May not

this teach us, that the conquests of our glorious

Redeemer are achieved, not by might or by

power, not by any efficacy in the means themselves,

but by the resistless energy of his Holy Spirit? and

that without this, the gospel and the convictions

which it inflicts, may be resisted by the obduracy,

or healed by the artifices of the carnal heart?

But the simplicity, or (as it seems to men,) the

foolishness of the gospel, has, through the Divine

skill, and almighty power of him who uses it,

been crowned with abundant success in conquer-

ing the hearts of men. Degraded from the rank

of gods, the idols of the nations fell prostrate;

their oracles became silent; their altars were over-

turned; their sacred fires extinguished; and their

deserted temples mouldered into ruins before the

Messiah and his gospel. And no more shall

antichrist and his coadjutors be able to withstand

this rider on the white horse.

A white horse is not often used in war, because

n2
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the colour making it conspicuous, renders the

rider a mark to the enemy. But in the case of

our Redeemer it is most fit; because he is the

Prince of Peace, and because he has no dread of

exposing his person. He is always sure to con-

quer in the end. And in danger he exposes

himself rather than his followers. In all their

afflictions he is afflicted: and in the awful hour

when the power of darkness had permission to do

its worst, he said, " if ye seek me, let these go
" their way."

The pictures in this book seemed animated and

in motion. John saw a-ncpxvosy a crown, i. e. a chap-

let or reward given him. This denotes that he had

already made some progress in conquering. It

was a token of the approbation of his Father, and

an encouragement to proceed in his career of

conquest. But it was not hcchfiu, a diadem denot*

ing dominion over the nations. And hence we

may conclude that his gospel had not yet acquired

its reigning influence over any nation on earth.

But in the nineteenth chapter where he is describ-

ed as coming up from the field of Armageddon

to meet his church in her millennial glory, he has

on his head hxh/^arx ttot^t^u, many diadems, to in-

timate that by his gospel he shall then rule many

nations in peace.* The crown or chaplet given

* (TTs^ciuog and "^tethrijit.x are essentially different in their signifi-

cation. And it is to be regretted that our translators have rendered

both of them crown, without distinction. The one denotes the
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him on this occasion was an emblem of victory;

and may be viewed not only as the reward of the

past, but also as a pledge of his future conquests.

He went forth conquering and to conquer. His

reception of the crown at this time might also

denote that the conquests predicted in the first

seal being the commencement of the whole series

of apocalyptical predictions, were among the

things which must shortly come to pass. He will

indeed continue to conquer while his church is in

a militant state, and the generations of mortal men
continue to succeed one another on this globe.

But that the conquests already begun in the gos-

pel continued to advance in a very striking manner

for some years immediately after John saw these

visions, is attested by all the writers now extant,

who lived near the age of the apostles.

The first triumphs of the rider on the white

horse were in Jerusalem, where he was crucified,

and where his resurrection had taken place. On
the day of Pentecost, within ten days after his

ascension, and by the preaching of his apostles,

civic or Olympic crown, those chaplets which were the reward of

some valorous deed : but the other the royal diadem, the symbol of

real power and dominion. Any one may be satisfied of this by

consulting his Lexicon, and turning up the passages where they

occur in the New Testament. The only passage that has the like-

ness of an exception is that where the crown of thorns is called

hxlrifix, but it also was meant in mockery for a royal diadem.

It was no reward.

n3
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who testified his resurrection and ascension to

glory, there were added to the church three

thousand souls. And in a short while after, we

are told that the number had increased to five

thousand. Still multitudes, both of men and

women continued to be added ; the disciples mul-

tiplied greatly ; and many of the chief rulers and

of the priests became obedient to the faith. The

church was still confined to the city of Jerusalem.

But when a persecution arose after the death of

Stephen, the disciples were scattered abroad; and

they went every where preaching the word. And
they did not preach in vain, for we soon after read

of churches in Judea, and Samaria, and Galilee,

where they had rest, and were multiplied. By the

preaching of Paul and other evangelists, the gospel

was soon after spread abroad through Asia and

Europe. We repeat these things to show that

the rider on the white horse is justly described as

conquering, at the time when John was favoured

with these revelations. This was toward the close

of the first century. And to show the progress

of the spiritual conquests of our Redeemer from

that time forward, we may remind you of the

letter of Pliny the proconsul of Bithynia, to the

emperor Trajan, which is extant to this day. It

was written about twenty years after John saw

these visions in Patmos. In it he speaks of

Christians, not as a class of people that the em-

peror might never have heard of, but as a class
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well known to both the writer of the letter and

him to whom it was addressed. He states that they

were so numerous in the province that the temples

of the gods were deserted, and the cattle offered

to sale for sacrifices found none to purchase, or

to offer them. He asks the advice of the emperor

how he ought to proceed toward them. And we

have no reason to believe that Christianity was

more prevalent in Bithynia at that time, than it

was generally in the other provinces of the empire.

The next authority to which I shall refer is that

of Justin Martyr, a Christian writer, who also

lived in the beginning of the second century.

Speaking of his own times, he says, " There is not

" any nation, Greek or Barbarian, or of any other

*' name, even of those who wander in tribes and

" live in tents, among whom prayers and thanks-

" givings are not offered up to the Father of the

" universe, by the name of the crucified Jesus."

TertuUian who lived in the end of the second

century, says, " We Christians, though but of

" yesterday, have filled your cities, islands, towns

" and villages; the camp, the senate, and the

" forum ; every sex, age, and condition, persons

" of every rank are converts to the name of

" Christ." In another work, the same writer

says, that " there belonged to Christ, Moors and

" Getulians in Africa; the borders of Spain,

*' several nations in France, and parts of Britain
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" inaccessible to the Romans, the Sarmatians,

" Dacians, Germans, and Scythians."

Tacitus and other heathen writers bear witness

to the amazing success of Christianity, and the

rapid extension of her conquests. From the

eleven fishermen of Galilee who were with Christ

after his resurrection, the heavenly light radiated

into all the earth. And their small society at

Jerusalem was soon encompassed and corroborated

by worshipping multitudes in every province and

in every city of Rome*s extensive empire. Before

the end of the second century, the conquests of

Christ by his gospel were more extensive than

those of the Roman arms. In countries where the

Roman eagles never flew, he was held up as an

ensign to the people. And of the fierce inhabitants

of Britain's remote and inaccessible mountains who

had successfully resisted the dominion and en-

croachments of the self-styled mistress of the

world, many had submitted to the easy yoke of

our merciful Redeemer. In these early ages he

won the crown of victory. Notwithstanding par-

tial privations and local sufferings, his church

enjoyed a glorious morning of privilege and com-

parative peace before the heat of the heathen

persecutions began to rage. But in the midst of

these she continued to increase. Our Redeemer

advanced his conquests in spite of them all. So

numerous had Christians become in the days of

ConStantine, and so great was their influence in
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society that their favour was courted by each of

the rival potentates who were contending for the

empire of the world. Maxentius the opponent of

Constantine, had acted as the friend of Christians.

And so great and manifest were the political ad-

vantages which Constantine obtained by his pro-

fession of Christianity, that some have regarded

his conversion as nothing more than a wise stroke

of worldly policy, which succeeded in winning the

support of the stronger party. His conversion, if

genuine, was itself a glorious instance of the suc-

cess and triumph of him who sitteth on the white

horse. If counterfeited for ambitious ends, it

proves the extent of our Redeemer's conquests

over others; and shows that the influence of

Christians was at that time justly regarded as

sufficient to turn the scale in his favour, and to

secure the throne of the empire.

And from the days of Constantine to our own,

the rider on the white horse has at least kept on

the field, though sore beset with many enemies.

In the worst of times some have been vanquished

by his grace, and made to submit to him as their

Saviour. His work may sometimes be slower in

its progress than we expect: but never is it frus-

trated or altogether stopt by the power of his

adversaries. His church may cease for a time to

extend her boundaries, may even be driven from

the possessions which she occupied, and forced to

seek refuge in the wilderness: but when the set
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time is come she returns again to the presence of

her enemies with Michael her prince, and a numer-

ous host of his angels on her side. These make

a successful and glorious attack, and completely

rout the legions of the enemy. In conquering

new territory, the rider on the white horse makes

no progress for a long and dreary period. But

even while the darkness of that period continues,

some souls feel the power of his grace: and when

it is at an end, he appears on the field with numer-

ous armies following him on white horses; and

extends his conquests over the habitable globe.

Though his conquests have not always been

visible to the men of the world, yet they have

been real. He has been making conquests all

along. And the missionaries, who, having joined

the armies that follow him, have gone forth to

encounter danger among the heathen in propagat-

ing his cause, may be confident of ultimate success

in subduing the heathen by the gospel; because

he is at their head who goes forth conquering and

to conquer. By the instrumentality of them, and

men of like passions with them, he will continue

to conquer till the jungles of India, the deserts of

Africa, the fertile vales of Tahiti, the icy shores

of Greenland, and all corners of the habitable

world are filled with his faithful subjects, and

made to resound his praise.

This rider on the white horse is the first char-

acter who makes his appearance in the Apocalypse.
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And though he and his followers seem almost

driven from the field, during the sounding of the

six trumpets, yet events take a favourable turn

under the vials. The province over which he

presides is heavenly. His peculiar kingdom com-

prehends the sun, moon and stars of heaven: and

is directly affected by the fourth trumpet, under

which the sun, moon and stars are darkened; and

by the fourth vial by which the sun is made to

shine with so great brilliancy, that it is as a scorch-

ing fire to the men of the world. Under the

seventh vial he achieves a glorious victory; and is

the last on the field at Armageddon. After that,

there ensues a season of glorious peace and con-

tinued triumph, when his saints shall reign with

him a thousand years. " Blessed be his glorious

" name for ever, and let the whole earth be filled

" with his glory. Amen and amen.'*



DISCOURSE VI.

SECOND SEAL.

THE CIVIL GOVERNMENT OF THE EMPIRE COMING

FORTH TO OPPOSE CHRIST, ON A RED HORSE,

AND WITH THE GREAT SWORD OF PERSE-

CUTION IN HIS HAND.

Rev. vi. 3, 4.

3 And when he had opened the second seal, I heard the second

beast say, Come, and see.

4 And there went out another horse, that was red, and power

was given to him that sat thereon, to take peace from the earth, and

that they should kill one another : and there was given unto him a

great sword.

In all circumstances war is productive of calami-

ties shocking to human nature, and which prove

its origin to be from the first rebel, who was also

a murderer from the beginning. By bursting

asunder the ties of relationship, undermining the

foundations of society, and stirring up men to

destroy one another, it blasts all the comforts of

human life, and fills the cup of its miserable vic-

tims with wormwood and gall. To banish this
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demon of discord from the earth, and to stop the

torrent of blood which he has caused to flow

through every age, is above the attainments of

human wisdom, and beyond the limits of human
strength. The history of the world, from the

days of Nimrod to our own, shews that the leagues

of princes, being dictated by the stronger party,

and submitted to of necessity by the weaker, are

never regarded by the former when interfering

with their own interest, and observed by the latter

only till they think themselves able to break them

with impunity or advantage; and that the relations

of princes by affinity or blood, are restraints

which give way on the first trivial provocation,

like tow when it is touched by the fire.

The gospel only is able to remedy these evils,

and to secure the blessings of peace and quietness.

It does not by direct opposition stem the torrent

of blood and crime. But it dries up the sources

of it in the sinful passions of the human heart.

Not content with lopping the branches, it strikes

at the root of the evil; and abolishes wars and

fightmg, by exterminating the sinful lusts which

war in our members; and by destroying every

root of bitterness whence these bloody and ruin-

ous conflicts spring, and by which these apples of

Sodom are produced. Experience shews, that in

proportion to the progress of the gospel among

men, crime has disappeared, and cruelty has be-

come rare. Domestic slavery, the exposing of

VOL. I. o
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infants to perish, the parent's legal right of putting

to death at his own pleasure, the children whom
he had spared and educated, and other savage

customs which prevailed among the most improved

and polished Pagans, have all of them ceased to

be practised, and some of them not to be so much

as named among Christians. It is indeed matter of

astonishment as well as of lamentation, that many

nations in which the gospel has made so much

progress, and acquired so much influence, that

for ages past, domestic slavery has been unable

to breathe their purified atmosphere, or to tread

their hallowed soil, can yet tolerate that monster

with all his injustice and all his cruelties in their

colonies. The gospel has not yet prevailed so

far, as to banish the demon of war from the earth.

But we know that it will do so in the end. And
in the mean time we see him in some measure

fettered, not suffered to mark his path with the

same depth of blood and heaps of carnage, but

constrained by public opinion to regard the prin-

ciples of honour if not of religion; not allowed to

give up all to ruthless slaughter and promiscuous

massacre, but to give honourable quarter to the

vanquished; not suffered to sell his captives into

hopeless slavery, but compelled to maintain them

in comfort, till fairly exchanged in war, or liberat-

ed at peace ; and others of the horrid features of

his countenance smoothed and softened down from

the more horrifying aspect which they once bore.
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But you may ask if these are the fruits of Chris-

tianity, how comes it to pass, that what are called

religious wars have always proved the most de-

structive and bloody of all wars, that when our

Lord speaks of sending the gospel, he says I send

not peace on earth, but a sword? and that after

the white horse of the gospel which went forth

conquering and to conquer under the first seal,

there instantly follows under the second, the red

or fiery horse of blood and mutual slaughter?

The answer is, that Christianity is a religious

system which condemns all others, and is itself in

direct opposition to the pride and other sinful in-

clinations of the human heart. The Pagans had

gods many and lords many; and when worship-

ping one idol, found no fault with their neighbours

for worshipping another. But in the gospel the

true God appears, saying, *' thou shalt have no

" other god before me," distinctly and loudly

condemning all idolatry or superstition as an

abomination in his sight. Zealous Pagans, there-

fore, and especially Pagan priests, silversmiths,

and other interested persons, complained of Chris-

tianity as endangering their several crafts, causing

their temples to be forsaken, and leaving their

altars without an offering. And with diligence

did they employ all means within their reach, for

stirring up princes and rulers to persecute unto

the death, all adherents of this new system. It

wants the splendid temples, the richly decorated

o 2
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altars, and the costly sacrifices of the Pagan idol-

atry. And the law of carnal commandments in

ordinances, to which the Jews were so obstinately

attached, it likewise renounces. Obnoxious it

thus became to both Jews and Pagans, on account

of the simplicity and spirituality of its mode of

Divine worship. Having no visible temple, altar,

priest or sacrifice, Christianity was even regarded

as a new and refined species of Atheism. How
could this religion expect the friendship of the

world? Is it not decidedly hostile to the pride,

wrath, strife and envyings which are so natural,

and so powerful in the breasts of men? When
these things are kept in remembrance, can it ap-

pear surprising, that men of all classes should

unite in opposing the tenets, and persecuting the

followers of this sect, and that it should be every

where spoken against?

It was so in point of fact. When the second

seal was opened, the second living creature said

to John, " Come, and see." His resemblance to

an ox may be understood as intimating, that un-

der the second seal a formidable enemy should

appear, in resisting whom, the ministers of the

gospel should be called to labour, to patience,

to suffering, and even to death. John looked,

and behold there came forth another horse—of

fire, i'TT'Trog rvppos. There is no reason here why

both words should not be understood in their plain

literal meaning. Had the inspired writer been
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describing some horse which existed in nature,

there would have been some reason for under-

standing the word 7ry/?>f, of fire, in a figurative sense,

as referring to the colour or apparent spirit of

the animal. But here he is describing what he

saw in vision. And though a fiery horse exists

not in nature, that is no reason why such a horse

should not appear in the vision of Patmos as a

prophetic symbol. The Greek language has a

very different word to denote a red colour. And
we cannot take the word in any other than its

common and natural signification, where there

appears no reason for doing so. John tells us

that the horse which appeared to him on the

opening of the second seal was /tttto^ Trvppo; a fiery

horse, or a horse of fire. He seemed all made of

fire.

But why should the horse be thus represented

as of that detructive element? Remember that in

prophetic language, fire is symbolical of the

avenging justice of deity, and you will perceive

that this fiery horse and his rider are thereby an-

nounced to be the instruments of sore judgments

on the earth.

The opening of the seals are successive one to

another in the fulfilment as well as in the vision

of the exiled apostle. The horse of fire appears

not before the rider on the white horse has begun

his conquests, and made some progress in them.

But on the other hand, we must not imagine that

o 3
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the one has finished his career of victory and

retired from the field ere the other make his

appearance. The white horse with his rider ap-

pears first: but when the second seal is opened,

the horse of fire comes forth to follow .him, to

make war on him, to retard his conquests, and

(if possible) to wrest them out of his hands. Both

continue to go to and fro in the earth, and to

contend in mortal strife for ages, till the warfare

is decided on the bloody field of Armageddon.

To the rider on this fiery horse, " power was

" given to take peace from the earth, and that

" they should kill one another: and there was

" given unto him a great sword." And the dis-

cord and bloodshed which he produced, and the

inflictions of his great sword, produced the first

reverses which cast a shade o'er the brilliant pro-

gress of the gospel, and must be looked for in the

years which followed the erection of the kingdom

of God in the new dispensation. The gospel is

peaceful in its nature and tendency: but where-

ever it is published without being generally receiv-

ed, it irritates the natural enmity of the heart, and

excites violent opposition. Wherever the rider on

the white horse comes he has been followed by the

rider on this steed of fire, to take peace from the

earth. And in the early ages of the church, we

find multiplied proofs that the second seal was

already opened, and that the rider on the fiery
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horse had gone forth with his great sword to take

peace from the earth.

He represents the secular government of the

empire commencing the work of persecution, and

engaging in a course of opposition against our

Saviour. The earth means civil society. And
soon after the promulgation of the gospel, peace

was taken from society by the Roman government

engaging in a course of opposition, injustice and

cruelty to Christians. Though from the begin-

ning of the gospel. Christians had suffered much
from popular commotions, and from the prejudices

and hostility of Jewish and Roman tribunals;

though Nero had exercised great cruelties against

the Christians in and about Rome, under pretence

that they had set fire to the city, when he himself

had kindled the conflagration; yet there was no

law against the Christian religion as such, no

general persecution throughout the empire till the

reign of Domitian in the close of the first century.

Under him John was banished to Patmos. And
the flames of that persecution continued to blaze,

and its victims to bleed, until, after the lapse of

ten years, the death of Domitian brought relief.

This shows the consequences of the gospel where

it is published and not generally received.

Under Nerva, the successor of Domitian, the

church had rest. The sanguinary edicts of his

predecessor he rescinded ; but his short reign did

not extend beyond two years. He was succeeded
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by Trajan, who, though a philosopher, and in

general of a mild disposition, proved ultimately a

violent persecutor of the church. After the dia-

dem had encircled his brow for nine years, he

revived the intolerant and sanguinary laws which

had been rescinded, and rekindled the flames of

persecution which had been extinguished by his

predecessor. Ignatius was one of them who at

that time sealed their testimony for Christ with

their own blood. He was torn in pieces by wild

beasts. The sufferings of the Christians con-

tinued; and the penal laws against them remained

in force till death put an end to the reign of

Trajan.

The next emperor, Adrian, mitigated, but did

not entirely abrogate these intolerant and severe

laws against the religion of Jesus. In his days

the most foolish and unreasonable pretences fur-

nished relevant matter of accusation against the

Christians, and sufficient reason for putting mul-

titudes of them to death. If the empire was af-

flicted by a plague, a famine, or an unsuccessful

war; if the Tiber rose above his banks, or if the

Nile did not overflow his; if an earthquake or an

unfavourable season occurred, the superstitious

Pagans imputed all to the supposed impiety of the

Christians, which, as they imagined, had drawn

down the vengeance of the gods. The ignorant

multitude were taught to abhor Christians as the

procuring cause of every calamity. Often did the
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impatient clamours of the mob denounce them as

enemies of gods and men, and demand with vehe-

mence that they should be apprehended and cast

to the lions, or given up to tortures and death in

some other form. The provincial magistrates

were usually disposed to gratify the inclinations,

and by these means appease the fury of the people,

by sacrificing the obnoxious, though innocent

victims. In their spirit and in their conduct they

generally resembled Pontius Pilate, who declared

Jesus to be an innocent man, and without assign-

ing any other reason, condemned him to be

scourged and crucified. The true reason was,

that the ignorant mob cried out vehemently,

Crucify him, crucify him. Under Antoninus Pius,

who succeeded Adrian, the Christians were again

involved in persecution, on account of an earth-

quake in Asia, which they were accused of having

provoked by neglecting to worship the Pagan

idols. But though severe in some provinces, this

persecution extended not to the whole empire.

Marcus Aurelius the next emperor, was a cele-

brated philosopher: but he treated Christians

with cruelties becoming the character of Nero.

Among others who suffered in this persecution,

Justin Martyr, and Polycarp the bishop of Smyr-

na; Pius, Anicetus, and Soter, bishops of Rome,

received the crown of martyrdom, and shone by

strong faith and Christian fortitude in their suffer-

ings. Urged to renounce Christ, and thereby
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save his own life, Polycarp replied, " Fourscore

" years have I served him; he has done me no in-

" jury, and how can I now renounce my prince and

" my Saviour?" Of the multitudes who suffered

for their religion at that time, some were torn in

pieces by wild beasts, and others tormented in a

hot iron chair. Even women reflected much

honour on their sex and on their religion, by

steadfastness in resisting the arts and promises em-

ployed to allure them back to Paganism, and by

courage in enduring the sufferings which followed

their adherence to Christianity. In the war

against the Marcomanni, which the emperor car-

ried on at that time, the army was surrounded by

the enemy, and in danger of perishing by thirst.

But a fall of rain, which both Pagans and Christ-

ians considered as a remarkable and seasonable

interposition of Divine providence, brought relief.

It was accompanied by a thunder storm. And the

lightning falling chiefly on the barbarians, pro-

duced such a confusion, that the Romans who

attacked at the same time, achieved a decisive

victory. The distress of the army, the unexpect-

ed and seasonable relief, the rain, hail, thunder

and lightning, with the terror and discomfiture

of the barbarians, are recorded with little variation

by many writers, Pagan and Christian. Those of

the former class ascribe them to Jupiter and Mer-

curius; and those of the latter not only ascribe

them to the true God, but farther regard his inter-
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position at that time as obtained by the prayers

of one legion, which was composed almost entirely

of Christians, who (at the moment of the rain

commencing) were very earnest in their supplica-

tions for deliverance. And from both classes that

legion afterwards received the name of legioful-

minatrix, the thundering legion. On this occasion

the emperor stopt the persecution of Christians in

all parts of his dominions. May we not then

conclude that he and his soldiers felt a secret

conviction that to the prayers of the thundering

legion, they were indebted for this signal deliver-

ance; and that gratitude for this produced the

edict which stopt the persecution?

But it was stopt only for a time. The rider on

the fiery horse made some pauses in the bloody

work. But they served only to let the saints con-

template the havock he had made, and to give

them an opportunity of lamenting their kinsmen

according to the flesh, and their brethren in the

Spirit, of whom he had bereaved them. Many he

had slaughtered at home; and multitudes he had

banished to foreign lands. But it is unnecessary,

and would be tedious to attempt an enumeration

of the sufferings of Christians for their religion in

the reigns of Severus, Decius, Gallus, and Vale-

rian. Barbarous cruelties were inflicted on all who

would not deliver the sacred books, or burn in-

cense to idols. They were publicly whipt> drag-

ged by the heels at horses tails through the streets,
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condemned to banishment and labour in the mines,

stoned to death, burnt alive, roasted on gridirons

with slow fires, crucified, torn asunder, and, in a

word, tormented to death by every method that

inhumanity could devise.

In the person of Dioclesian, this rider on the

steed of fire proceeded to great extremities, and

seemed bent on the extermination of all who had

done homage to the conqueror on the white horse.

By an edict issued from the palace at Nicomedia,

in the year 303, Dioclesian gave orders " to pull

" down the churches of the Christians, to burn all

" their books and writings, to deprive them of

" their civil rights and privileges, and to render

" them incapable of any honour or civil promo-
" tion.* And not long afterwards, " Dioclesian

" by another edict, ordered all the bishops and
" ministers of the Christian church to be cast into

" prison. Nor did his inhuman violence end here:

" for a third edict was soon issued, by which it

" was ordered that all sorts of torments should be
" employed, and the most insupportable punish-

" ments invented, to force these venerable captives

" to renounce their profession, by sacrificing to the

" heathen gods." " In the second year of this

" horrible persecution, the 304 of the Christian

" era, a fourth edict was published by Dioclesian,

" at the instigation of Galerius and the other in-

• Mosheim, Cent, iv. Part i. Chap. 1.
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*' veterate enemies of the Christian name. By it

** the magistrates were ordered and commissioned

" to force all Christians, without distinction of

" rank or sex, to sacrifice to the gods; and were

" authorized to employ all sorts of torments, in

*' order to drive them to this act of apostacy. The
** diligence and zeal of the Roman magistrates in

" the execution of this inhuman edict, seemed
" likely to prove fatal to the Christian cause."

According to these edicts which proclaimed his

purpose of exterminating the Christian religion,

the emperor demolished the churches, and filled

the prisons with the bishops, presbyters and their

flocks. Dioclesian is reported to have put his

own wife to death because she was a Christian.

During this persecution, which continued raging

in the East till the year 311, it is said that a hun-

dred and forty-four thousand Christians perished

in Egypt alone : and that throughout the whole

empire seventeen thousand were destroyed in one

month. We read of some churches being shut

up, of many being demolished, and of one being

burnt when full of Christians. The language of

Eusebius gives us to understand, that the whole

city with all its inhabitants were involved in this

conflagration. " Armed soldiers," says he, " in-

" vested a whole city of Christians, that was very

*' populous, in Phrygia; and having set it on fire,

" burnt the men, together with the women and
" children, while they called upon Christ the

VOL. I. P
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" supreme God."* Lactantius has recorded the

same event. Although Gibbon labours to dimin-

ish the number of Christian martyrs, and to apo-

logize for the cruelties of their heathen persecut-

ors, yet this occurrence he dares not to deny, and

has not ventured to pass in silence. ** In a small

" town in Phrygia," says he, " of whose name, as

" well as situation we are left ignorant, it should

*' seem that the magistrates and the body of the

" people had embraced the Christian faith; and as

" some resistance might be apprehended to the

** execution of the edict, the governor of the pro-

" vince was supported by a numerous detachment

*« of legionaries. On their approach, the citizens

" threw themselves into the church, with the

" resolution either of defending by arms that

*' sacred edifice, or of perishing in its ruins.

** They indignantly rejected the notice and per-

" mission which was given them to retire, till the

" soldiers, provoked by their obstinate refusal, set

" fire to the building on all sides, and consumed
" by this extraordinary kind of martyrdom a great

" number of Phrygians with their wives and chil-

" dren." The comparison of the two accounts

is somewhat amusing. But although many cir-

cumstances intended to palliate the procedure of

the persecutors have been revealed to the modern

infidel which were unknown to the contemporary

* Eccl. History, lib. viii. chap. 11.
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author, yet both agree in the fact, that a great

number of Christians, men, women and children,

were burnt to death in the church, or while call-

ing on the Lord Jesus Christ.

The work of persecution went on after the days

of Constantine, against all dissenters, who, in those

days, were called heretics. We might trace its

progress through the wars and mutual persecutions

of the Arian and orthodox emperors, in the perse-

cutions, the crusades, and other wars of antichrist,

who was confederate with the rider on this fiery

horse, and pointed the great sword with ruthless

cruelty against the saints of God. But enough

has been said to show that this remorseless rider

on the fiery steed has made his appearance in our

world following Christ on the white horse of the

gospel; that at his very outset he took peace from

the earth, and by the unremitted use of his great

sword has banished her for ages from the habita-

tions of men. By his influence, domestic peace,

social peace, and all confidence in civil intercourse

have been banished from human life. Christ in

the gospel brought peace on earth: but this fiery

persecutor followed immediately with his great

sword. He sets a man at variance against his

father, and the daughter against her mother, and

the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.

His influence has often made foes to a man of

them in his own household. The opening of the

second seal displayed the commencement of his

p2
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career, but not its termination. The duration of

his power and commission is not limited like that

of the locusts and of the Euphratean angels to any

day, month or year. He lives long, and is after-

wards described under the similitude of that great

dragon of fire which is the connoisance of his

arms. And though weakened by the first vial, he

keeps the field, and wages war with the rider on

the white horse, and takes peace from the earth,

till he is overcome and taken at Armageddon.

He represents the rulers of civil society, the fourth

beast of Daniel with its ten horns, the great

image with its ten toes: and as the earth is the

prophetic symbol of society, he must be viewed in

the Apocalypse as presiding o*er the earth, and

the interests of his kingdom must be particularly

affected by the first trumpet and the first vial.

Some may say, if the kings of all the ten king-

doms which constituted the Roman empire, if the

kings of the earth in general are represented by

this rider on the horse of fire, and have all en-

gaged in opposing the kingdom of Christ, how
can the Christian yield allegiance or subjection to

any of them? We answer that the welfare of

society requires this subjection in all lawful things

to the government under which our lot is cast.

And the word of God enjoins it as an imperative

duty. Babylon was the enemy of the Old Testa-

ment church. But when the saints of God were

captives in Babylon, Jehovah said, " Serve the

" king of Bab}'lon and live—seek the peace of the
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•* city whither I have caused you to be carried

" away captives, and pray unto the Lord for it:

'* for in the peace thereof, ye shall have peace."

We may here remark the comfortable and well

known, though strange fact, that the doctrines

of the cross gained ground, and that the church

extended her boundaries and multiplied her con-

verts, even in the times of persecution. Like the

palm-tree, the religion of Jesus grows the higher

the more it is pressed down. The more beauti-

ful and the purer does it appear, the more it is

calumniated by the people, and misrepresented by

the persecuting edicts of the rider on the fiery

horse. The faith and patience of the saints have

increased with the intensity of their sufferings.

And ultimately, their king, the rider on the white

horse, shall conquer every foe, and triumph over

all opposition.

Many are the inducements which they have

to suffer cheerfully in his cause. The great love

wherewith he has loved them, the sufferings which

he underwent for them, infinitely weightier than

all that they are required to bear in following him,

and all that he did, and is still doing for them,

draw and attach their hearts with devotedness to

his cause. They desire and pray for the prosper-

ity of the church. They know that although false

friends, may, like dross, be separated, she never

loses any thing of value in the furnace ; and that

their own firmness and fortitude in suffering and

p 3
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death, may promote her cause more effectually,

than all the influence of their quiet and godly lives

could have done in many years. The blood of

the martyrs is the seed of the church. The ex-

ample of Christ animates them. While on earth

he was a suffering Saviour: and why should not

his people on earth be a suffering people? He
endured the cross, despising the shame, and is set

down at the right hand of the throne of God.

They also look to the joy set before them ; and

trust that their afflictions which are light, com-

pared with his sufferings, and but for a moment,

when compared with their deserts and the eterni-

ty of blessedness before them, shall work for them

a far more exceeding and an eternal weight of

glory. If we suffer with him, we shall also reign

with him; but if we deny him, he also will deny

us. Believers have respect to the recompence of

reward. When looking to their own best and

dearest interests, they feel assured, that if at death

they leave this vale of tears, they go to be ever

with the Lord, which is far better, to receive a

crown and to sit with him on his throne. They

have a better and an enduring substance, above

the influence of those changes to which all sublu-

nary things are liable; and an inheritance that is

incorruptible, undefiled, and which fadeth not

away, reserved in heaven for them. And they

know that the sufferings of this present time, are

not worthy to be compared with the glory which

shall be revealed in them.



DISCOUESE VII.

THIRD SEAL.

CORRUPT CHRISTIAN CLERGY SELLING THE WORD
OF GOD FOR MONEY, AND PRODUCING A

SPIRITUAL FAMINE.

Rev. vi. 5, 6.

5 And when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third

heast say, Come, and see. And I beheld, and lo, a black horse

;

and he that sat on him had a pair of balances in his hand.

6 And I heard a A^oice in the midst of the fom* beasts say, A
measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a

penny; and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine.

VV HEN this seal was opened, the third living

creature, that which had the face of a man said,

" Come, and see." Under the preceding seal,

an enemy appeared, in dealing with whom, labour

and long-suffering are required in the ministers of

religion, and by whom they are often led like

oxen to the slaughter. But in contending with

him who appears under this seal, they need the

prudence and wisdom of a man, and that pity for

the necessities of their brethren, of which the hu-
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man heart is susceptible, and the human counte-

nance expressive.

John obeyed the call, and he beheld a black

horse come forth. The white horse denoted the

gospel of peace; the red or fiery horse, the secu-

lar empire, arrayed in the flames of persecution,

as the instrument of Divine judgments; and the

black horse of this seal, has generally been sup-

posed to denote scarcity. Jeremiah says, " our

" skin was black like an oven, because of the ter-

" rible famine." And the black colour of this

horse, especially when taken in connexion with

the alarming proclamation heard at his appear-

ance, about the wheat, the barley, the wine and the

oil, evidently refer us to a time of famine; though

(as we shall see by and by,) the black colour may

in this case, have another allusion also.

" A measure of wheat for a penny, and three

" measures of barley for a penny: and see thou

" hurt not the oil and the wine." Among the

ancients, barley was generally used for feeding

horses and other cattle, and seldom regarded or

employed as an ingredient of much importance in

the food of man. It is here considered as equal

in value to no more than one-third of its quantity

of the wheat or bread corn generally used. If a

measure of wheat cost a penny, three measures of

barley were sold for no more. The penny was

equal to seven or eight pence of our money; and

the choenix or measure here spoken of, contained
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about a quart, and was the common allowance of

food to a hired servant. From the parable of our

Lord, where the goodman gave every one a penny

for his day's work; and also from profane history

it appears that the penny was in general a day's

hire to a labouring man. Look now at the cir-

cumstances of this case, and say if a time of urgent

scarcity is not intended, when the labourer could

procure no more than his own necessary food for

the day as the whole reward of his labour. In

all ordinary cases, both food and wages are under-

stood to be necessary to the comfortable subsist-

ence of the hired labourer. And if the whole of

his daily labour is absorbed in procuring his daily

food, how can he find raiment to cover him, and

an habitation to shelter him? How can he rest

one day in seven, an enjoyment to which the

meanest slaves, and even labouring cattle, are

entitled? And what if he has a family to be

provided for? Any support that he can give

them must be at the expense of withholding from

his own body its necessary sustenance.

Now, the questions to be solved, are, who is

this rider on the black horse, who has the will

and power to inflict these direful calamities? And
when did he make his appearance on the earth?

In the reiffn of Commodus we find both famine

and pestilence raging through the empire; and in

the year 187, carrying off the crowded population

of the capital at the rate of two thousand every
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day. The numerous edicts of Septimius Severus,

and of Alexander Severus, regarding the importa-

tion and price of corn, shew that famine was

dreaded, if not felt, in their reigns. And Gibbon

tells us, that before the year 250, there was a

general and long-continued famine, the inevitable

consequence of rapine and oppression, which de-

stroyed the fruit of the present, and the hope of

future harvests.

But we are inclined to understand the symbols

of this seal as denoting not a famine of the bread

that perisheth, but a spiritual, a more terrible

and deadly famine of the word of the Lord—of

the bread that endureth to everlasting life. " Be-

" hold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will

" send a famine on the land, not a famine of

" bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the

" words of the Lord: and they shall wander from

" sea to sea, and from the north even to the east:

" they shall run to and fro to seek the word of

" the Lord, and shall not find it."* This is more

calamitous to religion, more injurious to the cause

of him who rideth on the white horse, and more

dreaded by his followers, than a famine of the

fruits of the earth. They desire the word of God
more than their daily food. The latter is neces-

sary to preserve their animal life; but the former

is necessary to maintain the moral principle and

* Amos viii. 11, 12.
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feeling of their souls, their spiritual life and com-

munion with God. Therefore the Christian says,

O how love I thy law ! it is sweeter than honey

to my mouth, and in my judgment more valuable

than gold or silver.

The temporal famines alluded to, were doubt-

less felt by Christians as well as Pagans; but

many of them were merely local, and all of them

of short duration. And we have already estab-

lished the principle, that all the prophecies of

this book speak of what concerns the church, and

the progress of religion among the sons of men.

By the dark portentous symbols of this seal,

something more important than a temporal scar-

city of natural food, something more intimately

connected with vital religion, and diffusing a more

durable influence on the state of Christianity,

must be intended. The black colour of the horse,

ti-^nd the yoke, ^vyog, which the rider brings in his

hand, announce an enemy that will not be soon

driven from the field, and who will impose heavy

bondage on the souls of men. The proclamation

from the midst of the living creatures, that a

measure of wheat should be sold for a penny, and

three measures of barley for a penny, and the

intimation that the supply of the wine and the oil

should remain unhurt and undiminished, refer to

the spiritual food of the church, and the supplies

of the Spirit of grace. And all the circumstances

put together, indicate a time when a grievous yoke
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of unscriptural articles of faith, and burdensome

ceremonies in worship, should be imposed on the

people of Christ; when there should be a famine

of the pure doctrines and ordinances of the gospel

;

and when, notwithstanding this train of compli-

cated ills, the enlightening and comforting influ-

ences of the Holy Spirit should not be withheld.

The rider on this black horse, represents the

corrupt Christian clergy. And though they were

permitted to sell the word of God and the privi-

leges of his people for money, and in so far to

produce a spiritual famine, yet he gave them no

power over the wine and oil of the Spirit's influ-

ences, with which he comforts the souls of his

people. The yoke of bondage, and the spiritual

famine which this enemy introduces, begin to

appear in the end of the second century. They

continue and increase till the sixteenth, and we

do not yet see them altogether removed from the

church in the nineteenth. And in so far as the

famine has now abated, we must regard the rider

on the white horse as the author of the plenty,

and of the begun downfall of this tyrant who rides

on the black; and the evangelical churches, the

bible societies, and missionary societies, as the in-

struments by which the plenty is communicated

to the souls of men.

About the end of the second century, we see

the rider on the black horse beginning to show

himself on the field, and applying the yoke of
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bondage to the necks of God's people. The se-

cond seal represented the persecution of the

church by the civil power; the third represents

her oppressed and famished condition, under the

usurpations and severe impositions of ecclesiastical

tyranny.

In the writings of the early fathers, that portion

of the church which was under the inspection of

one bishop, is often called a parish, but never a

diocese. From the same authors, it appears also,

that the bishop was chosen by the universal suf-

frage of his people; that these were all personally

known to him, and the poor among them, the ob-

jects of his immediate personal attention: that

when the bishop dispensed the Lord's supper, all

the people under his charge were present, and

could all see and hear when he preached, or when

the lector read: that all the people assembled for

writing letters to other churches, and for appoint-

ing proper messengers to carry them; and that

when censure was inflicted on an offending

brother, or when the penitent sinner was restored

to brotherly fellowship, all the flock of the bish-

op's cure were present. It continued to be the

practice of some bishops, so far down as the age

of Cyprian, (and it was the practice of Cyprian

himself,) to do nothing, and permit nothing to be

done by the clergy, in the affairs of the church,

without asking and obtaining the consent of the

people. A worshipping assembly of Christians,

VOL. I. Q
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though small, and situated in a small village, had

its bishop. Thus, in Eusebius, we read of Zoticus

a bishop from the village of Comane. Even while

the majority of the population remained Pagans,

the Christians had their bishops very thickly

planted. Lydia, Gemnia and Joppa were three

episcopal towns, none of them a large town, and

all within four miles one of another. Every one

of them was a bishop's see; and all the three

together would not have made a larcje town. In

the year 296, Paul of Samosata, bishop of Anti-

och, was deposed, and Dominus ordained in his

stead But though Antioch was one of the larg-

est cities in the empire, it appears that at that

time, it contained only one house for public Chris-

tian worship, which the former refused to yield to

the latter. It is also mentioned by Justin Martyr,

that every Lord's day, the people assembled both

from the city and from the country in one house,

where the lector read portions of the holy scrip-

tures, and the bishop preached and administered

the holy eucharist. The Christian bishop was

the pastor of one church, (in some cases not

amounting to two hundred souls,) having only one

place of worship, in which he preached and ad-

ministered the sacraments every Lord's day, and

having no other clergy under him than the pres-

byters or elders of that congregation. In some,

nay, in many instances, the people of whom a

bishop had the oversight, might be scattered over
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a larger extent of territory, than a modern parish

;

but they were all in the habit of coming together,

into one place on the Lord's day.

But when this seal was opened, diocesan epis-

copacy came creeping cautiously into the church,

and the rider on the black horse began to lay his

yoke on the necks of the people of Christ. Dio-

nysius who was bishop of Alexandria in the third

century, describes distinct congregations which

had been erected in the remote suburbs of that

city as still under his charge. And this evil con-

tinued not long peculiar to Alexandria. It spread

among the churches in other places. The num-

ber of Christians increasing, and their zeal declin-

ing, those of them who lived in the remote districts

of a congregation, began to desire a place for

public worship nearer home. The dreaded crime

of schism was defined to be a groundless separa-

tion from their bishop or minister, and his church.

And in order to avoid this, they sought, and ob-

tained permission of their bishop, to erect a cha-

pel, which was to continue under his jurisdiction,

and in which a presbyter of his appointment

was to officiate. Thus they voluntarily relinquish-

ed the choice of their own teacher; and of their

right of choosing the bishop, which they still re-

tained, they were afterwards deprived by the

Pope claiming the right of appointment to all

vacant bishoprics.

The duty of presbyters (or elders,) was to visit

22
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and exhort the sick, and to sit as assessors with

the bishop, in judging all cases of scandal. But

to inflict censure, or to absolve from it, they, with-

out the bishop, had no power. To preach pub-

licly, and to administer sacraments, appear not to

have originally belonged to their office. But

about the time of which we speak, it began to be

supposed, that they might do so with the bishop's

permission ; nay, that they were bound to do so

when he was pleased to command them. Not on-

ly to command them to preach, but also to assign

the particular subjects of their public discourses,

were now admitted to belong to his prerogative.

Origen who flourished in the earlier half of the

third century, says in one of his homilies, that the

bishop commanded him to preach about the witch

of Endor. Tertullian who lived somewhat earli-

er says, it is not lawful for any to baptize, except

by the bishop's permission. And modern episco-

palians say the same. On account of the extent

and population of their dioceses, baptism is ad-

ministered, and the gospel preached by presby-

ters; but all this is by the bishop's appointment;

and confirmation by the imposition of his hands

follows, and is supposed necessary, to give the

baptism due validity and effect.

When the remote districts of a congregation

desired a place of public worship near their own

habitations, and insisted not on being erected

into a distinct sister church, electing her own

office-bearers, but were willing to continue under
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the inspection of tlieir former bishop, he readily

appointed some of his presbyters or elders to

minister in the chapels which they were permitted

to erect. The example of Alexandria was followed

in other places. The imposition of compulsory

tithes was unknown among Christians till the reign

of Charlemagne, in the ninth century: for which

that emperor was made a canonized saint by the

Pope. But all the gifts that were offered, and the

contributions that were made by the Christian

people, in the new chapels of which we have been

speaking, were appropriated by the bishop, who,

out of the proceeds, granted an allowance to the

officiating presbyters.

But some bishops in small country places had

congregations, which, from their circumscribed

territory and small population, were not susceptible

of such divisions. They continuing ministers of

churches which had only one place of public

worship, after the parishes of their brethren were

divided into dioceses, were stigmatized with the

name of chorepiscopi, or country bishops. "These,"

(says Mosheim,) " held a middle rank between

" bishops and presbyters, being inferior to the

" former, and superior to the latter." They were

soon reckoned incapable of confirmation, reduced

to a level with the preaching presbyters, and

finally they and their people were placed under

some neighbouring bishop as part of his diocese,

and the very name chorepiscopus abolished.

23
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One step more, that of appointing presbyters

to officiate in the cathedral for the bishop himself,

and the pompous structure of diocesan episco-

pacy was completed, and the bishop's office made

a lordly sinecure. The right of appointing the

officiating presbyters was retained for a time by

the bishop, but afterwards usurped by the head of

the system, who called himself the bishop of bish-

ops, and the vicar of Christ at Rome, and with

his sanction transferred, in many cases, to lay-

patrons. But priestly tyranny, which crept in so

cautiously at first, and almost by imperceptible

steps, soon began to rear his pompous head, to

issue his authoritative mandates to men, and even

to usurp the prerogatives of God. Mosheim tells

us that even in the third century the bishop of

Rome had a certain preeminence in the church.

This he describes as a preeminence of order and

association, but not of power and authority. But

the conduct of Stephen, bishop of Rome, to the

Asiatic churches, when they determined that all

heretics should be re-baptized at their admission

to the church, shows that even then he pretended

to power and authority—" he behaved with the

** most unchristian violence and arrogance toward

" the Asiatic Christians, broke communion with

" them, and excluded them from the communion
" of the church of Rome." When Cyprian and

the African bishops declared their concurrence in

the views of the Asiatics, *• the choler of Stephen
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" swelled bej^ond measure, and by a decree full of

" invectives, he excommunicated the African

" bishops," &c.*

The indolence and pride of the bishops not

only put the presbyters and deacons out of their

proper place in the church, but also gave rise to

the institution of various orders of new office-

bearers about this time. Mosheim enumerates

sub-deacons, acolythi, ostiarii, lectores, exorcists,

and copiatae, as added to the church in the third

century. With good reason is the agent of priest-

ly domination represented as coming on a black

horse with a yoke in his hand. The fiery appear-

ance of the horse in the preceding seal, has been

supposed to refer to the emperor's purple and the

military array of his legions, though we have seen

that it must rather be viewed as intimating that

his being let loose against Christians, was a sore

judgment from God. And here the black colour

of the horse may allude unto this colour as being

peculiarly adopted by the clergy, who, under this

seal commence tyrants, oppressors, and famishers

of the heritage of God. They possessed the key

of knowledge, but now many of them became re-

luctant to enter themselves, and forward and

active in hindering others. The cause of true

Christianity has suffered much more from this

rider on the black horse, than from him who

* Mosheim, Cent. iii. Part ii. Chap. iii. 13.
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marched before mounted on the fiery horse, and

with whom he ultimately combines and cooperates.

The conquests of the first warrior on the white

horse have been more retarded by the spiritual

famine and the yoke of priestly oppression, than

by the great sword of imperial authority.

But let us contemplate a little further the pro-

gress of this ghostly gentleman of the black. In

the third century, men began to extol the life of

monks and hermits as holier than that of others.

Paul, the first hermit, retired into the deserts of

Thebais, where he led for ninety years a life more

resembling that of a savage animal, than that of a

rational being. Driven by his example, and their

own absurd reasonings, multitudes followed him

into deserts and caves: and there exercised them-

selves in flagellations and other penances, the

most severe that a gloomy and disordered imagi-

nation could devise. These absurd mortifications

were extolled by the clergy of the day as highly

acceptable with God: and the whole Christian

world was soon overspread by solitary men and

sequestered virgins, who, having renounced all

human connexions and concerns, languished out

a life useless to others, miserable to themselves,

and offensive to God. The east was first filled

with them. But the evil soon extended westward

to Italy and the neighbouring isles; and from them

overspread all Europe.*

* Mosheim.
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Many ceremonies were now added to the sim-

plicity of gospel worship. And the yoke of super-

stitious observances which this rider brought in

his hand, was laid by his authority on the necks

of the Christian people. Stated fasts and festivals

were so multiplied, as to be ever recurring. The
discipline of the church received many additions,

and began to be looked on as a punishment, rather

than a privilege administered for the benefit of

an offending brother, and the warning of others.

Among Christians there began to prevail a con-

formity with the rites of Paganism.

You may understand what things had now the

greatest importance attached to them by Christ-

ians, when we tell you that the controversy most

keenly agitated in the church during the second,

and part of the third century, was about the day

on which the festival of Easter ought to be cele-

brated. It appears that the Asiatic churches had

long observed it on the fourteenth day of the

month Nisan, the same day on which the Jews

kept the passover; and the western churches on

the Lord's day following. This had occasioned

no interruption of their harmony, or obstruction

of their mutual love. But now these trifles began

to be reckoned important; much was said and

written on both sides; many synods were held in

the east and in the west; accusations, recrimina-

tions, and exhortations, were reciprocally sent

and received in synodical letters and decrees. In
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the reign of Commodus, Victor, bishop of Rome,

or (as Roman Catholics call him) pope Victor

took the matter into his own hand; and after

hearing the eastern bishops repeatedly in their

letters, he pronounced all the brethren in the

churches of Asia, and in the neighbouring pro-

vinces, to be wholly excommunicated for their

heresy in this matter. The church in France,

with Irenaeus at their head, interposed, and endea-

voured to restore peace.* This yoke of priestly

tyranny and superstition continued for centuries

to press more and more heavily on the people of

Christ; and is not wholly removed from the

churches even in our own time.

The fiery persecuting horse of the former seal,

was still going to and fro on the earth; and his

rider was still thinning with his great sword the

ranks of faithful gospel ministers. And this rider

on the black horse thus found his way prepared,

and his task the easier, in attempting to sell

spiritual food for money, and to produce a spirit-

ual famine. The Sabellian, the Serpentinian, the

Gnostic, and the Manichagan heresies, were early

broached, and prevailed to a great extent. The
Pagans, who had long trusted exclusively to the

sword, began to oppose the gospel by the pen.

Christian writers having adopted the doctrine,

that the good end would sanctify the sinful means,

• Euseb. Eccl. Hist. Cook v. ch. 25.
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employed forgery and falsehood in defending the

truth. Now, if ever, the discriminating wisdom

of a man was requisite in the living creatures.

Error abounded, and evangelical doctrine was

rare. Arianism was introduced, which carried

away the greater part of the Christian world from

the truth of the gospel. The system of Popery

was next set up, in which darkness and supersti-

tion prevailed; the preaching of the gospel was

almost unknown; the bible was not possessed,

sometimes by a whole province, and was forbid-

den to be read by men in their own tongue. Our

Lord's supper was changed into the mass, and

baptism was buried under the ceremonies of using

salt and oil, of exorcising and crossing. There

was a scarcity of the word of the Lord. The

saints endured a long period of spiritual famine,

when they had to eat their bread by weight.

This rider on the black horse dealt out the scanty

allowance for gold that perisheth, and made ex-

orbitant demands of worldly wealth. Owing to

the scarcity of the word of life, the diligence and

daily exertion of the children of God could pro-

cure no more food to their souls than what was

necessary to support spiritual life. And in seek-

ing it, they were often exposed to bodily torment,

and temporal death. It is indeed true, that,

according to the proclamation, they might, by

resting satisfied with an inferior article, and sub-

stituting barley for wheat, obtain a more abun-
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dant supply. But this could be obtained by no

other means; and the famine continued for ages.

Under one form or other, this rider on the

black horse wants not a successor till the battle of

Armageddon, where the false prophet stands in

his place. He presides over the rivers and foun-

tains of waters; and accordingly, he and his cause

are affected by the third trumpet and the third

vial.

But the proclamation added, " see thou hurt not

" the oil and the wine." Wine cheereth the heart

of man, and oil maketh his face to shine. The
Holy Spirit is the only comforter worthy of the

name, and his influences seem to be here repre-

sented under the symbols of oil and wine. For

medicinal purposes, also, were oil and wine used

by the ancients. This is evident from the con-

duct of the good Samaritan, who poured oil and

wine into the wounds of him who fell among
thieves. And is not the joy of the Holy Ghost

the best remedy for the wounds of a broken spirit?

Who but he giveth that merry heart which doeth

good like a medicine? The language of the pro-

clamation, then, intimates, that under the yoke of

ecclesiastical tyranny and superstition, and amid

the famine of the word of the Lord, the sanctify-

ing and comforting influences of the Holy Spirit

should not be withheld from the people of Christ.

Being internal, these are not so palpable to the

historian as external events; and their existence
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is ascertained only by their fruits. But we may

remind you of Justin Martyr, Origen, Cyprian,

and other public characters, whose works remain

to this day, and testify that they enjoyed the

Spirit in no ordinary degree, though they lived

after the rider on this black horse had gone forth,

and the mournful period of famine, oppression,

and backsliding was begun. And doubtless Jeho-

vah had, among the private members of the

church, many thousands of his hidden ones, who

were little known to the world in life, and have

left nothing to perpetuate their memory after

death, but who shall live and reign with him in

glory to all eternity. Yes, he has had his wit-

nesses in the worst of times; and even when they

were slain through the influence of this rider on

the black horse, for resisting his burdensome and

tyrannical yoke, the oil and wine of the Holy

Spirit being poured into their wounds, proved in

them a spirit of life from God, and caused them

to arise and stand upon their feet.

Our Lord Jesus Christ has not only the admi-

nistration of providence, but also the dispensation

of grace committed to him. He some times gives

the gospel in great abundance to people, like the

manna which fell round all the tents in the camp

of Israel. And at other times his people have to

travel far in quest of spiritual food, like the sons

of Jacob when they went to Egypt to buy corn.

But he preserves his own amid all difficulties,

VOL. I. E
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and in seasons of the greatest distress and back-

sliding. When the outward means become scanty,

they find the inward influences of the Holy Spirit

not diminished. In nature, when the wheat and

the barley are scarce, the same unfruitful season

that caused this, generally diminishes the supply

of the oil and the wine. And in grace, the Spirit

operates by means of the word and ordinances.

Therefore, a withdrawment of the one is generally

attended by a diminution of the other. A scar-

city of external means was produced by the rider

on this black horse ; but it belonged not to him

to diminish the supplies of the Spirit of Life from

God. During the famine, the communications of

this Spirit enabled the witnesses of God to be

faithful and cheerful while prophesying in sack-

cloth. By faith they looked through the dark

clouds that frowned over the church militant—to

the brightness, purity, and blessedness, of the

church triumphant. Hence they took, joyfully,

calamities of every description, as well as the

spoiling of their goods, knowing that they had in

heaven a better and an enduring substance. And
when they were slain by their deadly foes, the

wine and oil of this Spirit of Life from God enter-

ing their souls, not only restored them to life and

made them stand upon their feet, but also enabled

them to ascend to heaven in a cloud, their ene-

mies beholding them.

When our divine Lord tabernacled among men
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on earth, his foes were often they of his own

household. He who ate of his bread and who

touched hands with him in the dish, lifted up his

heel ao^ainst him. And since his ascension to

heaven, and session at the right hand of the

Majesty on high, hath not his experience in his

members that remain on earth, corresponded to

the treatment which he received in his own per-

son? Many of the evils which have befallen his

church, and especially those which are foretold

under this seal, have originated, not with the

openly wicked, but with professed friends. Many
of them were never intended as acts of hostility,

but were intended as deeds of kindness. But in

their views these friends were mistaken, and in

their conduct they erred. Dionysius of Alexan-

dria was a man of deep learning, eminent talents,

and singular piety. He was much esteemed and

deservedly beloved by his people. Yet under his

ministry commenced the evil which spread like a

canker, and soon deformed the whole face of the

visible church, and bent her neck to the yoke

of priestly tyranny. Under one less beloved, it

could not have found admission so easily. But

the attachment of the people to him, lulled asleep

their vigilance about their own rights, and made

them not only willing, but desirous to call him

their bishop still, after they were regularly wor-

shipping in another assembly than that to which

he ministered, and no more hearing his public in-

r2
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structions, but listening to the voice of another

teacher. They not only continued to honour and

obey him as their bishop, but even renounced

their own right of election, by allowing him to

nominate the presbyter to conduct public worship

among them. The evil soon spread, and the ser-

vants of Christ were the instruments of spreading

it. Let us carefully adhere to the rule laid down

in scripture, without adding to or diminishing

from it. What we think an improvement may be,

(na}', if it is not authorised by that rule, it must

be) a deformity. What we may think a small

deviation from the right path, may in its conse-

quences lead to mighty and momentous evils.

" To the law and to the testimony: if they speak

" not according to this word, it is because there

" is no light in them."

And O, be thankful, my brethren, that the

scarcity of the word of life is now abated, and

that the gospel is enjoyed by us in plenty. Let

us not be like the Israelites who despised the

heavenly manna as light food, and longed for the

flesh-pots of Egypt. Let us beware of preferring

the things that perish, to the spiritual and eternal

blessings exhibited in the word of the truth of the

gospel. And O, seek the Holy Spirit to accom-

pany and bless the word of the Lord, and make it

effectual for the comfort and salvation of our souls.

We often complain that the Spirit is withheld in

our day. But is there any promise in the bible
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authorising men to expect the Holy Spirit without

asking him? Have not we much more ground to

complain of the want of earnestness and diligence

among Christians in seeking the Spirit? Have not

we cause to lament that they see not their need

of the Holy Spirit, but act in their own imaginary

sufficiency, that they seldom pray for his assistance,

but trust in themselves, and ascribe their success

to their own wisdom and to their own might? It

remaineth true in our day and in the days of all

generations, that the Father giveth the Holy

Spirit unto them that ask him. Ask and it shall

be given you; seek and ye shall find; knock and it

shall be opened unto you.

r3



DISCOUESE VIII.

FOURTH SEAL.

CHURCH AND STATE COMBINED, AND EMPLOYING

BOTH SWORD AND FAMINE, AND ALSO DEATH,

AND THE BEASTS OF THE EARTH TO

DESTROY MEN.

Rev. vi. 7, 8.

7 And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice

of the fourth beast say, Come, and see.

8 And I looked, and behold, a pale horse; and his name that

sat on him was Death, and hell followed with him; and power was

given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with

sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of

the earth.

X HE second seal spoke of bloodshed by the

sword: the third of famine: but the fourth pre-

sents a picture still more woful and deplorable,

and exhibits an enemy who employs both the

sword, and hunger; death, and the beasts of the

earth in destroying men, and in opposing the cause

of Christ.

When the fourth seal was opened, the fourth
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living creature, which resembled a flying eagle,

said, " Come, and see." In contending against the

enemy who appears under this seal, a heavenly-

minded ministry soaring like a flying eagle above

all earthly things, of quick understanding in the

consolatory truths of the gospel, and of keen

penetration into the mysteries of God, is beneficial

to the church, and necessary to maintain religion

in the earth. The sword of persecution was still

wasting the church, spiritual famine prevailing,

and this seal adds, (we think) that spiritual death

should greatly abound among professing Christ-

ians. But amid such scenes, faithful ministers

were to be more than usually conversant with

things above; and particularly earnest in their

applications to God for the deliverance and revival

of his heritage.o
John obeyed the call, and looked, and lo, 1777^0$

xho)^o:, a green horse; and the name of him that

sat on him was Death. The name of the rider

refers to his work, and describes the nature of the

dispensation in which he was employed. It was

a dispensation of death. But this destroyer re-

ceived a commission setting limits to his power,

which he could not exceed. He was restricted

in his work to the fourth part of the earth.

A green horse has no existence in nature.

And this fact seems to have led our translators

to use the unwarrantable freedom of rendering it

a " pale horse." Only in other three passages
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does the word x;^^e°^ occur in the New Testament.

In all of these is it rendered green, and in none

of them can it mean any thing else. The first is

Mark vi. 39. " And he commanded them to

" make all sit down by companies, s^/ to x'^a^^

"
xk'^^'' upon the green grass." Another is in

Rev- ix. 4. where the locusts were commanded
" that they should not hurt the grass of the earth,

" cvh 'TTciu xhu^ov^ neither any green thing." It

occurs also in Rev. viii. 7. where we are told that

" 170,; xh'^^z x'^'-JQo; xarsKoiv], all green grass was burnt

" up." And in our text, the word must mean

the same thing, and ought, in justice, to be ren-

dered green. It seems to denote something grow-

ing out of the earth.

Although a green horse exists not in nature, is

that a reason why this figure may not be employed

as a hieroglyphical symbol in the language of in-

spired prophecy? Was there ever in nature a

beast like a lion with eagle's wings? Yet we read

of such an appearance in the prophecies of Daniel.

Or where is there in nature a dragon with seven

heads and ten horns? Yet John tells us that such

a being appeared to him in the Apocalyptic visions.

Why then demur about understanding his words

in their plain and common meaning, when in this

text he tells us that so soon as the fourth seal had

been removed, and he had looked at that part of

the book which was then unrolled, he saw pour-

trayed thereon a green horse?
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That this seal foretels the prevalence of pesti-

lence, has, some how or other, been taken for grant-

ed. And from many natural causes which might

easily be assigned, this disease was much more

frequent in ancient times than now, when it is

scarcely known, except among the filthy streets and

unwholesome habitations of Turkish cities. And
therefore, it is an easy matter to find instances of

that disease, prevailing to an alarming degree, in

some province or other, and some times through

the whole extent of the Roman empire. Gibbon

tells us of a plague, about the middle of the third

century, which carried off the crowded population

of Rome, at the rate of five thousand daily; and

by which, many towns which had escaped the

barbarians, were depopulated. If this seal fore-

show the prevalence of pestilence, it has often been

realized on the earth.

But we must recur to the principle which we

established in a preliminary Discourse, that the

prophecies of this book, refer not to merely natu-

ral occurrences, or merely political events, except

in so far as their influence affects the progress of

religion in the earth. And we ask, if it is pre-

tended, that in any of these instances of the

plague, there was an exemption of Christians from

its power? or if, in any instance it fell peculiarly

on them, and might thus, like persecution or

spiritual famine, be regarded as an enemy of the

true religion? The preceding seal did not pre-
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diet a literal famine; and no more does this a

natural pestilence.

One reason that has been assigned, for under-

standing this to denote the plague, is, that Ezekiel

associates the sword, the famine, the noisome

beast, and the pestilence.* But does it therefore

follow, that John must do the same here? The
pale colour of the horse, has been viewed as an-

other reason, because the pestilence spreads pale-

ness over the faces of men. But if that be the

case, these people must abandon that argument,

when they see, that this symbolical horse, appear-

ed of the healthy colour of the trees, and green

grass which clothe the fields. The name of the

rider was Death. But neither is this any proof,

because other diseases, as well as pestilence, pro-

duce death. And perhaps war, or the persecut-

ing power of the second seal, may deserve the

name Death, more than any disease whatever.

The Greek word which signifies famine, has a

close resemblance to that which denotes the

plague, and both of these may be the means of

removing men out of this world. But can any

body assign a reason, why the name Death should

be given to the one more than the other? This

name has no resemblance in sound, to either of

these words. And if the Holy Spirit had meant

pestilence, he would have used the name pesti-

Ezek. xxiv. 31.
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lence, or at least have given a description more
like that disease, than any thing contained in this

passage. If the name Death, given to the rider

on this horse, really intimated the pestilence, why
is he said to slay with the sword, with the famine,

and with the beasts of the earth? Does the

plague need or employ these instruments? A
green horse exists not in nature; but must we
therefore believe, that when symbolically used in

the hieroglyphics of prophecy, it represents the

plague.

Perhaps the best method of discovering who is

meant by this rider on the green horse, may be to

consider the work which he performs, and the in-

struments which he employs. He who sat on the

red horsCi represented the emperor, the secular

power with his great sword, slaying the followers

of Jesus; the rider on the black horse denoted

the usurping tyrannical clergy bringing the yoke

of multiplied ceremonies, and episcopal domina-

tion, to be put on the necks of the people of God,

and famishing their souls to death, by witholding

the pure word of life. But this rider on the green

horse, has power to kill both with the sword and

with famine. And therefore, we apprehend that

this denotes a combination of the two enemies,

described under the preceding seals, the civil

power with his great sword, and the corrupt and

tyrannical clergy who produced the spiritual fa-

mine. How is it possible, on any other supposi-
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tion, to account for this rider on the green horse,

not only prosecuting the same work of killing

men, with his two predecessors, but actually using

the weapons of both? They must be both com-

bined in his person. And this combination of

church and state, employs not only the spiritual

famine of the former, and the great sword of the

latter against the saints of God, but also other in-

struments, which neither of them could use in a

separate state. On this subject I shall endeavour

to speak the truth with all plainness, whatever

party or set of opinions it may seem to favour.

And if men will take offence, the fault is not in

me, or in the truth, but in themselves, and in

their own prejudices.

This enemy has power to kill with the beasts

of the earth also. By these we are not to under-

stand literally foxes, wolves, tigers, bears, lions,

or other beasts of the earth. The beasts of the

Apocalypse are described in the twelfth and thir-

teenth chapters. They are the ten-horned beast

of the sea, and the two-horned beast of the earth.

And this complex system of church and state,

now represented by the rider on the green horse,

is the enemy who employs them against the saints

of God. The nature of his union with them shall

be considered when we speak of the ten-horned

beast of the sea. At present we only notice, that

for ages he has employed them in searching out.
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hunting, and destroying them whose blood is dear

in the sight of the Lord.

But he has power to kill with death as well as

with the beasts of the earth. The word death is

not here to be understood as meaning only a

separation between soul and body. To this all

believers are liable; yet Christ hath said, he that

believeth in me shall never die. To the believer,

the separation of soul and body is not death. It

is only the death of sin in him, and the beginning

of an endless life, a life of glory and blessedness

to his soul. In his case, separation from the

mortal body is not usually called death, but a fall-

ing asleep, and the hour of his departure. It is a

departure from a world of sin and sufFerirg, of

darkness and death, to a world of inexpressible

delights, of inconceivable glory, and of immortal

life. And there are other enemies than the rider

on the green horse who can kill the body.

And when he is distinguished as having power

to kill with deaths the word, we think, is to be

understood in the full latitude of its scriptural

meaning, as denoting the separation of the sinner

from God while he remains here, and the second

death which awaits him hereafter. We mean

not to say that all worshippers in the Catholic

church, after she was united with the state, and

began to wield the great sword of the secular

power against dissenters, or even that all who

support this rider on the green horse after he has

VOL. I.
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reached his perfect stature and mature strength

in the corrupt church of antichristian Rome, are

certainly devoted to the second death. By no

means. Nay we know, that in all ages, Jehovah

has had many of his saints, under that dark, dan-

gerous, and persecuting hierarchy. Our duty is

to urge on them his call. " Come out of her my
" people, that ye be not partakers of her sins,

" and that ye receive not of her plagues." But

what we mean to say at present, is, that the na-

tural and uniform tendency of the antichristian

combination of church and state, is to produce

death, spiritual and eternal; and that if the saints

enjoy spiritual life under it, this is to be regarded

not as the natural fruit of the system, but as the

miraculous effect of divine grace counteracting it.

This enemy employs not only the great sword

of the civil power in killing the bodies, but also

spiritual famine, and the hoia-t wild beasts, in

ruining the souls of men. Hence he is said to

kill with death. And hence his own name also is

called death; and hell follows him.

The word here rendered hell, is by the Pagan

writers applied to the state of disembodied spirits,

whether of the good or of the bad; because, ac-

cording to their belief, the whole human race go

down to the domains of Pluto, and the different

classes of men have separate abodes, and diverse

employments allotted them there. Even their

elysium, or imaginary paradise, is in the lower
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regions. And in many passages of scripture,

especially in the Old Testament, the word appears

to be used in a similar sense, and to signify merely

the state of the dead or of the disembodied spirits,

whether good or bad. Thus the Psalmist, as

(juoted by Peter in the New Testament, says,

when speaking in the person of Christ, '' thou

" wilt not leave my soul Itg xlov, in hell, neither

" wilt thou suffer thine holy one to see corrup-

" tion." * If we suppose the word to have this

meaning in our text, it may be understood as

predicting the use which this rider on the green

horse would make of the doctrine of purgatory,

or a separate state, for maintaining his cause, and

that this should follow as a part of his system.

But in the New Testament, the word is gener-

ally used to denote the place of punishment to

the wicked, the place of utter darkness, where

there is weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of

teeth. Thus, we are told that after death the

rich man, lu roj uovi, in hell lifted up his eyes,

where he found himself in torments, and a great

gulf fixed between him and the regions of the

blessed jf that Capernaum, which was exalted to

heaven in privilege, should in punishment be

thrust down sa? «Boi/, to hell',X and that 'xvT^cti alov,

the gates of hell, shall not prevail against the

church of Christ. In this its general acceptation

* Acts ii. 27. f Luke xvi. 23. \ Luke x. 15.

s2
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in the New Testament, the word may, and per-

haps ought, to be understood in the verse which

we are considering. Here hell is personified,

and represented as following the rider on the

green horse; which may thus intimate, that the

tendency of his system is to kill not only with the

temporal sword and with spiritual death, but also

to consign his victims, both soul and body, to the

eternal torments of hell fire.

This seal was opened in providence, this rider

on the green horse went forth against the saints,

when the church was incorporated with the state

in the days of Constantine the emperor. Then

the Catholic clergy got hold of the great sword of

secular power, and employed it with unrelenting

rage against all heretics. Then the emperor

began to call assemblies, to sit, speak, and judge

in them; to assume the title bishop of bishops;

to act as supreme judge in ecclesiastical as well

as in civil and military affairs; and to usurp other

prerogatives of Christ. She who then took the

titles of the church, the holy Catholic church,

and the church of Rome, is no longer spoken of

as the church of Christ, or as his spouse; but is

rejected of him, and stigmatized as a faithless

prostitute, who by looking to the kings of the

earth for support and protection, and by submit-

ting to their authority, admits them into the place

of her only Head and Husband. In no expression

of this book of the Apocalypse does Christ after-
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Ward acknowledge her as his. She is thence-

forward a persecutor, a slayer of the saints, and a

drunkard. Red is the cup she drinks, but not

with wine. " I,'* says John, " saw the woman
*' drunken with the blood of the saints, and with

'' the blood of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I

" saw her, I wondered with great admiration."*

When the Almighty God enquireth after blood,

and when the guilt of them who have shed it is

remembered and about to be punished, she is not

forgotten. " And in her was found the blood of

" prophets and of saints, and of all that were
" slain upon the earth." f

And the Holy Ghost tells us, not only that the

kings of the earth have committed uncleanness

with her; but also that the inhabitants of the

earth, have been made drunk with the wine of her

fornication. And if a man were not drunk, if the

reasoning faculties within him were not besotted

by some means or other, how could he, or any of

the inhabitants of the earth, be so foolish as (I say

not to justify or applaud, but) to extenuate or apo-

logize for the cruelties, the murders, and the thefts

which have been practised, under this system of

bigotry and intolerance?

And is it not melancholy to think, that from the

days of Constantine to our own, the great majority

of the inhabitants of the earth, have been disposed

* Rev. xvii. 6. f Rev. xviii. 24;.

s3
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to justify her wickedness, and to extol her abuses?

Well may we say with the inspired apostle, "when
" I saw her, I wondered with great admiration."

Why have not men risen long ago, with one con-

sent of honest indignation, to drive her and all

her enormities for ever from the face of the

earth? It is because the nations are drunk with

her wine. Surely the nations are mad.

When Constantine had made his way through

much opposition, and raised himself to the impe-

rial throne, he published an edict in favour of

Christianity, at Milan, in the year 313. This,

not only gives liberty of conscience, and freedom

of public worship to Christians in general, but

also makes known the emperor's pleasure, that

the sects, or literally heresies, included in a form-

er rescript in favour of Christians, should now be

wholly left out. Most of our writers on church

history are so fond of the Catholic, then made

the established church, that they have felt little

.concern or sympathy, for these poor sectaries thus

left out in the edict which granted liberty of con-

science. We know also, that some genuine

friends of Christian liberty have understood the

clause as merely granting freedom to Christians,

without any distinction of sect whatever. But

the words will not bear this sense. The word

Christian, was restricted by many writers of that

age, and in the laws of the emperor, to the Catho-

lic church. And what can be meant, by leaving
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out particular sects, in an edict of that nature, but

that they were not to be sharers of the liberty

there granted? The nullity of baptism adminis-

tered by heretics, and the repetition of it on them,

or any of their people who recanted and joined

the Catholics, had already been established by

many councils in Asia and Africa, and may be

regarded as evidence, that this party were now
restricting the name Christian to themselves.

But Constan tine's edict itself interprets the word.

There is another clause in it, ordering all the

churches, buildings, lands, and other property

taken from the Christians, during the late perse-

cutions, to be restored to the Christian, or society

of Christians to which they had belonged, and

the present possessor to be reimbursed from the

exchequer. And a rescript follows, declaring

that this was intended only in favour of the Ca-

tholic church.* The treatment which the here-

tics, or dissenters, immediately received from the

Christian emperor and the Catholic church, is

another evidence of what was meant by specify-

ing them, as quite left out in the edict of Milan.

Subsequent laws shew still more clearly, how
dissenting Christians of all denominations, were

viewed and treated by Constantine and the Catho-

lic clergy. *' By the transmission,'* says Eusebi-

us, " of a precept to the presidents of provinces,

* Euseb. lib. x. chap. 5.
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" he put to flight, the whole tribe of these sort of

" persons. But besides this law, the emperor
" composed an enlivening exhortation, directed

" to them by name, wherein he incited those men
" to hasten their repentance. For he told them,

" that the church of God would be to them a

" port of safety." But hear in what manner he

discoursed even to these persons, in his letter to

them.

" Constantine's constitution against the heretics.

"VICTOR CONSTANTINUS MAXIMUS
" AUGUSTUS to the heretics.

" Acknowledge now, by the benefit of the law,

" (O ye Novatianists, Valentinians, Marcionists,

" and ye who are termed Cataphrygae; in a word,

" all of you, who by your private meetings, breed

" and complete heresies) in how many lies the

" vanity of your opinions is wrapt up, and in

" what manner your doctrine is compounded of

" certain pernicious poisons: insomuch, that by

" you the healthy are reduced to weakness, and

" the living to a perpetual death. Ye enemies

*' of truth, ye adversaries of life, and ye coun-

" cillors of destruction 1 all things among you
" are contrary to truth; agreeable to filthy im-

" pieties; stuft with absurdities and fictions,'* &c.

Here the Christian emperor goes on at great

length to display his eminent powers of vitupera-

tion, and skill in calling names. He then pro-

ceeds as follows, " Wherefore, inasmuch as this

" perniciousness of your improbity is not any
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" longer to be borne with, we declare by this law

" that no one of you shall in future dare to hold

" assemblies And therefore we have given order,

*' that all those your houses, wherein you hold

" such assemblies, shall be taken away; and this

" our care does extend so far, as that the congre-

" gallons of your superstitious madness shall not

" meet together, not only in public, but neither in

" a private house, nor in any places whereto the

" right and title is peculiar."

Here follows another scold which we leave out.

But the emperor proceeds, " We have given

" order that all the conventicles of your super-

" stition, as we have said above, I mean the ora-

" tories of all sorts of heretics, (if it be fit to term

" them oratories) shall, without any contradiction,

*' be taken away, and without any delay delivered

" to the Catholic church j but that the rest of the

" places shall be adjudged to the public: and that

** no licence shall be left to you of holding meet-

" ings there in future. So that from this present

" day your illegal congregations shall not dare to

" meet in any public or private place. Let it be

« published."*

In the following chapter, Eusebius tells us that

" in this manner were the dens of the heterodox

" laid open by the imperial order: and that the

" wild beasts themselves, that is the ringleaders

* Euseb. Life of Const, lib. iii. chap. 64, 65.
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" of their impiety were put to flight." He tells

how some of them dissembled, some of them fled,

and many conformed with the Catholics; and how

the Catholic church darted forth her rays of light,

when no congregation either of heretics or schis-

matics could lawfully assemble in any part of the

earth. It is remarkable that the name of the

Donatists is omitted by the emperor in addressing

heretics and schismatics: we know that cruel and

persevering attempts were made for more than a

hundred years after the establishment of the

Catholic church, to carry this law into execution

against them. The truth seems to be this, that

they were a body too formidable to be thus held up

to derision and defiance; and that in their case it

was found expedient to proceed with more caution,

and to employ the wiles of policy, as well as the

power of the military, for suppressing their

churches.

The Valentinians and Marcionites certainly held

opinions about the creation and government of

the world, which were not founded in scripture:

but these opinions had no tendency to make them

break the peace of society; and could give Con-

stantine no right to persecute them for attempting

to assemble together for public worship; and the

Catholic church no right to rob them of their

property. The Cataphrygae or Montanists, were

evangelical in their sentiments, but cherished

some enthusiastical idea, that themselves, or at
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least some among them, were possessed of the

spirit of prophecy. The Novatianists are ad-

mitted, even by their enemies, to have been ortho-

dox in their opinions, their peculiar tenets lay

in the administration of discipline, in which they

were thought unreasonably severe to the lapsed.

But Constantine declares in another edict, that he

regarded dissent from the Catholic church as

worse than any war, civil or foreign. And it

would appear that he employed the same weapons

in both cases; and regarded all dissenters as

enemies whom he was bound to exterminate from

the empire. In his decree, he made (we have

seen) no distinction, between one class of dissent-

ers and another.

In practice, he afterwards relented somewhat

in favour of the Novatianists, and invited their

bishop to the council of Nice, where he treated

him with a joke about getting a ladder to go up to

heaven, in his own way. But under Constantius

his son, who was an Arian, the persecution that

raged against all who believed in the Trinity, fell

with peculiar severity on the Novatianists. Their

bishop was forced to flee; many of his people

were taken and tortured because they would not

communicate with the Arians. Some of them

had their mouths forced open by instruments of

wood, and the sacrament thrust into them. Their

women and children were taken by force and

baptized by the Arians. Some women had their
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breasts cut off by saws, some had them burnt by

hot irons, and burning eggs, and others had them

crushed violently with presses. Other tortures

never used by the heathen, were now invented

and employed by Christians against one another.

The Catholics now recognised the Novatianists as

brethren, because they agreed in the great ques-

tion of the Trinity; and when deprived of their

own churches, came and worshipped with those

whom they had lately persecuted. But it was

only in some places that either the one or the other

were permitted to assemble for public worship.*

Theodosius was raised to the throne of the

eastern empire in the year 379. He summoned

the clergy of all the dissenting sects to meet in one

synod, and there attempted to reconcile them to

one another and to the Catholic church. Having

failed in this, he relaxed the severity of the laws

against them in a considerable degree, allowing

all the sects to build oratories or churches for

themselves, without the cities, and the Novatian-

ists, on account of their agreement with the

established church in the doctrine of the Trinity,

and their kindness to the orthodox Catholics, to

have theirs in city or country, as might suit their

own convenience.f From the reign of Constan-

tine in his imperial city, to that of James II. in

London, established churches have rested on the

same principles, and been supported by the same

Socrates Scholasticus, Book ii. chap. 38. f lb. Book v. chap. 20.
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means. The law of Theodosius now mentioned,

is similar to the five mile act of Charles 11. But

when Charles forbade all the silenced ministers,

except those who had made compliances, and

taken certain prescribed oaths, to come within five

miles of any city or borough, or of the church

where they had been ministers; this was an addi-

tional oppression superadded to their former

burdens and grievances. And Theodosius was

relaxing the laws of his predecessors, and extend-

ing a degree of liberty to dissenters, when he

allowed them to build oratories and assemble for

public worship, though not within the cities.

But there was one sect, the followers of Aetius,

who had separated from the Arians, because they

retained Arius himself in communion. Eunomius

the active leader of that sect in the reign of The-

odosius, continued to assemble the people in pri-

vate houses in Constantinople and other towns,

they not being permitted, as the other dissenting

sects now were, to meet in any public asssembly.

He was apprehended and sent into banishment,

and his followers dispersed or punished. Socra-

tes adds, " but the emperor molested none of the

" other heretics, nor did he force them to a com-
" munion with himself," which must be under-

derstood on the supposition that they did not

attempt to hold meetings within the cities.*

* Socr. Schol. Book v. ch. 20.

VOL. I. T
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Under Arcadius and Honorius the sons of

Theodosius, dissenters were treated with more

severity. Their public buildings which they had

lately erected were again taken from them. And
we may remark, that the established clergy were

always the most forward and active in these aggres-

sions. Socrates tells us that when Leontius the

Catholic bishop of Ancyra, in Galatia, had from

the Novatianists there, taken their church, he

came to Constantinople, where Sisinnius the bishop

of the Novatianists applied to him for its restor-

ation. But Leontius in a heat made answer, you

Novatianists ought not to have churches. You
take away repentance, and exclude the loving-kind-

ness of God. This alluded to their not restoring

the lapsed after a profession of penitence. After

these and other uncharitable expressions had been

used against them, Sisinnius replied, but no man
repents as I do. Leontius added, how do you

repent? Sisinnius subjoined, because I have come

to intreat you. The application was wholly un-

sucessful. And when Johannes, bishop of Con-

stantinople, was in Asia, he violently seized many

of the churches of the Novatianists, and gave them

to the Catholics.

We read also, of an interview of the same Sisin-

nius, with Johannes the bishop of Constantinople.

*' Johannes said, a city cannot have two bishops.

" Sisinnius replied, nor has it. Johannes being

" very angry, said, you seem desirous of being
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'' the only bishop. Sisinnius replied, I do not

" say that; but in your account only, I am not a

*' bishop; others regard me as such. Johannes

" incensed, said, I will make you leave preaching,

" for you are an heretic. Sisinnius made this

" pleasant return, I will give you a reward to free

" me from so great labour. Johannes being

" mollified, said, I will not make you leave preach-

" ing, if that be troublesome to you.''*

I transcribe from the same history, the following

passage concerning Celestine the bishop of Rome,

in the reign of Honorius in the western, and The-

odosius junior, in the eastern empire. " Celestine

** deprived the Novatianists also at Rome of their

" churches, and forced their bishop Rusticola, to

*' hold his meetings in private and obscure houses.

** For till this time, the Novatianists flourished

" mightily at Rome, had many churches, and as-

'' sembled numerous congregations therein. But
*' envy devoured them also; the Roman bishop,

" having, like that of Alexandria, exceeded the

" sacerdotal degree and bounds, and degenerated

" long before," (?. e. long before the year 395,) " in-

" to a secular principality. And for this reason, the

" Roman bishops, would not permit even those

" who agreed with them in the faith, peaceably

** and quietly to celebrate their meetings; but

*' took from them all they had; only they praised

* Socr. Schol. Book vi. ch. 22.

t2
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*' tliem for their agreement in llio fiiith."* On
looking back two clmptLTs in the history, I find

that the same author, speaking of Innoccntius

bishop of Home, and the tliird in order before Ce-

lestiiie, says, " He was the first who began to per-

" seciite the Novatianists at Rome."

We add the following passages from Mosheim.

Tlie progress of superstition in tliis century,

and the erroneous notions that j)revailed, con-

' cerning the nature of true religion, excited the

zeal and the efforts of many, to stem the torrent.

But tlieir labours only exposed them to irdamy

' and reproach. The most eminent of tliese

* worthy opposers of tlie reigning superstitions,

* was Jovinian, an Italian monk, who, toward the

end of this century, taught first at Rome, and

* afterwards at Milan, that all those who kept the

' vows made to Christ at their baptism, and lived

* according to the rules of j)iety jukI virtue, laid

down in the gospel, iiad an ecjual title to the

rewards of futurity; and that consecjuently they

* who passed their days in unsociable celibacy,

and severe mollifications and fastings, were in

no respect, more acceptable in the eye of God,
* than they who lived virtuously in the bonds of

' marriage, and nourished their bodies with mo-
' deration and temj)erance. These judicious

' opinions, which many began to adopt, were first

• Socr. Schul. liuuk vii. chap. 2.
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'* condemned by the church of Rome, and after-

" wards by Ambrose, in a council held at Milan
" in the year 390. The emperor Honorius se-

" conded the authoritative proceedings of the

" bishops, by the violence of the secular arm ; an-

" swered the judicious reasonings of Jovinian, by
" the terror of coercive and penal laws; and ban-

" ished this pretended heretic to the island of
" Boa.—

" Theophilus called a council at Alexandria,

" where he was bishop, in the year 399, in which,

" having condemned the followers of Origen, he
" then sent a band of soldiers to drive the monks,

" (who were infected with Origenism,) from their

** residence on Mount Nitria. The poor monks
" scattered abroad, by an armed force, fled first

" to Jerusalem, from whence they retired after-

" wards to Scythopolis; and finding that they

" could not live here in security and peace, deter-

" mined at length to set sail for Constantinople,

" and there plead their own cause before the em-
« peror." *

The rider on the green horse no sooner appear-

ed on the field, than he began to slay with the

sword. The Catholic church was no sooner

established, than she commenced the work of per-

secution, and imbrued her hands in the blood of

the saints. Her clergy were the agents who stir-

* Mosheim Cent. iv. Part ii. chap. iii. sec. 22 and 25.

t3
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red up, and carried forward, the prosecution and

the punishment of dissenters. The emperor co-

operated with them. We have shewn you some

specimens of the manner in which he treated the

conscientious dissenters, who entertained opinions

at variance, in any particular, with the estabHshed

creed. But how did he act toward the church,

which he dehvered and avenged by the valour of

his legions, and enriched with the wealth of the

empire? Did he not act in all things as her su-

preme head? Did he not call her councils, allow

the members who attended them, to meet and sit at

the public expense, and punish them who were ab-

sent? The bishops were allowed the free use of the

posts, or horses and carriages belonging to the

state, when they came to attend a synod. While

they remained at the place of meeting, the empe-

ror entertained them sumptuously, and not only

sat and spoke in the assembly, but also gave his

vote, (the most important and decisive of all votes)

in the judgment. Eusebius tells us that Chrestus

the bishop of Syracuse, was allowed a public cha-

riot from the governor of Sicily to convey him-

self, two sons and three servants, to attend him

personally to the synod of Orleans; that the

council of Nice, sat in the middlemost and larg-

est edifice of the imperial palace; that with a

befitting decency, the whole synod sat silent till

the emperor came forth; and that after some of

his attendants had entered, on a sign given, they
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all rose up, when " at length he himself came walk-

" ing in the midst, like some celestial angel ofGod,

" shining with his bright purple robe, as with the

" splendour of light, glistering with flaming rays,

" and adorned with the clear brightnesses of gold

" and precious stones." The following is an extract

from the emperor Constantine's letter, summon-

ing the council of Tyre to meet. " In regard

" some persons prickt forward by the spur of un-

*' sound contention, (for I say not that they lead

" unworthy lives,) attempt to confound all things,

" which seems to me more grievous than any cala-

" mity ivhatever; for this reason, I incite you to

" meet together and make up a synod, &c. I

" have written to those bishops, whom you desir-

" ed that they should come, and be partakers

" with you in the common care and solicitude.

" I have sent Dionysius the ex-Consularis, who
" may both put in mind those bishops that ought

" to come with you to the synod, and may also

" be an inspector of what is transacted, but most

" especially of regularity and good order. But
" if any person, (which I don't in the least sus-

*' pect,) presuming at this juncture to violate our
*' precept, shall refuse to be present, one shall

" be forthwith dispatched from us, who by an
" imperial order shall drive that person into exile,

" and shall teach him that it is in nowise fit to

" resist the determinations of an emperor, when
" published in defence of truth,'* &c.
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Here we see that when Constanthie was not

present in person, he was represented in the

council by a commissioner of high dignity in the

empire; and that exile was the doom of the clergy

who were chargeable with absence from the meet-

ing of the synod.

Eusebius tells us farther, that rescripts were

frequently sent from the emperor Constantine to

the bishops, that their honours were increased,

and sums of money conferred on them.*

From the same historian we learn, that all the

bishops of Egypt, Libya, Asia and Europe, were

commanded by the emperor to assemble at Jeru-

salem, for dedicating the church of our Saviour's

sepulchre; that in travelling thither, as well as in

going to the council of Nice and other synods,

they were allowed the use of the fcursus publicus,J

public posts, or other conveyances, at the em-

peror's expense; that while there, they enjoyed

imperial attendance by approved men from the

imperial palace itself, who, with all expenses fur-

nished out of the emperor's treasury, illustrated

the festivity; that Eusebius himself honoured the

solemnity with discourses, uttered in public, and,

as he himself testifies, was vouchsafed good things

much above his deserts; and that he afterwards

went to Constantinople, and repeated in the hear-

ing of the emperor, the oration which celebrated

• Eccl. Hist. lib. x. ch. 2.
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his deeds, by which he was transported with joy,

and expressed this by entertaining all the bishops

who were present at a banquet, and loading them

with all imaginable honours.

What would the people of England say if their

representatives in parliament were thus dependent

on the crown, travelling at the expense of the

king to parliament, fed and feasted by the king

while attending, and sent into banishment by the

king, if daring to be absent when he required

their vote in the house? But such was the case

with the representatives of the Catholic church

under Constantine. But what would the people

of England say if their representatives in parlia-

ment were thus fed and feasted, paid and punish-

ed by a foreign power? this would be infinitely

worse. But this is the case when the representa-

tives of the Christian people, who should serve

no king but him whose kingdom is not of this

world, and who should protect his people in the

liberty wherewith Christ hath made them free,

are pensioned and paid by the potentates of the

earth. The independence of the church or king-

dom of Christ is gone. The Catholic Christians

wished, and still wish, to have it so. In Catholic

countries, church and state have had their squab-

bles for the superiority; they have acted like

peevish man and wife, who while united jar, but

yet are loth to part. The clergy were at first

proud to be received and paid as servants of the
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State J but by and by they brought it under the

bit and saddle, and mounted it to ride.

After the combination of the church of Rome
with the secular empire by Constantine, the church

of Christ must be looked for among the persecuted

victims of armed bigotry, and not in the persecut-

ing lordly hierarchy. One great reason that has

made the Apocalypse appear so dark and confused

to many, is their unwillingness to admit this prin-

ciple, their eagerness to uphold this or that perse-

cuting society, though living in open adultery with

the kings of the earth, and wielding their great

sword against the saints; and to impose heron

men as the church of Christ, the Bride, the

Lamb's wife.

But it is time to confirm what we have been

now stating, by some references to history. Facts

are always better than arguments.

The Donatists separated from the self-ycleped

Catholic church, on account of an infringement

on the right of voting at the election of a bishop.

And this separation took place A. D. 311, the

year of Constantine's conversion, whether real or

pretended, and of his accession to the imperial

throne. Well, and what treatment did they re-

ceive from the Catholic church now combined

with the state, or from the state now mollified, as

we may suppose, by its union widi the church;

or to speak more correctly still, from this rider on

the green horse, who represents them both in their
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combined state? Why, the emperor who learned

immediately to act as head of the church, ap-

pointed the bishop of Rome, and others whom he

named, to hear both parties, A. D. 313, and to

settle the affair. But the Donatists not submit-

ting to the judgment pronounced, he afterwards

appointed a more numerous council of bishops,

who affirmed the former sentence, but with no

more practical effect than formerly. And then

the emperor, though lately, and we might almost

say still a Pagan, (for he was not yet baptized, and

still officiated as Pontifex Maximus in the Pagan

rites) though still, even on the most charitable

supposition, comparatively ignorant of Christian-

ity, resolved to hear and decide the matter in his

own person, and thus show that the title, bishop

of bishops, which the clergy had given him, was

more than an empty name. By his decision also,

the Donatists lost their cause. But even to his

authority they refused submission in the affairs of

their God. " What has the emperor to do with

" the church?" said Donatus, in anger, when

some presents from the imperial court were

brought him, which he disdainfully refused. The

emperor, in consequence of their refusal to submit

and join the Catholic church, deprived them of

their churches, banished some of their bishops,

and put others to death. And when this treat-

ment of their ministers excited any thing like an

accidental tumult among the people, this was con-
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strued into the guilt of rebellion, and the actors

declared beyond all hope of pardon. The cruelty

and rashness of the ministers of persecution

sometimes provoked resistance, and brought down

their own fate. In this way the persecution soon

became general against all the people of that com-

munion, as well as against their ministers. But

the divines of that age gravely tell us, what has

been told in defence of all persecutions since, that

the people were not persecuted for their religion,

but only for their rebellion and obstinacy, in not

obeying the emperor. Was there any way of

avoiding rebellion, but the renunciation of their

religion? or of obeying the emperor, but that of

joining in the worship of the Catholics?

The severities inflicted on them excited a deter-

mined spirit of severe retaliation in some who had

belonged to the party, and who now, under the

name of Circuracelliones, began to oppose force

by force. They did not suppose that in becoming

Christians, they had ceased to be men; or could

be blamed for acting as men in defending them-

selves when unjustly attacked.

The only two errors with which the Donatists

are charged by their adversaries, are their un-

charitableness in refusing to acknowledge that

their persecutors were the servants of Christ, and

employed in doing God service, and their bigotry

in saying that they themselves were the true

church of Christ. It is admitted, that in doctrine
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they were scriptural; and in Christian practice

exemplary. But when Mosheim says tbey were

exemplary in practice, he adds, " if we except the

" enormous conduct of the Circumcelliones, which

" the greatest part of the sect regarded with the

" utmost detestation and abhorrence." He says

that these faced death with the utmost temerity,

and made the sect of the Donatists to be abhorred.

But he also tells us, that it cannot be made appear

that any of the Donatists encouraged or sanctioned

their proceedings. These people were persecuted

by the Catholics, disowned by the Donatists,

though a few years ago both had owned them as

brethren, and driven to desperation by their

sufferings. Be it also remembered, that neither

Mosheim nor we^ have any accounts of them but

what have been written by the pen, and exagger-

ated by the prejudices of their enemies. And if

it were possible for us to hear the other side,

things mJght appear in a very different light, and

we might perhaps see, that even the Circumcel-

liones did no more than what the persecuted

presbyterians of a later period did in Scotland, at

Pentland Hills, at Magus Muir, at Loudon Hill,

at Bothwell Bridge, and at Airs Moss. Wearied

at length, by the bloody nature of the work, and

by the remonstrances of the governors of Africa,

Constantine repealed all the laws against the

Donatists, and left his subjects at liberty to

VOL. I. u
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espouse and defend either of the parties which

their own consciences might lead them to prefer.

By his son Constans, who succeeded him in

the western part of his dominions, the persecution

of the Donatists was renewed with great severity.

Death, or (in a few cases where the emperor said

he was merciful) banishment was the doom of

them who refused to conform to the established

church, and submit to her yoke. Constans sent

Macarius and Paul us with an army of soldiers

to heal the schism. The Circumcelliones, who

have been called the soldiery of the Donatists,

assembled, and were defeated at Bagnia. Severe

measures against all the Donatists then com-

menced. A few submitted; many saved them-

selves by flight; Donatus himself, and numbers

with him were sent into banishment; and many

(says Mosheim) were punished with the sword,

with the axe, or with the flames. He adds, that

during the thirteen years of this persecution, steps

were taken which cannot be reconciled with equity

and justice, which cannot be denied by the Cath-

olics, and which gave the Donatists good reason

to complain of injustice and cruelty. There was

a breathing time under Julian, who treated all the

sects of Christians with equal indifference. But

at intervals the work of persecution was revived

and urged on by succeeding emperors; and the

Donatists obtained no permanent relief till the
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province of Africa submitted to the king of the

Vandals, and was separated from the empire.

The laws against heretics were enacted by

Constantine, so soon as all the provinces had sub-

mitted to his imperial sway. And the severe

cruelty of them was felt not only by the Donatists

in Africa, and by the Novatianists in Europe and

Asia, but also by the followers of Paul of Samo-

sata, by the Marcionites, the Gnostics, and the

Manichseans. The Arians also felt that this

church and state system, the rider on the green

horse, could smite with the great sword all who
presumed to differ from the views of the establish-

ed church, which were sanctioned by the edicts of

the emperor.

"When the Arian heresy broke out in Egypt,

the emperor wrote the clergy there, enjoining

mutual forbearance, or silence on the matter in

debate. But afterwards, he summoned the coun-

cil of Nice, attended in person, spoke at great

length in the assembly on the question before

them, and no doubt had great influence in the

debate. Constantine farther ratified the decrees

enacted by that council: and his firm declaration,

that all who resisted them must prepare for im-

mediate exile, instantly reduced the number of

protesting bishops from seventeen to two. Arius

was banished, his books were burnt; and capital

punishment denounced not only against all who

should maintain his doctrine, but also against all

u 2
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in whose possession any of his writings might be

found. Chaniiino: his views afterwards, the em-

peror recalled Ariiis; and banished Athanasius,

and other leaders of the Catholics. Under the

succeeding emperors, the Arian and the Catholic

party were alternately the established and dissent-

ing, the persecuting and the persecuted party, as

the views of the reigning monarch happened to

favour the one or the other. Even the bishop of

Rome with all his pretended infallibility, embraced

and avowed Arianism in the year 357.* But to

the view which we are now taking it is of little

consequence what be the creed of the established

church; we see that a church united with the state

is an enemy of liberty of conscience. No sooner

was the church combined with the state than she

commenced a career of persecution, and marked

her course with blood for many ages of darkness

and oppression.

Let it not be said that these are the deeds of

the emperors for which the system of secularized

establishments is not responsible. They are the

natural and necessary fruits of the system, the

peculiar doings of this rider on the green horse.

Both church and state were accessary to the work,

and active in carrying it forward. The clergy

stirred up the emperor to the work, and abetted

and encouraged him in the prosecution of it.

* Mosheim.
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During one of the intervals of rest from persecu-

tion which the Donatists enjoyed, Catholic coun-

cils petitioned the emperor again and again, to

put the laws against heretics in force against that

people; although it was admitted that they held

no unscriptural doctrine, and pleaded on that

ground that they were not heretics.

" The Catholic bishops of Africa, animated by
" the exhortations, and conducted by the counsels

" of this prelate, (viz. Augustine) exerted them-
" selves with the utmost vigour in the destruction

" of this seditious sect, (viz. the Donatists,) whom
" they justly looked upon, not only as trouble-

** some to the church by their obstinacy, but also

" as a nuisance to the state by the brutal soldiery

" which they employed in their cause. Accord-
" ingly, deputies were sent in the year 404, from

" the council of Ca?'thage, to the emperor Honorius,

" to request that the laws enacted against heretics

" by the preceding emperors, might have force

" against the Donatists, who denied that they be-

" longed to the heretical tribe; and also to desire

" that bounds might be set to the barbarous fury

" of the Circumcelliones. The first step that the

" emperor took, in consequence of this request,

" was to impose a fine upon all the Donatists who
" refused to return into the bosom of the church,

" and to send their bishops and doctors into ban-

'' ishment. The year following, new laws, much
** severer than the former, were enacted against

u3
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" this rebellious sect, under the title of Acts of
" Uniformity. And as the magistrates were remiss

" in the execution of them, ihe council of Carthage,

" in the year 407, sent a second time deputies to

" the emperor, to desire that certain persons

*' might be appointed to execute these edicts with

" vigour and impartiality; and their request was

" granted.

" The faction of the Donatists, though much
" broken by these repeated shocks, was yet far

" from being totally extinguished. It recovered

" a part of its strength in the year 408, after

" Stilicho had been put to death by the order of

" Honorius; and gained a still further accession

" of vigour the year following, in which the em-
" peror published a law in favour of liberty of

" conscience, and prohibiting all compulsion in

" matters of religion. This law, however, was

" not of long duration. It was abrogated at the

" earnest and repeated solicitations of the council^

" which was held at Carthage in the year 410;

" and Marcel linus the tribune was sent by Hon-
" orius into Africa, with full power to bring to a

" conclusion this tedious and unhappy contest.

" Marceilinus therefore held at Carthage in the

"year 411, a solemn conference, in which he

" examined the cause with much attention, heard

" the contending parties during the space of three

" days, and at length pronounced sentence in

" favour of the Catholics. The Catholic bishops
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" who were present at this conference, were two

" hundred and eighty-six in number; and those

" of the Donatists two hundred and seventy-nine.

" The latter, upon their defeat, appealed to the

" emperor, but without effect.—The greatest part

" of them, through the fear of punishment, sub-

" mitted to the emperor's decree, and returned

" into the bosom of the church; while the sever-

" est penalties were inflicted upon those who
" remained obstinate, and persisted in their re-

" bellion. Fines, banishment, confiscation of

" goods, were the ordinary punishments of the

" obstinate Donatists ; and even the pain of death

" was inflicted on such as surpassed the rest in

" perverseness," &c.*

Mosheim blames the Circumcelliones because in

these circumstances they " used violent methods

" of warding off the execution of the sentence,"

and for " defending themselves by force of arms."

But the whole of this long quotation shews the

inaccuracy of them who would exculpate the

church, and lay the whole blame of these and

similar persecutions on the state. We see that

the clergy and their councils have always been

the prime movers and instigators in these affairs,

Mosheim, one of themselves, bearing witness. The
order established by the rider on the green horse

is, that the great sword shall smite none for

• Mosheim, Cent. v. Part ii. ch. v. 1.
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heresy till he has been tried and found guilty by

the ecclesiastical fathers, and formally delivered

over to the secular povs^er.

In the opinion of the petitioners at Carthage,

all who forsook the established clergy were schis-

matics; and all who separated, when their clergy

went along with them, were heretics. The deeds

of cruelty now practised against all these classes,

cannot be ascribed solely to the state, for the

state did them only at the instigation of the

clergy. Nor can the whole guilt of them be

laid on the clergy, for they would scarcely have

thought of them, and could not have perpetrated

them, unless they had calculated on the great

sword of the state to perform the work. New
principles were now at work; a new power had

come into operation. The union between the

church of God and the secular authority of men,

had produced a monstrous and gigantic power

distinct from both. He continues for ages, even

till Armageddon, to make war on Christ and his

followers, by the sword, by famine, and by the

beasts of the earth.

Herod slew all the children in Bethlehem,

thinking to slay Christ among them. The church

of God is a pure virgin, consecrated to Christ,

and abhorring all connexion with the secular

authority of earthly kings. And this rider on

the green horse has oppressed and persecuted

Christians of all denominations, and consequently
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the true church among them. The party which

he exalted and made the tool of his oppressive

measures in one place, or at one time, he has

depressed and dishonoured by his instruments of

cruelty at another time, or in another country, as

the vacillations of his caprice has dictated.

We have already seen how he treated the

Donatists, the Arians, and even the Catholics at

times. He calls himself Christian; but what de-

nomination of Christians has not, at one time or

other, been persecuted by him? Soon after his

appearance on the field, there arose a new sect,

called Apollinarians. Their peculiar tenets arose

from the speculations of ApoUinaris, a great and

good man, who by his labours had rendered to

religion the most important services; but who, in

his zealous contending for the divinity of Christ,

against the Arians, went so far as to say that his

humanity had only a sensitive soul, and that the

rational faculties were superseded by the divine

nature within him. This doctrine was received

by great multitudes in all the provinces of the

east; " but being attacked," says Mosheim, " at

" the same time by the laws of the emperor, the

" decrees of councils, and the writings of the

" learned, it sunk by degrees under their united

" force." Photinus, another teacher, being found

guilty of heresy by some councils, was banished,

and died in exile.

PrisciUian, a layman, distinguished by his birth
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and fortune, being suspected of heresy, was ac-

cused by several bishops, who obtained a rescript

from the emperor Gratian, sentencing him and

all his followers to banishment from Spain. He
was afterwards permitted to return, and made

bishop of Abila. But when Maximus had assas-

sinated Gratian and made himself master of Gaul,

the accusation was revived by the clergy, and par-

ticularly insisted on by Ithacius bishop of Sossu-

ba, who obtained from the new prince a sentence

of death against Priscillian and his followers.

He, and a number of them, were tried, tortured,

condemned, and executed with great cruelty at

Treves. But so far down as the sixth century,

the followers of this unhappy man, continued to

trouble the clergy, and to endure their persecu-

tions in all the western provinces.*

But this is a subject on which it is difficult to

tell when and where to have done. We might

have transcribed the whole of church history,

from the edict of Milan in the year 313, down

almost to our own times, and every page of it

would have presented the same picture of blood

streaming, and the work of persecution urged on

by the coml)ined power of church and state. But

enough has been said, and more than enough, to

shew that this rider on the green horse is a new

and distinct character, a Christian persecutor of

* Mosheim, Cent. iv.
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Christians; and that he no sooner appeared, than

he began to slay with the sword. The mere

names Waldenses, Lollards, Hugenots, Puritans,

and Nonconformists, may remind you of what

he has done in later times.

He slays not only with the great sword of one

of his precursors and confederates, but also with

the yoke and the famine of the other. Constan-

tine completed the lordly system of episcopacy;

and brouojht the government of the church, into

a nearer conformity with that of the state. He
created four pretorian prefects, to superintend the

civil affairs of the empire; and to make ecclesias-

tical matters correspond with this division, he

gave a preeminence to four bishops among their

brethren. These were the bishops of Rome,

Antioch, Alexandria and Carthage. But the

superabundant honour and authority were soon

transferred from the bishop of Carthage, to his

new brother at Constantinople. These four were

dignified with the title of Patriarchs. Under

them were the archbishops, and then the bishops.

And to put down the chorepiscopi, and other re-

mains of ancient simplicity, it was decreed in the

council of Nice, that every bishop should have the

same authority over all clergy in his diocese, that

the bishop of Rome has over those in the suburbs

of the city. It appears also that the bishop of

Rome had a preeminence over the other patri-

archs, from their first establishment. He excel-
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led in splendour, wealth and credit with the peo-

ple. The decree of the council of Sardis, which

sat in the year 347, declares, that although a bish-

op was deposed by the neighbouring prelates, he

might appeal to the bishop of Rome, and they

might not appoint a successor till his judgment

was obtained. But Mosheim speaks of the au-

thority of this council as dubious. And therefore

we add, that in the year 372 Valentinian the em-

peror enacted a law, by which the bishop of

Rome is empowered to examine and judge other

bishops. The council assembled at Rome in the

year 378 applauded this law; and recommended

the execution of it to the emperor Gratian. In-

deed from the days of Constantine, the bishop of

Rome succeeded in maintaining, and even advanc-

ing, (though amid opposition,) his own pre-emi-

nence and authority. Whether the grant of

Constantine to this effect was real, or only the

figment of a later age, we stop not to inquire. Our

position is sufficiently confirmed by a series of

historical facts.

And what are the facts which prove that the

bishop of Rome had a preeminence and superi-

ority among the patriarchs, from their first insti-

tution by the civil power? I ask, in reply, what

was the first step taken by Constantine, after he

had bestowed certain immunities on the Catholic

church, from which he declared other denomina-

tions utterly excluded, after he had intimated
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that the great sword of the state was at her ser-

vice, and might be employed against her enemies?

Was it not his letter to Melchiades the bishop of

Rome, directing him to examine and judge the

cause of the Donatists, and nominating other three

bishops to assist him in the inquiry?

The council of Antioch confirmed the depriva-

tion of Athanasius in the year 341, and appoint-

ed another to succeed him, as bishop of Alexan-

dria. And the prefect of Egypt, was instructed

to support the new primate with the civil and mi-

litary power of the province. But Athanasius

appealed to the bishop of Rome, and came to the

Vatican to plead his own cause in person. His cause

was espoused by the Roman bishop, who sum-

moned a council in Italy which heard and acquit-

ted him. Constans the emperor of the west, de-

clared his readiness to employ the troops and the

treasures of Europe, in restoring the injured and

exiled patriarch; and wrote his own brother the

emperor of the east, that if opposition was made

to the immediate restoration of Athanasius, he

himself would come with a fleet and an army to

enforce the judgment of the bishop of Rome, by

installing him in his former dignities. Many ap-

peals of a like nature were now brought to Rome,

from all quarters of Christendom. To encourage

the practice, was the policy of the Roman see; and

therefore the appellant was generally successful.

In a council held at Constantinople in the year

VOL. I. X
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381, by the authority of Theodosius the emperor,

the rank of the bishop of that new city was deter-

mined. And how was it defined? Was it mere-

ly by declaring him a patriarch, equal in rank

with the bishops of Rome, Antioch, and Alexan-

dria? By no means. Mosheim says, " he as-

" sumed an equal degree of dignity with the bish-

" op of Rome, and claimed a superiority over all

*' the rest of the episcopal order." The council

judged these claims; and by their third canon,

" placed him in the first rank after the bishop of

" Rome, and consequently above those of Alex-

" andria and Antioch." The bishop of Carthage

was nowdropt from the roll of patriarchs. But

the claim made to this council by the bishop of

Constantinople, and their judgment concerning

it, shew the opinion to have been then admitted

among Christians, that the bishop of Rome was

superior in dignity and authority to all other

bishops.

But this rider on the green horse can slay with

the sword, whether the bishop of Rome have, or

have not, superiority over his brethren. And in

addition to the sword, he has the yoke of priest-

ly domination at his service, and employed for his

ends. Although it had been previously intro-

duced by the rider on the black horse, yet, in the

hands of this rider on the green horse, it becomes

heavier and stronger than before. It was felt

most painfully in the multiplied ceremonies of
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worship, and in the selfish and tyrannical admi-

nistration of discipline. In worship, almost all the

Pagan rites and festivals were now adopted, and

sanctioned by the Christian bishops, in both the

Greek and the Latin churches. " Gorgeous robes,

" mitres, tiaras, wax-tapers, crosiers, processions,

" lustrations, images, gold and silver vases, and

*' many other circumstances of pageantry, were

*' equally to be seen in the heathen temples, and the

" Christian churches." * The saying of Augus-

tine, as quoted by the same author is, that *' the

** yoke under which the Jews formerly groaned^ was
** more tolerable than that imposed on many Christ-

" ians in his time^ The moral and spiritual ends

of discipline were now lost sight of. But greater

severity than ever was employed against dissent-

ers, on whom the name, heretics, was most liber-

ally bestowed, and on all who questioned the

usurpation of that authority by men, which of

right belontrs to none but Christ the king and

head of the church, or who were but suspected

of the contamination of heresy. Ecclesiastical

censures were heavier, by the superadded weight

of civil pains and disabilities now attached to

them.

The celibacy of the clergy now became popular.

It was believed that the devil had readier access

to married people, and more powerful influence

* Mosheira.

x2
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over them. Mosheim tells that the council of

Nice " had almost come to a resolution of im-

" posing upon the clergy the yoke of perpetual

" celibacy, when Paphnutius put a stop to their

" proceedings, and warded off that unnatural law."

But on turning to Socrates Scholasticus, I find,

that Paphnutius did not ward of the law wholly,

but only in part. He obtained not, and it would

appear he sought not, liberty for an ordained

clergyman to marry ; but he obtained liberty for

them who had been married before ordination to

live with their wives, though many in the council

insisted that when ordained they should put them

away, and live in holy celibacy. " The bishops,"

(says Socrates) " had a design to introduce a new
" law into the church, that those who were in holy

" orders, I mean bishops, presbyters, and deacons,

" should abstain from lying with the wives whom
" they had married during the time they were

" laicks. And when a proposition was made to

" consult thereof, Paphnutius rose up in the midst

" of the assembly of bishops, and cried out with

" a great deal of earnestness, that such an heavy

" yoke ought not to be imposed upon them that

" were in sacred orders; saying that marriage

" was honourable, &c. It was sufficient," (he

added) " that they who had entered themselves

" into the function of the clergy before they were

" married, should afterwards, according to the an-

" cient tradition of the church, abstain from enter-
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** ing into a state of matrimony; but that no per-

" son ought to be separated from his wife whom
" he had heretofore married, and the whole as-

" sembly of the clergy were persuaded to yield

" their assent to what Paphnutius said.'* The
Nicene council then established it as the law, that

all clergy who took orders before marriage, should

abstain altogether from matrimony; and in so far,

imposed a heavy yoke on the church.

The same author tells us afterwards, that in

Thessaly, if a clergyman cohabited with his wife,

though married before his ordination, he was for

that offence degraded from his office; but that in

the east all who had been so married were left at

liberty, and that there the greater part of them

voluntarily abstained. But we know that ulti-

mately the rider on the green horse imposed the

yoke of celibacy in its full extent.

From Socrates we learn also that penitentiary

priests and auricular confession were introduced,

for directing the exercise of them who had con-

formed to Paganism under the persecution of

Decius. The number of the offenders was great,

their offences heinous ; the encouragements which

they had to return in the reign of Constantine

were powerful: and the Novatianists who had

separated from the Catholic church, on account

of their admission, were noting and exposing

every case. For these reasons it was determined

that they should be confessed and absolved in

x3
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private. Other offenders soon claimed the same

privilege. Public discipline v^^as altogether laid

aside; and all were directed to confess to the

penitentiary priest, and seek absolution from him.

This practice gave rise to so many abuses, that it

was laid aside in the eastern church in the reign

of Theodosius. But it appears to have been soon

afterwards restored. In the western church it

was confirmed and enforced by Pope Leo the

great, and from his time it has continued to our

own day a grievous yoke on the necks of the

people, subjecting them to the will of the clergy.

The Lord hath ordained that they who preach

the gospel should live of the gospel. But the

clergy acquired, by their connexion with the state,

a superabundance of riches from other sources.

Constantine did. not, and perhaps durst not, im-

pose a new tax on land or anything else, for their

exclusive support, or even set apart any tax

already existing for their use. But he granted

them many and large remittances from the public

purse; and his royal donations in houses and land

were many and munificent. Thus he writes Ce-

cilian, bishop of Carthage, that Ursus the ration-

alist of Africa is directed to pay into his hands

the sum of 3,000 folles, about ^18,000 sterling,

and authorizing him to make what farther de-

mands he might judge proper for the aid of the

clergy in that province.* The emperor also en-

* Euseb. Eccl. Hist. Book x. chap. G.
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couraged the gifts and legacies of his subjects to

the Catholic church. These were often in lands.

And in the days of Constantine the average in-

come of the bishops was estimated at sixteen

pounds of gold, or .£640 sterling. The highest

were thirty pounds, or .£1200 sterling; and the

lowest two pounds, or £80 sterling. But we may

infer that the income of the patriarchs was far

beyond the highest of these sums. There are

rent-rolls still in existence, which show that the

annual revenues from lands and farms belonging

to the three churches in Rome, amounted, after

many deductions, to twenty-two thousand pieces

of gold, or £12,000 sterling. The remark of

Gibbon seems correct, that if these rolls be a for-

gery, they must have been forged when farms and

not kingdoms were the objects of papal avarice.

The clergy soon got wealth when united to the state.

By Constantine and his mother, many sacred

edifices of costly materials and superb workman-

ship were erected in Constantinople, Jerusalem,

and throughout the holy land. " He also issued

" a law (says Eusebius,) ordering the structures

" of the oratories to be raised to a vast height, and
*' the churches of God to be enlarged both in

" length and breadth. The law contained this

" also, that they should not be sparing in the

" expense of money; but that the charges should

" be defrayed out of the imperial treasures." *

* Life of Const. Book. ii. chap. 45.
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Amid all this wealth, and pride, and pageantry,

the simple doctrines of the gospel were thrown

into the back ground, and soon forgotten. And
this rider on the green horse, by his severe and

persecuting measures against all whom he called

heretics, killed with spiritual famine, to an extent

unknown and impracticable to the backsliding

clergy of the preceding age. What were the doc-

trines generally preached in the Catholic church

after her establishment by Constantine? There

were two particularly insisted on, as appears from

the following passage in Mosheim's chapter on

the doctrine of the church in the fourth century.

" If the enthusiastic frenzy of the monks exagger-

" ated in a manner pernicious to the interests of

" morality, the discipline that is obligatory upon
" Christians; the interest of virtue and true reli-

" gion suffered yet more grievously, by two mon-
" strous errors which were almost universally

" adopted in this century, and became a source

" of innumerable calamities and mischiefs in the

*' succeeding ages. The first of these maxims was,

" that it was an act of virtue to deceive and lie,

" when by these means the interests of the church

" 7night be promoted. The second, equally hor-

" rible, though in another point of view, was,

" that errors in religion, when maintained and

" adhered to after proper admonition, were punish-

" able with civil pains and corporal tortures. The
" former of these erroneous maxims was now of
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" long standing; it had been adopted for some
" ages past, and had produced an incredible num-
*' ber of ridiculous fables, fictions, prodigies, and
" pious frauds, to the unspeakable detriment of

" that glorious cause in which they were employ-

" ed. And it must be frankly confessed, that the

" greatest men and most eminent saints of this

" century were more or less tainted with the in-

*' fection of this corrupt principle, as will appear

" evidently to such as look with an attentive eye

" to their writings and actions. We would will-

" ingly except from this charge Ambrose and

" Hilary, Augustine, Gregory Nazianzen, and
" Jerome; but truth, which is more respectable

" than these venerable fathers, obliges us to in-

" volve them in the general accusation. We may
" add also, that it was probably the contagion of

" this pernicious maxim that engaged Sulpitius

" Severus, who is far from being in the general

" a puerile or credulous historian, to attribute

" so many miracles to St. Martin. The other

" maxim relating to the justice and expediency

" of punishing error, was introduced with those

** serene and peaceful times which the accession

" of Constantine to the imperial throne procured

" to the church. It was from that period approv-

" ed by many, enforced by several examples dur-

*' ing the contests that arose with the Priscillian-

" ists and Donatists, confirmed and established
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" by the authority of Augustine, and thus trans-

*' mitted to the followinfj affes."

In the section which follows, the historian tells

us, " that the number of immoral and unworthy
'• Christians began so to increase, that examples

" of real piety and virtue became extremely rare;"

that " the bishops exhibited to their flocks the con-

" tagious examples of arrogance, luxury, effemi-

" nacy, animosity and strife, with other vices too

" numerous to mention;" that " the inferior rulers

" and doctors of the church fell into a slothful and
" opprobrious negligence of the duties of their

" respective stations, and employed in vain wrang-

" lings and idle disputes the zeal and attention that

*' were due to the culture of piety, and to the in-

" struction of their people;" and that " multi-

" tudes were drawn into the profession of Christ-

" ianity, not by the power of conviction and

" argument, but by the prospect of gain and the

" fear of punishment;" so that " the church was
" contaminated with shoals of profligate Christ-

" ians, and that the virtuous few were in a

** manner oppressed and overwhelmed with the

*' superior numbers of the wicked and licentious."

It is added, that the reign of corruption became

universal, and the laws of the church yielded to

its sway; that a weak execution defeated the pur-

poses of salutary discipline. " The age was sink-

" ing daily from one period of corruption to

" another ; the great and the powerful sinned
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" with impunity; the obscure and the indigent

" alone felt the severity of the laws." There is

no exaggeration or undue colouring here. Dr.

Mosheim, who writes this description, is a firm

friend of establishments, and always ready to

apologize for their faults, and to go as far as

truth will permit in palliating their enormities.

And to avoid the possibility of putting any clause

out of its proper connexion or giving unfair

quotations, I have transcribed one entire section

and the greater part of another. The other sec-

tions of the same chapter detail the heresies

which then prevailed. But the extracts which I

have given refer to the men who called themselves

orthodox, and to the self-ycleped Catholic church.

And if I were to transcribe, or if you were now

to read, the whole of her history since her connec-

tion with the state in the days of Constantine, to

our own time, every page of it would shew that

she has been a shedder of innocent blood, an

enemy of Christ, and well practised in producing

and maintaining a famine of the word of the Lord.

What food for immortal souls could be obtained

from the bishops and doctors whom Mosheim

describes as ruling the church under Constantine?

This system of church and state united, is there-

fore represented as an enemy who slays both with

the sword and with famine.

But you may still ask, why represent his horse

as green? That colour denotes not pestilence.
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What does it mean at all? Now, I would request

you to turn up the other passages in the Apoca-

lypse where the word occurs, Rev. viii. 7. and

Rev. ix. 4. The last of these tells you that the

locusts were not to hurt any green thing. Every

thing green is beyond their reach. We have

endeavoured to identify the rider on the green

horse; and we shall have an eye on him when the

locusts come out of the pit, and if they injure the

horse or his rider, we shall confess that we have

been mistaken, and have fixed on the wrong man.

But he on whom we have fixed, is in his ac-

tions so like the rider on the green horse, that

when search was made, when the hue and cry was

raised, even his friends cannot blame us for having

taken him up on suspicion. If they would excul-

pate him from the charge, and if they have any

proof to offer in opposition to the facts which have

been stated, we shall willingly hear them. But

in the mean time we would say, that if you look

at the passages now referred to, and remember

what we said in the introductory essay, you must

admit that trees and all green things denote earth-

ly potentates, and things connected with the civil

government; and you must farther perceive that

this horse appeared of a green colour, in order to

intimate, that notwithstanding his spiritual preten-

ces, he had a close connexion with the temporal

rulers, and might be regarded as a mere excres-

cence from the secular constitution of the empire.
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But he kills also " with death and with the

" beasts of the earth." Now death here does not

mean pestilence; and it means something distinct

from the sword or famine, or any of their effects.

And we are inclined to understand the word here

in its fullest latitude, and in the sense in which it

occurs most frequently in the New Testament, as

denoting all that was threatened to Adam if he

disobeyed, all that is included in the wicked dying

in their sins. To the mere separation of soul and

body, especially in the redeemed, the word death

is seldom applied in scripture. No; to them

Christ hath abolished death, and destroyed him

who had the power of death. They who believe

in him shall never die. They look forward to the

hour of their departure merely as a being absent

from the body, and present with the Lord. And
even their vile bodies are not said to die, but only

to sleep in Jesus. But they and all men are natur-

ally dead in trespasses and sins. The wicked die

in their sins; and on them the second death hath

power. And have not the doctrines of the estab-

lished Catholic church about human merit, celi-

bacy, the lawfulness of fraud and forgery for her

support, and doing God service by shedding the

blood of his saints, a direct and powerful tendency

to kill men with death spiritual and eternal?

But this enemy had power given him and his

associates " over the fourth po/rt of the earth to

" kill," &c. This expression has been very

VOL. I. Y
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puzzling to commentators. They all interpret

this enemy of the plague: and some of them fix on

one case of pestilence which occurred, and which

they think was limited to one-fourth part of the

empire, while others fix on a case in which the

disease was epidemical through the whole empire,

but in which they say it carried off only one-fourth

of the population. Now we think that the ex-

pression cannot here be understood in an arith-

metical or mathematical sense, as denoting the

exact proportion of this part to the whole, or its

perfect equality with each of the other three parts.

No; we are inclined to view it in connexion with

the context, and to take it in a popular sense, as

denoting simply that the earth, or more properly

the inhabitants of the earth, were divided into four

parts, and that this rider got one. When the

first seal was opened, our Saviour went forth on

his white horse conquering and to conquer. He
gathers his part of the children of men: the Lord

knoweth them that are his, and they are safe:

none shall pluck them out of his hand. Under

the second seal, the secular government of the

empire came forth on the red horse of persecution,

with a great sword in his hand. He takes peace

from the earth, by stirring up the father against

the son, the brother against the sister, and the

daughter acjainst the mother. And he takes his

share. Under the third seal, the rider on the

black horse appears representing the corrupt ty-
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rannical clergy, bringing the j^oke of bondage in

his hand, selling spiritual food at an exorbitant

price, and famishing the souls of men. He gets

the third share. Then comes this rider on the

green horse: and with the sword, the famine, and

his pack of wild beasts, he secures the fourth part.

This was not exactly one-fourth in size or quantity;

but it was the fourth in order. He is the fourth

character who appears on the field, his entrance

is under the fourth seal, and is announced by the

fourth living creature saying, " Come, and see."

And his power is limited to the fourth part of the

earth. And when the third part of men is spoken

of, which it often is in the Apocalypse, those

men are intended who have submitted to the

third character who appears, the rider on the

black horse, who comes forth under the third seal,

and whose entrance is announced by the third

living creature saying, " Come, and see." But it

is not meant that all the four get equal portions.

No. He who comes last secures, for many ages,

the external homage of the greatest part to him-

self. He rules over the sea of error and super-

stition : and his cause and interests are particularly

affected by the second trumpet, when a great

mountain burning with fire is cast into the sea,

and by the second vial which is poured upon the

sea.

But the days of his kingdom and prosperity are

numbered. And when this great drama is finish-

Y 2
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ed, and every one of these four actors has done

his part, and collected his followers; the first of

them who sitteth on the white horse shall appear

the conquering hero, crowned with glor}^ and

honour: and the first part of the earth, the men

who have been subdued by his glorious gospel,

shall in number far exceed the other three parts

all put together. He shall have a great multitude

which no man can number, out of all nations, and

kindreds, and people, and tongues. His enemies

reign and prosper forty and two months: but his

religion and his saints shall reign with him a

thousand years.

The four horsemen now on the field are the

principal characters in the Apocalypse, by whom
the action of the piece is carried forward. Un-

equally are they arrayed: three against one—one

against three. But though unequal in numbers,

the parties have no disparity of strength arising

from this. No ; the superiority of power is on the

opposite side to that of numbers. The one who

stands alone against the three, is a strong one

raised from among the people. We shall see the

various turns of this eventful war, and his ultimate

success in the following parts of the work. Amen.



DISCOUKSE IX.

FIFTH SEAL.

THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE SAINTS WHEN THE
LAST HORSEMAN, THE RIDER ON THE GREEN

HORSE, APPEARED ON THE FIELD.

Rev. vi. 9, 10, 11.

9 And when he had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar

the souls of them that wei'e slain for the word of God, and for the

testimony which they held.

10 And they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord,

holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on them

that dwell on the earth?

11 And white robes were given unto every one of them; and it

was said unto them, that they should rest yet for a little season,

until their fellow-servants also, and their brethren that should be

killed as they were, should be fulfilled.

VV HEN the first seal was opened, we beheld our

Redeemer going forth on the white horse, con-

quering and to conquer. As the colour of the

horse indicated, his cause was identified with

purity and peace. His title is the Prince of

Peace; and his servants proclaim peace on earth,

y3
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and good will toward men. He invites men to

reconciliation and peace with God, and to live in

peace one with another. But what discord, and

wars, and havock have followed his course? How
deeply stained with blood is the next page of this

interesting and eventful history! And, to say

nothing of the spiritual famine produced by the

third horseman, which took effect on the souls of

men, look to the persecutions and the sufferings

inflicted on their bodies by the second and the

fourth; remember the particular and painful facts

in which these predictions were verified; think of

the ages of darkness, the success and tyranny of

the enemies of Christ; and you may be tempted

to doubt whether the w^hite horse and his rider

have conferred any real benefit on mankind, and

whether the gospel of peace has not proved a

curse rather than a blessing. It has not brought

peace on earth, but a sword. Its enemies and

opposers have been irritated, hardened, and pro-

voked to the deliberate perpetration of wanton

and unheard of cruelties. And its friends have

been exposed to unparalleled hardships, to igno-

miny, tortures, and death. These things can dark-

en and discourage our minds only while we con-

fine our views to the outward circumstances of

the church, and the visible aspect of her af!iiirs.

But under this seal we are taught to look farther.

Something beyond the visible affairs of this ma-

terial world is opened to our view. And we per-
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ceive, that notwithstanding the temporal sufferings

in which it may involve us, the gospel is of un-

speakable and eternal value; that though its bless-

ed effects may be comparatively small in this life,

yet they shall be realized in a full and glorious

degree in the life which is to come.

The soul is the man. Our time on earth is but

the infancy of our being. This world is but the

vestibule of our existence. And to appreciate the

gospel and its effects aright, it is necessary to

look beyond the body and its sufferings, and to

enquire what became of the souls of them that

were slain for the word of God, and for the testi-

mony which they held; what was the subsequent

tenor of that life whose infancy was bedewed with

so many tears; and what was the nature of that

existence which they entered through a vestibule

so deep in blood. When this seal was opened,

John saw the happy termination of all their suffer-

ings, severe and protracted though they had been;

and perceived, that through all their tribulation

they had reached a place of safety. The result

of persecution is the safety and eternal blessedness

of the persecuted, and the certainty of divine ven-

geance on the persecutors. The souls of them

who had been slain appeared under the altar.

When this seal was opened, none of the living

creatures appeared or spoke to John; and no voice

was heard saying, " Come, and see." The three

great enemies of Christ and his saints are now on
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the field; and the living creatures appear to have

been driven from their stations, or hid in secret

from the rage and cruelty of these enemies. Dur-

ing the epoch of the six trumpets, we see and

hear nothing of them or of the four and twenty

elders. They appear no more till the sounding

of the seventh trumpet, when " one of the four

" living creatures gave unto the seven angels

" seven golden vials full of the wrath of God who
" liveth for ever and ever."* And under the

vials they are not again seen or heard of, till the

great Babylon is destroyed by the seventh, when

the great voice of much people singing in heaven

is joined by that of the four and twenty elders

and of the four living creatures, who " fell down
" and worshipped God that sat on the throne,

"saying. Amen: Alleluia."-}- By that time the

enemies of our God and of his Christ are driven

from the field, and the church appears in perfec-

tion and glorious prosperity.

At the opening of this seal, no horse and rider

jroes forth. This intimates that there is no new

character now making his appearance on the field.

Already have all the characters in this great

drama come forward, and begun to take part in

the action. And the mere absence of a horse and

his rider does not of itself warrant the conclusion

that no external event or providential dispensation

* Rev. XV. 7. f Kov. xix. I mid 1.
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is announced by this seal. The conclusion is

right; but not rightly drawn from these premises.

Because the argument might be applied to the

two seals which follow; and to all the trumpets

and vials; and might thus lead to another conclu-

sion, that no part of the Apocalypse (except the

first four seals,) has any reference to outward

events. In these four only do we see a horse and

his rider, and hear a voice saying, " Come, and

see."

But this seal shews the expectations that were

entertained, and the disappointments that were

felt, after the appearance of the green horse and

him that sat upon him. These expectations are

expressed by the souls under the altar. " How
" long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge
*' and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the

" earth?" Many are fond of considering the

scenery of the Apocalypse as laid in Jerusalem,

and frequently in the temple which stood on Zion

hill. They suppose that John was carried in the

Spirit to the temple, when these visions were pre-

sented to him, and that when he speaks of the

throne of God, the mercy-seat must be intended;

and that the temple and the altar, &c. when men-

tioned by John, must all in like manner, refer to

the holy place made with hands. But we must

not imagine that either the temple or altar at Je-

rusalem, had any existence when John saw those

visions in Patmos; and far less that they were
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brought to that lonely isle, or that the apostle was

carried to the land of Judea. Jerusalem was sack-

ed and the temple burnt with fire by Titus, when

Vespasian was emperor; but John was banished to

Patmos in the reign of Domitian. The holy city was

overthrown in the year 70; but the beloved dis-

ciple was favoured with this prophetic vision, ac-

cording to the ordinary opinion in the year 96,

and certainly not before 92. And when the tem-

ple, the altar, the ark, or other vessels of the sanc-

tuary are here spoken of, the expressions must be

understood as referring to a representation which

the apostle saw in vision. And this representa-

tion was not on the puny scale of Solomon's struc-

ture, or of any edificereared with human hands:

it is the true sanctuary, the temple not made with

hands, the tabernacle which God pitched and not

man; and it includes heaven and earth and the

extent of infinite space. When the throne or

the altar are spoken of, we must, if we would con-

ceive the vision aright, understand them as exist-

ing in this temple of infinite grandeur, and on a

scale of sublime magnificence, of which the dimi-

nutive and earthly representations at Jerusalem,

were but paltry and imperfect models.

In the beginning of the fourth chapter, John

tells as the commencement of these prophetical

visions, that he saw a door opened. But speaks

he as if he had been at Jerusalem, and had seen

this door opened in a material edifice? No; he
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says, " I looked,'"' (he said, before I was in the isle

called Patmos,) " and behold a door was opened

"in heaven;" and in the next verse he adds,

" behold a throne was set in heaven, and one sat

" on the throne." This throne is described, and

repeatedly referred to in the course of the action;

and in Rev. viii. 3. we are told that the golden

altar where our great High Priest ministers, and

offers the prayers of all saints, perfumed with his

incense, is " before the throne." We are also

told, Rev. xi. 19. that the temple of God was

opened. But did the apostle in writing the ac-

count, think—or are we in reading it, bound to

think—of the material temple at Jerusalem? No.

He says, " the temple of God was opened in

" heaven," &c. Quotations might easily be mul-

tiplied, shewing that the scenery of the Apoca-

lypse is extensive as the universe, and that through-

out the action of the piece, reference is frequently

made to the works of God, and rarely to those of

man. But these remarks interfere not with what

we said in the introductory essay, that heaven and

the things of heaven denote the church of God,

and the earth civil society.

And the position of these souls under the altar,

intimates their nearness to our great High Priest,

and their blessedness in beholding his glory. To
their own sufferings, as having bled the victims

of unrelenting persecution, and won the honour-

able crown of martyrdom, it may also have a
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reference. In prospect of his own death, from

the sentence of Nero, Paul says to Timothy, " I

" am now ready to he offered;''* and to the Phil-

lippians, " if 1 he offered upon the sacrifice and

" service of your faith, I joy and rejoice with you

" all."f But in our text the position under the

altar seems to have a more unequivocal reference

to the great atonino^ sacrifice of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and to intimate that these souls were un-

der the covert of his blood; and had their place

secured in the upper sanctuary, by the glorious

altar at which he ministers, and the spotless sacri-

fice which he offered. B}^ their sufferings and

death they upheld the altar on which all the reli-

gious services of the church are offered to God.

They were " the souls of them that were slain

" for the word of God, and the testimony which

*' they held." In order to be faithful, the church

must publish her tenets to the world in a confes-

sion or testimony distinct from the word or tes-

timony of God. The former should rest on the

latter as its foundation. They should both (so far

as the views of mortal man can grasp the revela-

tion of God) speak the same thing, and breathe

the same spirit; and the great use of the one is to

declare her adherence to the other. The word of

God is perfect: the testimony of man like himself,

has many deficiencies. The one is the supreme

* 2 Tim. iv. 6. f riiil. ii. 17.
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rule of faith and manners, by which the other is

at all times to be regulated, and by which it ought

to be corrected and amended from time to time as

knowledge is increased. A society of Christians

are only doing justice to themselves, and perform-

ing a sacred duty to their fellow men, when they

issue an authentic statement to the world of the

things which are firmly believed as the truth of

God among them. And having done so, they are

entitled to say that they will not hold communion

with those who hold doctrines and practices which

to them appear unauthorized or condemned and

forbidden by God. Of this none has a right to

complain: and of this none who exercises reflec-

tion or common sense for a moment, will think of

complaining. The principles of nature tell that

every voluntary society (and Christ will have none

but a willing people) is entitled to make its own

regulations, and to choose its own members. The
principles of religion tell us to try the spirits, not

to bid the enemies of Christ God-speed, and to

withdraw from every brother who walketh disor-

derly. But no society can have any right from

the principles of nature or from those of religion

to enforce her tenets on the consciences of others,

or to inflict civil penalties on them who have

adopted different views. Both parties revere

scripture, both profess to be guided by that rule;

the judgment of man cannot decide between them,

because other men also are fallible. Human
VOL. I. z
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might may spoil the goods, and torture the body,

but cannot convince the mind. God only is Lord

of the conscience: he only can decide: he will

decide: let us then, if arguments convince not a

brother who may be in error, wait for the decision

of God at the judgment of the great day.

But besides this doctrinal testimony which the

saints are bound to exhibit in maintaining a public

profession in agreement with the word of God,

they are also required to exhibit a practical testi-

mony, by a conversation becoming the gospel.

And history tells us of both among the saints in

the days of persecution. We might refer to scrip-

ture and tell of the creed of Peter, on which (L e.

the doctrines contained in which) Christ said he

would found his church, and that of the Ethiopian

eunuch in which he professed his faith at baptism.

But Ignatius, Irenaeus, Origen, Dionysius of

Alexandria, and Cyprian, who lived nearer the

period to which our text refers, have recorded in

part or in whole the creeds used in the church in

their days, and particularly the form to which

proselytes gave assent when they received bap-

tism. If in these cases the testimony of the

church was what it ought to be, a faithful echo of

the word of God, the saints could not have given

lip any article in the one without abandoning

something contained in the other also. The

saints also maintained a practical testimony by

their conduct in the world. On all occasions
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they testified their love to the person, and their

attachment to the religion of Jesus. When the

soldiers of a victorious legion were rewarded, every

man, with a crown which he was commanded to

wear, in honour of the idol to whom the heathens

ascribed the victory, one man distinguished him-

self by carrying his in his hand. When asked the

reason, he declared that he was a Christian, and

would do no honour to their pretended deities.

In the persecution under Domitian, some of the

soldiers would have allowed whole churches to

escape if they had delivered a copy of the sacred

writings, or the sacramental cups, or even any of

the plain garments which had been provided for

distribution among the poor. These the soldiers

would have represented as proofs that the Christ-

ians had renounced their religion; and thus they

might, with safety, have indulged the feelings of

humanity in their own breasts, by sparing their

lives. To deliver any of these the Christians

obstinately refused. And when the soldiers hu-

manely took them by force, they followed, declar-

ing to all that they had not delivered the articles,

and that they still held fast the religion of the

crucified Jesus. Thus they held fast the word of

God, and a corresponding, consistent, and prac-

tical testimony. Although a thing appear small

in itself, yet if it is enjoined by God in his word,

or interpreted by men as affecting our Christian

profession, we must hold it fast. Ifreduced to the

z2
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dilemma either to sin or suffer, could any sincere

Christian hesitate which side of the alternative to

choose? Did the disciples reckon it necessary to

prove that we ought to serve God rather than

man? No; they accounted this truth so evident,

that they knew their enemies could not declare

against it. They said to their prejudiced judges,

judge ye of this. The martyrs whose souls were

seen under the altar, had been slain for the word

of God, and for the testimony which they held.

1 hey were crying, " How long, O Lord, holy

" and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our

** blood on them that dwell on the earth?" That

the unjust sufferings of the people of God must be

avenged on the plotters and perpetrators of them,

especially on societies and nations who have been

active in the work of cruelty and blood, is a prin-

ciple established in the divine word, and uniformly

acted upon in the divine government. From the

declarations of the inspired volume, and from

their own observations of divine providence, those

martyred souls might have learned the truth of

this important principle. Is it not also reason-

able to admit, that in their separate state these

souls would possess a degree of knowledge not

attainable by men while in the body? But are

we to suppose, that because they are in heaven

they are omniscient? No : there are things of

which knoweth no man on earth, neither the

angels nor glorified saints in heaven. God only
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knoweth all things. The times and the seasons

he hath reserved in his own hand. And except

in so far as he has been pleased to reveal it, the

future is concealed by an impenetrable veil from

every created eye. They knew the principle, and

doubted not that their own blood was to be aveng-

ed on them who dwelt on the earth; but the time

they knew not; and therefore they cried. How long,

O Lord? &c. When Constantine ascended the

throne, they thought the hour was come. But
Jehovah is long-suffering, and slow in his wrath.

What said the great Husbandman of the barren

fig tree? " Lo I came these three years, and
" have found no fruit on it." And what did he

in the case? At the intercession of his servant,

he spared it another j^ear also, to see if it would

yet bring forth fruit. The individual sinner may
be spared to die an hundred years old. Our God
bore one hundred and twenty years with a whole

world of ungodly men, after he had publicly de-

nounced their destruction by his servant Noah.

And for four hundred years he bore with the

iniquitous Amorites, after he had promised their

land to his servant Abraham. He is a God of

patience; he bears with sinful men, with perse-

cuting nations, and with a world of vanity and

wickedness. For twelve hundred and sixty years

he bears with antichrist, ere he deprive him of

power to persecute and to wear out the saints of

the Most High. And even after that, there is

z3
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much of the forbearance and long-suffering of

God displayed, while the vials of his wrath are

being poured out on that system of idolatry.

So great is the forbearance of our God, that

even the wicked make it the pretext or the occa-

sion of continuing in their iniquitous courses; and

thus wrest it to their own destruction. They say,

" Where is the promise of his coming? for since

" the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as

*' from the beginning of the creation." * And
" because sentence against an evil work is not

** executed speedily, the heart of the sons of men
" is fully set in them to do evil." f So great is

his forbearance, as not only to astonish but to

confound and perplex the saints on earth. " My
" soul," says the Psalmist, " is also sore vexed;

" but thou, O Lord, how long? How long wilt

" thou forget me, O Lord? for ever? how long

" wilt thou hide thy face from me? How long

" shall I take counsel in my soul, having sorrow

" in my heart daily? How long shall mine ene-

" my be exalted over me?—Lord how long wilt

" thou look on? rescue my soul from their de-

" structions. Lord how long shall the wicked,

" how long shall the wicked triumph? How long

" shall they utter and speak hard things, and all

" the workers of iniquity boast themselves?" And

we see that not only the saints on earth, but even

* 2 Peter iii. 4. f Eccl. viii, 1 1.
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the disembodied spirits in heaven are confound-

ed and perplexed, and cry out about this for-

bearance and long- suffering with the triumph of

the wicked. The souls of them that were slain

for the word of God, and for the testimony which

they held, are represented as under the altar, and

crying with a loud voice, " How long, O Lord,

" holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge

" our blood on them that dwell on the earth?"

This shews the feelings that prevailed among

Christians when the fifth seal was opened. And
we apprehend that this followed at no great dis-

tance after the opening of the fourth seal. We
read of some enemies of religion, who, if it were

possible, would deceive the very elect. And when

the green horse and his rider came forth, it ap-

pears, that although he was an enemy ready to

slay with sword and famine, with death and with

the beasts of the earth, yet he was mistaken for a

friend, not only by the saints on earth, but by the

disembodied spirits in heaven.

They knew that their blood should be avenged

on their bloody persecutors; and that although

individual actors in these scenes of blood had

terminated the furious rage of their earthly career

in the silence of death, yet the equitable principles

of the divine government required that blood

should be shed for blood, and that the nations,

and in particular the Roman empire, which had

been so active in slaying the saints, should be
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cast into the wine-press of the wrath of God, and

trodden there till blood flowed out for many fur-

longs, and till the systems of tyranny and perse-

cution were bruised to atoms, so that they could

not be put together or re-established any more.

Impressed wirh these sentiments they cry, " How
" long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not

"judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell

" on the earth?" And when they saw the great

sword of the emperor, which hitherto had been

wielded by their bloody Pagan persecutors now
grasped by the hands of a professed Christian,

they thought the time was come. But in these

expectations they were mistaken. At that time

their blood was not avenged. They were to rest

yet a little season.

There was not at this time any breaking down

of the old system of tyranny, or ruling the nations

on the principles of that liberty wherewith Christ

makes his people free; any purging out of the old

leaven of persecution, and leaving matters of di-

vine worship to be settled between the conscience

of every man and the Lord his God. The empe-

ror still retained the prerogative which his prede-

cessors had usurped, of judging between a man

and his Maker. Constantine was not willing to

lose any thing by his Christianity. Of the faith

as well as practice of the Christians he considered

himself the lord; and punished severely all who

presumed to dissent from what he and his bishops
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determined to be orthodox. He continued also

till the day of his death, to be the head of the old

Pagan religion. The title, the ensigns, and the

prerogatives of Pontifex Maximus, SupremePontiff

of the Pagan system, which had been borne by his

predecessors were retained by him, and by six

Christian emperors who succeeded him. Gratian

was the first who refused the robe and office of

Sovereign Pontiff to Paganism, as inconsistent with

the profession of Christianity.* So far was Con-

stantine from persecuting Paganism and putting it

down by the sword, as some have supposed, that

he actually discharged the functions of this office.

Persecution in all cases is wrong; and notwith-

standing his cruelty to dissenting Christians, the

hands of Constantine were free from the blood of

his Pagan subjects. He withdrew the smiles of

the court, and the wealth and influence which fol-

low them, from the professors of the ancient idol-

atry, and lavished titles, and wealth, and honours

on the established religion of the Christian bish-

ops. Hence the latter grew in riches, and pride

and intolerance every day; while the former re-

tired from the court and from the cities, to lan-

guish and die a natural death among solitary fields

and sequestered villages. And from this circum-

stance, the name Pagan which originally signified

country people, came to be applied to that religion.

To shew that the Pagans had suffered little or

* See DecUne and FaU, ch. 21.
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nothing directly from the Christian government of

Constantine, we may mention, that they not only in-

vested him with the officeofSupreme Pontiff during

his life, but by a decree of the senate, gave him a

place among their gods after his death. Tyranny

in the state, and persecution in the church, re-

mained as vigorous under him and his successors,

as they had ever been since Christianity had been

preached in the empire. And therefore we con-

clude, that the blood of the saints was not yet

avenged.

The great image of Daniel, the agent in all per-

secutions from his day to the millennium, remain-

ed in full strength. Rome survived her Pagan

dress. Her opposition to the truth, and hostility

to the saints remained, and were soon beheld un-

der the garb of Antichrist. And the vengeance

which the saints in heaven and on earth expected

at the overthrow of Paganism, was delayed till

Rome had filled up the measure of her iniquity;

that the blood of all the saints shed on the earth

might be required of her hands. The Jews in the

days of our Saviour approved the deeds of their

fathers, who had stoned the prophets, and slain

those that were sent unto them. Of this they

ultimately gave awful proof in crucifying the Lord

of Glory. Therefore it was said to them, "that upon
*' you may come all the righteous blood shed upon

" the earth, from the blood of righteous Abel un-

" to the blood of Zacharias the son of Barachias,
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" whom ye slew between the temple and the

*' altar."* Established Christianity has approv-

ed the deeds, breathed the spirit, and imitated

the conduct of all preceding persecutors. She

has thus served herself heir to their guilt. Is it

then any matter of surprise, that the cruelties of

the Pagan persecutions are to be avenged on her,

though arrayed in the mantle of Popish sanctity?

Can the change of dress cancel the guilt of blood,

or protect the person of the criminal? Is it mat-

ter of surprise, that on her laying aside of Pagan-

ism, the saints who had previously suffered at her

hands, are commanded to rest yet for a little sea-

son, until their fellow servants and their brethren

who should be killed as they were, should be fulfil-

led? Anddoesnot this language intimate, thatwhen

God Cometh out of his place to inquire after blood,

and to punish the inhabitants of the earth for

their iniquity, the blood of these martyrs and that

of their brethren to be afterwards slain, shall be

avenged together? Are we not also taught by

this, that modern Rome has the guilt of all the

heathen and of all the antichristian persecutions

lying upon her? May we not infer, from the

names being given to her, that the guilt of Sodom,

Egypt, Babylon, and of the rebellious city where

our Lord was crucified, is all accumulated on her

head? By Rome we mean the ten kingdoms into

Math, xxiii. 35.
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which the empire is now divided. In some things,

nay, in many things, they differ. But in one thing,

nay, in two things, they all agree. They have all

laboured to uphold tyrannical power in the state

till its strong rods were broken and mouldered to

dust among their hands; and for ages they were

all guilty of persecuting the saints who refused

conformity with the church established by law.

Upon the ten toes of his feet the great image is

smitten with that terrible blow which dissipates

the whole fabric; and then the stone cut from the

mountain without hands, becomes itself a great

mountain, and fills the whole earth.

But thouffh vengeance was not inflicted in the

days of Constantine, though the murdered martyrs

of Jesus were to rest for a season, yet they re-

ceived white robes in the mean time. There is no

doubt that the spirits of just men made perfect in

heaven, are all arrayed in the white robes of perfect

righteousness, of immaculate holiness, of glorious

triumph, and of eternal peace. But this book

refers to the visible church on earth. And the

white robes here given to the souls of them that had

been slain, denote the vindication of their cause

and character on the earth, and the purification of

their names and memory from the hellish asper-

sions with which they had been blackened. Till

that time it had been usual to speak of them as

bigots, madmen, turners of the world upside down,

blasphemers, atheists, and enemies of mankind,
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who were not fit to live, and richly deserved the

death which they suffered. Such a way of speak-

ing was not only agreeable at court and a pre-re-

quisite to preferment, but necessary to ensure a

man peace and tranquillity among his neighbours.

But, when Paganism deprived of secular support

fell to the ground, when Christianity was profess-

ed by the emperor, and became the religion of

the state; the calumnies against the martyrs were

heard no more; the fashion changed; and it be-

came customary at court and in the intercourse of

private life, to extol the martyrs as the champions

of truth, the defenders of the church, the favour-

ites of God, and the patterns of imitation to men.

Thus white robes were given them.

Not content with doing them justice, the vener-

ation of men for their memory, rose to excess;

and in some instances conferred on them the

honours which are due to God only. Tattered

remains of the garments which they had worn, or

other articles which had touched their bodies, were

preserved with superstitious regard, and esteemed

antidotes for disease, and the most effectual pre-

servatives of a man's property, person, and life.

Their bones which had been buried with ignominy

were dug up with honour, sold for enormous

prices, preserved with care in the sacred reposi-

tories of churches, or in the boasted treasuries of

kings, and regarded as the protection of the city

that contained them, or the country that was hon-

VOL. I. A a
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cured by their presence. But the mists of super-

stition have passed away. Her mistakes have

been corrected by the Hght of Divine truth. And
men are learning to honour the martyrs vs^ho have

died for the word of God, and for the testimony

which they held, to pray for a portion of their

spirit, to imitate their example, and at the same

time to trust in God as the only sure defence.

Perhaps we also might be ready to think, as the

souls of the martyrs themselves did, that the fittest

time for avenging their blood was when the might

and mastery of the secular empire which had

been put forth in shedding it had begun to as-

sume the name of Christianity. But the thoughts

of God are not as our thoughts. With him a

thousand years are as one day. He commanded

the souls of the martyrs to rest yet for a little

season, when the white robes were given them.

Our blindness cannot scan the purposes of the

Almighty; but may not we discern much wisdom

in this procedure? It showed his forbearance and

lonfr-sufFerinij. And was there not a fitness in

waiting till men had learned to appreciate the

character of the martyrs aright, ere their blood

was avenged? This was necessary to prepare men

for glorifying God, by saying, " Thou art right-

" eous, O Lord, which art, and wast, and shalt

" be, because thou hast judged thus: for they

'• have shed the blood of saints and prophets,

*' and thou hast given them blood to drink: for

" they are worthy." Amen.



DISCOUESE X,

SIXTH SEAL.

APPREHENSIONS OF THE ENEMIES OF CHRIST WHEN
THEY SAW THE RIDER ON THE GREEN HORSE.

Rev. vi. 12—17.

12 And I beheld, when he had opened the sixth seal, and lo,

there was a great earthquake, and the sun became black as sack-

cloth of hair, and the moon became as blood

j

13 And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig-tree

casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind.

14 And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together;

and every mountain and island were moved out of their places :

15 And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich

men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and eveiy bond-

man, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens, and in the

rocks of the mountains.

1 6 And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us

from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath

of the Lamb :

17 For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be

able to stand ?

A HE ffreen horse and his rider under the fourtho
seal represent the coalition of church and state,

which took place soon after the accession of Con-

A a 2
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stantine to the imperial throne, and which was

again confirmed, and even carried further by him

in the year 324. The fifth seal shows the high

expectations entertained by the Christians when

this fourth horseman appeared on the field; and

the heart-sickening delay of these sanguine hopes,

or rather (in so far as they expected benefit from

him) their miserable disappointment. This sixth

seal shows the foreboding apprehensions and the

terror which seized their enemies at the sight of

that formidable character and his green horse.

But neither is it said that these were realized in

their full extent at that time. But under this seal

a great earthquake takes place j when the enemies

of Christ and his religion flee in terror to hide

themselves in the dens, and in the rocks of the

mountains.

The sixth seal cannot go before the fifth; and

it cannot come after the seventh. And therefore

it cannot refer to the bloody and protracted wars

of Constantine with his Pagan opponents before

he ascended the throne, during which there were

at one time six emperors, every one of them con-

tending for the sole possession of the same empire.

He delivered Rome from the tyrant Maxentius;

and completely vanquished him and all his other

rivals. But these wars were ended before the

fifth, nay, before the fourth seal was opened in the

course of Divine providence, or the mysterious

rider on the green horse had appeared on the field.
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The events of these wars themselves (whatever

may be said or thought of those which followed

the accession of Constantine) had no direct influ-

ence in forwarding or retarding the kingdom of

Christ in the world. Neither did they move any

mountain or island out of its place. They left all

the provinces under the same empire, the whole

empire under the same constitution and form of

government, and all the neighbouring states in the

same relative positions which they occupied before

their commencement. And the earthquake cannot

refer to any thing so late as the incursions of the

northern barbarians, which began in the year 395

under Alaric king of the Goths. For these take

place under the seventh seal, and are represented

by the hail storm of the first trumpet. Therefore

we conclude that between the years 313 and 395,

this earthquake occurs.

And what event is to be found in the history of

that period any way corresponding to the awful

symbols of this earthquake? Can we fix on any

thing else than the mighty changes which Con-

stantine made in the latter part of his reign on the

laws and constitution of the empire, and on the

government of all its provinces? He instituted a

new form of civil and military administration.

He gave a new capital to the empire, by changing

the seat of government from Rome to Constan-

tinople.

But let us attend more particularly to the

A a3
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description of this great earthquake, and see how

it corresponds with the events. The first part

of the description enumerates the signs which

appeared in heaven. " The sun became black as

" sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as

" blood; and the stars of heaven fell unto the

** earth, even as a fig-tree casteth her untimely

" figs when she is shaken of a mighty wind; and

" the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled

" together." Were we to follow the beaten tract

of commentators, we should tell you that in this

passage the sun, moon and stars, denote the

Pagan idols, the Pagan priests, and the cere-

monies of Pagan worship. These have darkened,

but never enlightened the world; and therefore

cannot reasonably be represented by the symbols

here used. Nor are they so represented in any

other passage of scripture. Truth and consist-

ency require us not only to admit, but to affirm

and maintain, that in this, and in other passages

of the prophets, and especially of the Apocalypse,

the meaning of these symbols is one and the

same. We may lament that the sun (the shining

of Christ's glory in the gospel) is darkened; that

the moon (the ordinances which have no light in

themselves, but shine only by light borrowed

from that revelation,) is changed into blood; and

that the stars (the ministers of the gospel,) fall

from heaven to earth. But we ought not to deny

the meaning of the symbols, or controvert the in-
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tention of the prophecy. And the eye of the

enlightened Christian will perceive all these dis-

astrous events, and this general darkening of the

heavens, in the new modelling of church and state

by the emperor Constantine.

Immediately on his accession to the imperial

throne, he freed the church from persecution, and

caused the spoilers to restore, with interest, the

property which, by force or fraud, they had taken

from her. The rights and claims of the clergy

he greatly extended; gave them donations of the

public money; and armed them with power to

banish dissenters, who were all branded with the

name of heretics, or to slay them with the great

sword of the state, as they might see cause. But

Mosheim tells us, that " his designs with respect

" to the abolition of the ancient religion of the

" Romans, and the tolerating no other form of

" worship but the Christian, were only made
" known towards the latter end of his life^ by the

" edicts he issued out for destroying the heathen

" temples, and prohibiting sacrifices-"

Now, we think that the signs in heaven, the

darkening of the sun and moon, and the falling of

the stars, which are first noticed in scripture, took

place in the secularization^ or as it is often called,

the estahlishment of Christianity, in the beginning

of his reign, and that the great earthquake which

moved the mountains and islands out of their

places, was felt in the changes made in the latter
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part of his life on church and state, on the general

constitution, and all the provinces of the empire.

These changes were not indeed brought about by

the shock of contending armies rushing to deadly

collision in the battle field, not by civil commo-

tion or by foreign war; but they were not the less

real; and they moved the empire itself, and all the

states and kingdoms of which it consisted, out of

their places.

And first, let us consider the signs in heaven,

the changes in the church which preceded and

accompanied this earthquake.

1st. The Sun became black as sackcloth of

hair. Constantine changed the constitution and

government of the church. We saw that at the

opening of the third seal, the germ of Episcopacy

was beginning to sprout. But never could it have

attained the lofty stature which it has since reach-

ed, or lifted up its head so high among the thick

boughs of the forest, unless it had been cherished

with the smiles of royalty, and manured by the

wealth of an exclusive establishment. The Cath-

olic established church has for ages had the means

of spoiling men of their goods with impunity.

And when told of her great riches and the glory

of her clergy, we look at them as we look to the

robber richly arrayed in the spoils he has taken.

Without them her glory is no more than that of

the heretic whom she was wont to burn, or the

dissenter whom she continues still to plunder.
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For proof of this, we need not go abroad to An-

tioch or Alexandria ; we need not search the an-

cient records of our race. We have only to

look to modern episcopal churches, and see how

they languish and decline when deprived of the

riches of an establishment, and prevented from

spoiling their brethren of other denominations.

You may well ask where are their wealthy sine-

cures? What has become of their lordly palaces?

Where is their church authority? their lordship

over God'b heritage? All are gone ! Their peo-

ple where they are not established, submit to them

voluntarily, and withdraw when they please. It is

rather in the mode of worship, and use of the

liturgy, than in the form of government, or weight

of church authority, that they can be distinguish-

ed from the plain presbyterian. In the present

episcopal church of Scotland an archbishop is

unknown, and every bishop labours regularly

in word and doctrine as the pastor of some par-

ticular congregation. Here, indeed, they have

some advantages from their local neighbourhood

to the wealthy establishment in the south; and

attempt to maintain a little of episcopal splendour,

by procuring livings, or rather sinecures in the

church of England, to some of their clergy

who minister in Scotland. Look to the United

States of America, to the episcopal church there,

which was formerly connected in a more intimate

manner with the church of England, and bore her
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name, and what do you see? Another episcopal

church in which the word archbishop is not

known, and the bishop is supported like the other

clergy, by taking the charge of a parish, and by

the voluntary contributions of the people to whom
he statedly ministers; in which all the clergy meet

regularly in a synod, whose power extends to every

diocese in the church, and every clergyman is

elected by the people to whom he ministers; in

which none of the people is admitted to the rank

of member or communicant, till he has been ex-

amined and approved by his minister; in which

the bishop has no patronage, no cathedral church,

no palace attached to the see, but every one dwells

in his own hired house; and in which there are

only three orders of office-bearers, bishops, pres-

byters and deacons. This description of the

American episcopalian church is taken from a

letter of one of her own ministers, as it appeared

in the Christian Recorder for August 1821. And
this is probably a pretty correct picture of all the

episcopacy that existed before Constantine; or

that can exist without the support of the state.

But to promote conformity between church and

state, Constantine exalted the bishops far above

their brethren, and the archbishops and patriarchs

still farther above them. Hence the bishops be-

gan to trample on the rights of the people and

inferior clergy, the archbishops to encroach on

their prerogatives, and the patriarchs not only to
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spurn with lordly foot all who were under them,

but to contend with one another who should be

greatest. The two eastern competitors were oblig-

ed to succumb in the strife, and leave the field to

the two western patriarchs of Rome and Constan-

tinople.

Think ofthe consequent carelessness of the cler-

gy about spiritual things, to what an extent Arian-

ism prevailed among them, and was even sanc-

tioned by Constantine himself in the latter part of

his reign; how all doctrines taught thenceforward

appear to have been invented or inculcated with

a view to maintain the power of the hierarchy

;

what multitudes of the wicked and worldly were

driven into a profession of the state religion by a

dread of secular punishment, or allured to it by

the hope of temporal rewards: and you must per-

ceive that at this time, the sun, the revelation con-

tained in the gospel, was not indeed altogether ex-

tinguished, but greatly obscured, or in the lan-

guage of the text, " became black as sackcloth of

« hair."

2d. The Moon became as blood. The moon

denotes the public ordinances of religion, in which

the light of revelation is reflected to the minds of

men, and which shine only by that light derived

from Christ in the gospel. Remember that Chris-

tians now became persecutors, and shed the blood

ofthem who refused to observe these ordinances af-

ter the authorized manner, or to acknowledge the
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authorized hierarchywhen they received them. The
sectaries who presumed to observe Christian ordi-

nances without these forms or this authority, were

severely punished ; their blood in many cases was

mingled with their sacrifices ; their religious ordi-

nances were the cause, and often the scene of their

bloodshed. Thus the ordinances instituted by

God for promoting and confirming concord and

love, were converted by men into the test of ha-

tred and strife, and the occasion of blood. And
was not this a fulfilment of the words of our text,

" the moon became as blood?" And among Ca-

tholics the ordinances became corrupt as putrid

blood.

3d. " The Stars of heaven fell unto the earth,

" even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when
" she is shaken of amighty wind." The church is the

heaven in prophecy, the state is the earth. What
then are we to understand by the stars of heaven

falling unto the earth? Simply that the clergy

now ceasing to bear a purely spiritual character,

were by the edicts of Constantine so incorporated

with the state, as to form an integral part of the

civil constitution. And was not this general?

I may almost ask, was it not universal among them,

as the falling of untimely figs from the fig-tree

when shaken of a mighty wind? The Novatian-

ists, the Donatists, and some other dissenters

formed honourable exceptions; but they were

wondered at, and solitary like a few berries here
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and there on the top of the uppermost boughs.

Can this be the falling away spoken of by Paul,

and from which Antichrist took his rise?

4th. **And the Heaven departed as a scrollwhen
" it is rolled together." The heaven denotes the

church; in which the sun, moon and stars, are

comprehended. But by her amalgamation with

the state, the church loses her nature, and even

her name. She ceases to be that spiritual king-

dom, which seeks only the improvement and sal-

vation of the souls of men, and which is not of

this world. If soldiers not content with the pay

allotted them by the king their master, should,

without his consent, enter the service, and receive

the pay of some foreign prince, (whether that for-

eign prince were at war or peace with him,) would

he not from that moment discard them, and blot

out their names from the lists of his army? And
if ministers of the gospel are not content to live

by the gospel, and by their own exertions, as

Christ their king hath appointed, but must enter

the service and receive the pay of the kings of the

earth, we need not be surprised that they are dis-

carded by him, and that the heaven, (so far as

these stars constituted a part of it,) is said to

depart as a scroll when it is rolled together. All

the kingdoms of Europe are members of the great

image, with its head of gold and its feet of iron

and of clay. The kingdom of Christ is the stone

destined to break these kingdoms in pieces, and
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to disperse the elements of which they are com-

posed, like the chaff of the summer threshing-floor.

And can that society be the church or kingdom of

Christ which contracts a friendly alliance with

them, which acknowledges their sovereigns as

her supreme head, which receives their hire, and

prostitutes herself to the accomplishment of their

political purposes? No. She is a mere excres-

cence of the great image, and with it must be

broken in pieces and dispersed to the four winds, an

enemy of Christian liberty, a confederate with the

other powers that make war against the Lamb, and

with them must fall at Armageddon. Search the

whole of the New Testament, examine every line

and every word that it contains, and then tell if

you have found one passage which says or implies

that the religion of Jesus is to wear the gaudy at-

tire, or stoop to serve the political purposes of a

state religion to the kings of the earth. Sure I

am, that after the fourth seal in the Apocalypse

which represents the antichristian union of church

and state, that confederacy the self-styled Catlio-

lic, imperial, or national church, is no more

spoken of as the church of Christ. Her power is

represented by a green horse and his rider slaying

with the sword, with famine, with death, and with

the beasts of the earth. Her own person is de-

scribed as the mother of abominations who prosti-

tutes herself to the kings of the earth, and intoxi-

cates them with the cup that is in her hand. She
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herself is drunk with the blood of the saints, and

with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. And
therefore when the Catholic church formed this

unhallowed and unlawful connexion, the prophecy

in our text was fulfilled. " The heaven departed

" as a scroll when it is rolled together." What
had been the church was converted into a body

of active and unrelenting persecutors. And, what

is still more wonderful, many of the people of

God remaining amon^ them were so far blinded

as to approve, and even applaud the cruelties in-

flicted on their brethren in Christ.

But what were the effects of this great earth-

quake on the earth itself? They were great and

extensive, reaching to all lands. " Every moun-
" tain and island were moved out of their places."

Constantinople was built and called new Rome.

Thither was transferred the seat of imperial gov-

ernment. Old Rome, the city of the seven hills,

which had long called herself the mistress of the

world, was made the second city in the empire,

and reduced to the rank of a provincial town.

The Roman consuls who had formerly derived

their office from the choice of the people, and

latterly from that of the senate, and who, in that

office, had been the honoured magistrates of a free

state, and the glorious leaders of her conquering

armies, were now converted into empty pageants,

set up by the mere appointment of the emperor,

no longer suffered to speak in the council or com-

B b 2
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mand in the field, and now served no other pur-

pose than that of giving their names as a date

to the year in which they bore their nominal

honours. The name patrician^ which had served

for a thousand years to distinguisii them who bore

it from the plebeians by their hereditary honours,

was degraded by Constantine into a merely per-

sonal title which the emperor might bestow when

and on whom he pleased. This change moved

the plebeians also out of the place which they

formerly occupied, and abolished the hereditary

nobility of the state. The four prefects who

had been captains of the pretorian guards, were

changed into civil magistrates, presiding over the

four divisions of the empire. In addition to these

four, Constantine instituted other two called the

municipal prefects; and appointed one of them to

preside over the city of Rome, and the other over

that of Constantinople. New military offices also

were instituted, and the old put under new regu-

lations; the constitution and form of the Roman
legion was changed, and the number of men which

it contained was reduced from six thousand to

fifteen hundred, or one thousand. The civil and

military government of each province was now

vested in different men ; and not as formerly in

the same individual, who could appear this moment

on the tribunal of justice, and the next at the head

of the army. The study of civil law was now

encouraged; skill in sophistry and the art of
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colouring injustice began to be reckoned an hon-

ourable profession : the tribe of lawyers were ad-

vanced and multiplied. Important changes were

made in the mode of collecting the revenue. By

these and other changes, too tedious to be men-

tioned, Constantine moved every province, state,

and kingdom in his dominions out of their places;

and gave a new constitution to the empire.*

We may add, that by his latter will, he divided

the empire among his sons; and that never after-

wards was it long united under one head. It was

formally and finally divided into the eastern and

western empires, by Valentinian and Valens in the

year 364. .

But what effect had these changes in heaven

and earth, in church and state, on the minds of

the Pagan kings and great men, and rich men,

and chief captains, who had persecuted the saints

of the living God? The saints themselves in

heaven and on earth had mistaken the nature of

these changes; and what else could be expected

from the blind worldlings, the servants of lust

and cruelty who had shed their blood, and were

altogether destitute of spiritual discernment? The
fall of the stars raised their terrors to the highest.

The degradation of the clergy was mistaken for

their exaltation. It gave them secular power, and

* For a fuller account of these changes, see Gibbon, an author,

who cannot be suspected of distorting facts to show the fulfilment

of prophecy, iii ch. xvii. of the Decline and Fall.

Bb3
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these Pagans had no doubt that it was all to be

turned against themselves. To them the church

appeared formidable, now that she was united with

the state. Immediate vengeance they dreaded;

and feared that all their former cruelties were

now to be repaid with interest. They dreaded the

arm of divine vengeance; and the power and

wrath of the Lamb. In their terrified apprehen-

sions, the great day of his wrath was come.

They judged from their o;?vn vindictive spirit,

and the means which their former victims now

possessed; and not from the wisdom and forbear-

ance of the supreme ruler. And " they hid

" themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the

*' mountains." When the emperor had avowed

himself a Christian, when the favour of the court

was withdrawn from Paganism, when the wealthier

Pagan temples in the cities were demolished, and

their rich revenues given to the Catholic church,

the votaries of the ancient idolatry retired to the

solitudes of the country, and hid themselves and

their idolatries " in the dens and in the rocks of

" the mountains." Hence the name Pagans was

given to all who still adhered to the system of

mythology and idolatry which the state had dis-

carded. But conscience told them what their

former injustice and cruelties deserved; and there-

fore they feared that some worse thing might come

upon them. Not thinking themselves safe among

the dens and solitudes of the rocks and mountains,
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they " said to the mountains and rocks, fall on us,

" and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on
" the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:
" for the great day of his wrath is come: and who

"shall be able to stand?"

But the great day of his wrath was not then

come. The souls of the martyrs who had suffered

by their violence, and who were expecting ven-

geance at this time were told, under the former

seal, to rest until their brethren to be slain as they

were, should be fulfilled. And no doubt the ills

which their enemies feared were also deferred for

the^ame reason.

The earliest edict in favour of Christianity now
extant is that of Constantine, dated at Milan in

the year 313. As we said before, it seems to dif-

fer little from a proclamation of liberty of con-

science to all the subjects of the empire. It refers

to an earlier edict which is supposed to have been

issued about a year before, and is now lost. And
the alterations which it makes are not unimport-

ant. The former had named many denominations

of Christians to whom liberty was given ; but the

Christians (i. e. the Catholics, who now restricted

the name to themselves) had taken offence, because

their religion was placed on the same level with that

oftheir dissenting brethren, whom they called schis-

matics and heretics. And therefore the emperor

says in the edict of Milan, " It was convenient

" that we should signify this our pleasure, that all
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" those sects which were included in our former

" rescript should be quite left out (or rather taken

" away altogether, «.<pcciQshiaa!/ '^uureT^ag) that what-

" ever seems hurtful and disagreeable, should be

" wholly removed, and also that all who have re-

" solved to choose and keep the observances of

" the Christian (i. e. the Catholic) religion, might

" observe them freely, firmly, and without molest-

" ation."* He laments in the outset, that in con-

sequence of these sects being named in his former

edict as entitled to liberty, some of the Christians

not long after had desisted from the observances

of their own faith. Probably they had joined the

heretics. He commands the restoration of houses,

gardens, &c. taken from the Christians during the

late persecutions. But though it might be plea-

sant enough to him and his clergy to restrict the

name Christian to their own sect, yet they were

careful that no other denomination might get any

benefit from the vagueness of this language where

worldly property was concerned. And therefore

another edict followed by way of explanation,

telling that the above restoration was meant only

of the estates which had belonged to the Catholib

church of the Christians. To me it seems evident

that in both these and the other edicts of this

emperor, the word Christian is synonymous with

Catholic, and meant to exclude all other denomi-

nations.

• See the edict itself as preserved in Euseb. Hist. Lib. x. ch. 5.
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The emperor honoured none but one party

with that appellation which was first given to the

disciples at Antioch. His letter to Miltiades,

bishop of Rome, authorizing him and others to

judge the cause of the Donatists, and command-

ing the parties to come from Africa and appear

before him at Rome, the emperor concludes with

these words, '* we bear so great a reverence to

" the legitimate Catholic church, that we would
*' have you leave no schism or dissension at all in

" any part of it." And it is unnecessary to repeat

how the emperor and the Catholic clergy con-

sidered themselves as authorized, in all time com-

ing, to use secular authority and even military

violence against all dissenters.

But while the emperor required all who would

be called Christians to join the Catholic church,

and decreed that other sects should be taken away

altogether, that their worship which was disagree-

able might be wholly removed, he by no means

forbade the Pagans to worship their idols, or

required them all to concur in using the same

religious rites. In the same edict of Milan, he

decrees that others as well as Christians should

retain their own faith and religion—and that

" every one should have a liberty and power of

" choosing, and being careful about worshipping,

" whatever Deity he has a mind to. And this we
" therefore did, that we might seem not in the

" least to have lessened or detracted from any
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" manner of divine worship or religion whatever."

This looks not like any severe measures against

the Pagans, when he was giving liberty and

power to the Catholic Christians. The Pagans

worshipped another Deity, which it seems was

less disagreeable than the worship of the true

God by dissenting Christians; and they are not

like these to be taken away altogether, or to have

their worship wholly removed.

Some writers of church history, and among

others Eusebius, have, in their praises of Con-

stantine, extolled him for abolishing Paganism,

and prohibiting all his subjects from sacrificing to

idols. But the emperor had more common sense

and carnal policy. And Eusebius himself has

recorded the deed in which the emperor declares

that it was not the case. In the edict concerning

Polytheism, he invites them who are involved in

the error of Paganism to come and partake of the

same peace and quiet with believers; but he adds,

" let no man molest another—let those who with-

" draw themselves have their temples of lies, since

" they desire them." And in conclusion of the

same edict, his words are, *' But let no person do

" harm to another by that which he hath persuaded

"himself of, and declared. What one man hath

" understood and known, with that let him assist

•* his neighbour, if it may be. But if it be im-

" possible, let him omit it. For it is one thing

" voluntarily to undertake the combat for immor-
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" tality, and another to be forced to it by punish-

" ment. These things I have said, these things

" I have discoursed of more at large than the

'* scope of our mansuetude required, because I

" would not conceal the true faith. Especially in

" regard some persons (as I hear) do assert

*' that the rites of the temples and the powers of

" darkness are wholly abolished. Which I had
" indeed persuaded all men to, had not the violent

" insolency of nefarious error been immeasurably
" fixed on the minds of some persons, to the hurt

" and damage of the emendation of mankind."*

He thus disavows all intention of using any other

weapon than persuasion against the Pagan reli-

gion. And happy had it been for the church

and society at large, if he had treated dissenting

Christians in the same manner. But they were

less numerous; and the same cautious policy was

not necessary in their case.

He indeed abolished the infamous Androgyni,

the impure priests of the Nile; and plundered and

demolished some of the wealthier or more abomi-

nable of the Pagan temples. But before his day

Pagan rulers had prohibited the rites of Bacchus

as a nuisance, on account of their immoralities.

And on the same principle, the Pagans were not

* Life of Const. Lib. ii. ch. 56, and 60. I have transcribed

these quotations from the English translation of Eusebius, Socrates,

and Evagi'ius, printed at Cambridge, in one folio volume, 1692.
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offended to see Constantine give orders for sup-

pressing the Androgyni, and demolishing the tem-

ples of Venus in Phenicia, where all abominations

were practised by night and by day. The pro-

vinces had been long accustomed to see the tem-

ples of their gods plundered by rapacious govern-

ors, under pretence of supplying the exigencies of

the stale. And the depredations which the Christ-

ian emperor made on Pagan temples, were con-

fined to Greece and Asia; Christians were num-

erous there ; and the spoils were taken to adorn

the new capital, which all classes in these provin-

ces rejoiced to see rising in their neighbourhood.

The gold and silver were melted for the use of

the treasury, but the images of brass and marble

were set up in the public places of the city, for

the entertainment of the people.

Such was the caution with which he proceeded,

that many of the Pagans refused to believe that

the emperor had given up the ancient religion.

He certainly laboured to secure friends with both

parties. To please the Pagans he got his father

deified by the senate, that they might worship him

as a god. And at the same time he told the

Christians that his father had been an eminent

saint, who banished all Pagans from the palace,

and esteemed Christian servants more than hoards

of treasure. He struck medals on which himself

was represented, with the attributes of Jupiter,

Mars, Hercules, but most frequently with those
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of Apollo the god of the Sun and of Music.

And he also coined money, on which he was re-

presented in a praying posture, and with the sym-

bols of Christian devotion. He issued an edict

to the Christians, commanding them to keep the

Lord's day; and another to the Pagans, ordering

them regularly to consult the aruspices or sooth-

sayers. To the Christians he acted as head of

the church, (though being still unbaptized he

was not a member of it,) by regulating her wor-

ship and government, and persecuting heretics.

And to the Pagans he was Pontifex Maximus,

chief priest of their religion as long as he lived.

When he died, the one party declared him a god,

and gave him divine worship: and the other ca-

nonized him as a saint, and proclaimed him equal

to the apostles. There was no great day of wrath

on the Pagans in his time. Succeeding emperors

proceeded with the same cautious policy; gradu-

ally strengthening the Catholic church, discoun-

tenancing Paganism, and demolishing a temple

now and then, and giving its revenues to the

Christian clergy. But there was no general or

effectual law against Pagan worship, no punish-

ment that attached to the persons of Pagans till

the reign of Theodosius the great. He marched

to avenge the death of Gratian, and deliver the

empire of the west from the tyrant Maximus.

And although Gratian had already abolished the

immunities and honours of the priests and vestals,

VOL. I. c c
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and confiscated their revenues to the use of the

state, and of the Catholic clergy, Theodosiuis

found four hundred and twenty- four heathen tem-

ples in the city of Rome, images of the gods

receiving the adoration of multitudes in all public

places, and the fumes of Pagan incense in all cor-

ners of the city. Paganism was still regarded by

many as the constitutional and legal religion of

the empire. The majority of the senate were still

Pagans; and there was also a great proportion of

the people who followed their example. But in

the year 388 and in a full meeting of the senate,

Theodosius proposed the question whether Pagan-

ism or Christianity should be the religion of the

Romans. And Gibbon insinuates that the pre-

sence of the victorious emperor, the arbitrary ban-

ishment of Symmachus a wealthy and honourable

senator, and the prospect of reward or punish-

ment as any one might vote for, or against, the

religion of the emperor, were all thought necesary

to secure a majority. But from whatever motives,

a great majority gave the preference to the Christ-

ian religion. And a great majority of them who

voted for Paganism, immediately renounced their

own religion, and embraced that which was now

sanctioned by a vote of the senate. Decrees of

the senate as well as edicts of the emperor were

now issued against idolatry, not only for demolish-

ing the temples, but enacting severe punishment

against all who should try to evade the law, by
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offering sacrifices in any place or in any form. In

all the provinces, the clergy and the monks now

tdok the work of demolishing all monuments of

idolatry into their own hands, and marched at the

head of multitudes for accomplishing the work.

The temples were now generally demolished

throughout the empire, and some few of them

converted into Christian churches. Mosheim

says, " As long as this prince, (Theodosius) lived,

" he exerted himself in the most vigorous and
" effectual manner, in the extirpation of the Pa-

" gan superstitions throughout all the provinces,

" and enacted severe laws and penalties against

" such as adhered to them. His sons Arcadius

" and Honorius pursued with zeal and not with-

*' out success the same end; so that towards the

" conclusion of this century, the Gentile religionde-

" clined apace, and had also no prospect left of re-

" covering their primitive authority and splendour.

*' It is true, that notwithstanding all this zeal and

" severity of the Christian emperors, there still

" remained in several places, and especially in

" the remoter provinces, temples and religious

'' rites consecrated to the Pagan deities."

But neither was this a day of wrath or ven-

geance on the Pagans. The laws of Theodosius

were severe, but the execution of them was mild.

There is nothing in Paganism to interest the

heart or affections, or to induce a man to suffer

for its sake. Gibbon is by no means disposed to

cc2
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extenuate the cruelties of Christian princes. But

after alluding to the zeal of the primitive believers

and Christian martyrs, he adds, " such obstinate

" zeal was not congenial to the loose and careless

" temper of Polytheism. The violent and repeat-

*' ed strokes of the orthodox princes were broken
" by the soft and yielding substance against which
" they were directed; and the ready obedience of

" the Pagans protected them from the pains and
" penalties of the Theodosian code." The Pa-

gans in general complied with the laws. Their

temples were demolished, and they sought not

to offer any sacrifice to their vanquished gods.

Many of them had no religion of their own; and

were not willing to risk any thing in opposing

that of the state. We read of no blood being

shed. And the disobedience of the few who
were more obstinate, appears to have been over-

looked. Nay, many of them enjoyed places of

high power and important trust in the army and

in the civil departments of the state, without re-

nouncing or concealing their religion. Theodo-

sius recalled Symmachus from his exile, after the

vote of the senate was past, and bestowed on him

the consular dignity, and honoured Libanius with

his personal friendship, although they both con-

tinued the avowed champions of Paganism. These

and similar facts, have led Mosheim to conclude,

(though without evidence,) that the laws made an

exception in favour of the learned philosopher, the
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wise Statesman, and the skillful military commander.

But it is an easy matter to understand, that while

thousands of the vulgar renounced their religion,

in obedience to the high authority and express

command of the emperor, such men as these now

mentioned, might persevere in observing and de-

fending it, from stoical pride, or the spirit of ha-

bitual military daring. The disobedience of many
in all ranks was overlooked. But from the time

of Theodosius, Paganism declined rapidly; and

in a short time disappeared entirely in all the li-

mits of the empire.

Were we called on to give an opinion, we should

condemn many of these laws against Paganism as

unjust and cruel; and affirm that the emperor had

no right to persecute the Pagans more than the

dissenting Christians, whom he and his Catholic

subjects called schismatics and heretics; or than

either or both of these classes, against whom he

waged war, had to persecute him and his Catholic

subjects. But at present we are merely stating

facts, to show that the day of wrath was not then

come. Men of a persecuting spirit had only to take

the name of Catholics, and then they might follow

their own inclinations, and gratify their blood-

thirsty appetite on the dissenting heretics, as they

had formerly done on all Christians. The blood

of the saints shed by them that dwelt on the earth,

was not to be avenged till antichrist had fulfilled

cc3
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his number of victims during the forty and two

months.

But though vengeance came not then, were the

persecutors warranted to conclude that it would

never come? With the Lord a thousand years are

as one day, and one day as a thousand years.

Vengeance came not then on the enemies of our

Redeemer's kingdom; but in our times we may
say, that " their judgment now of a long time

" lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth

" not.'*

From this you may see that the comforts of

wealth, and the splendour of worldly prosperity

are not always favourable to the advancement of

true religion. David enjoyed many signal tokens

of the divine favour and protection, when ten

thousands of his enemies were set round about

against him. When he was hunted like a par-

tridge on the mountains, he enjoyed much sweet

fellowship with his God in the solitary caves of

the desert. But when he had attained the sceptre

of Israel, and was at ease on the roof of his palace

in Jerusalem, then his fall was near, and he sinned

grievously against Jehovah his God. And when

the New Testament church was under persecution,

and her children were tried not only with the

spoiling of their goods, but also with cruel mock-

ings and scourgings, bonds, imprisonments, and

death itself, then heavenly-mindedness and broth-

erly love abounded; and vital godliness increased
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with the increasing number of them who professed

it. But when she got the luxuries of wealth, and

the great sword of political power, many of the

ungodly professed religion for selfish ends, like

them who followed Christ for the sake of the

loaves and fishes. With their lips they said

peace, to Christianity ; but hatred and war were

in their hearts. Made up in a great proportion

of such men, the Catholic church became a perse-

cutor in her turn; and has shed much of the blood

of the saints. When her cause was espoused by

the emperor, she was rejected of Christ, and

ranked with the enemies of the Most High. The
foes of Christ have been they of his own house-

hold; the deadliest enemies of his people have

been men who bore the Christian name and called

themselves brethren. The friendship of the world

is enmity against God. Even the smiles of the

world, and the enjoyment of external prosperity

often beget in man a spirit hostile to that which

was in Christ Jesus, and which is recommended

in his gospel. They that are wise cast in their

lot with Christ ; and choose rather to be found

among his people even in suffering affliction, than

to enjoy the power of oppression, and the pleasures

of sin for a season.

In these six seals we have seen the rider on the

white horse and his> three enemies appear on the
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field, the expectations that were excited in his

friends, and the apprehensions aroused in his foes,

by the appearance of the rider on the green horse.

But he joined the foes of the Redeemer; and co-

operated with them in the conflict. And thus the

high hopes of the one party were deferred for a

season ; and the trembling apprehensions of the

other also were unexpectedly reprieved. In the

second division of the Apocalypse, the period of

the six trumpets, we shall see the causes of this

delay developed as the action of the piece goes

forward. And in the third division, that of the

seven vials, we shall see the denouement of the

plot, and the awful catastrophe so long desired by

the one party, and dreaded by the other, coming

at last in its full weight, and ciushing all the

enemies of Jesus to pieces in the wine-press of

the wrath of God.

Viewed as a piece of composition, the sealed book

has an unity which has not been perceived, and

more regularity than has been generally imagined.

But in order to discern the unity of the action,

and its progress under the second and third di-

visions, it is necessary to remember that every one

of the characters who appeared on horseback in

the first, has a province or kingdom peculiarly his

own, over which he presides, and in which his in-

fluence rules. Our Redeemer, the rider on the

white horse, has the host of heaven, the sun,

moon and stars, the luminaries of the gospel
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church, as his peculiar kingdom. These are

darkened under the fourth trumpet: and then we

may be assured that his kingdom and interest are

suffering. But it is only the third part of them

which is then darkened, viz. that part of them

which is under the influence of the rider on the

black horse, who is the third character on the

field, and came forth on the opening of the third

seal. The rider on the red horse, the secular

government, presides over the earth or civil soci-

ety. His kingdom and interest are affected by

the first trumpet, which brings fire and hail on the

earth. The rider on the black horse presides over

the rivers and fountains, and is concerned in the

third trumpet, when the star Wormwood falls on

the rivers and fountains of water, and the waters

are made bitter. The rider on the green horse

presides over idolatry and superstition, the waters

of the green sea; and his interest must be affected

by the second trumpet, under which a burning

mountain is cast into the sea.

In the third period, that of the vials, the

denouement takes place, and the great catastro-

phe comes on. But the same characters are

still on the field; and are affected in one way

or other by every one of the vials. The first is

poured on the earth, and weakens the tyrannical

and persecuting power of him who sits on the

red horse, and who is also represented by a great

red dragon. The second is poured on the sea,
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which it .converts into blood, and reduces the

power of the rider on the green horse, who is also

represented by the ten-horned beast of the sea.

And the third takes effect on the rivers and foun-

tains of waters, which also are changed into blood;

and weakens the rider on the black horse, who is

represented, or rather succeeded by the two-horn-

ed beast, called also the false prophet. The power

of the three enemies being thus weakened by the

first three vials, the fourth is poured on the sun;

and advances the kingdom of Christ by making

the sun to shine with such purity and unprecedent-

ed brilliancy, that he scorches men (sinful worldly

men) as with fire. The fifth is " poured on the

" seat of the beast: and his kingdom was full of

" darkness; and they gnawed their tongues for

" pain, and blasphemed the God of heaven, be-

" cause of their pains and their sores, and repent-

*' ed not of their deeds/' Under the sixth we see

the same enemies, though somewhat changed by

their many campaigns, sending out their unclean

spirits, to gather the kings of the earth and of the

whole world to their assistance in the battle of

that great day of God Almighty. And under the

seventh a great voice out of the temple in heaven

is heard saying, It is done. The three enemies

and their confederate kings come into collision

with the forces of him who sits on the white horse,

on the bloody field of Armageddon, where they

all fall and are taken. " And there were voices
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" and thunders, and lightnings; and there was a

" great earthquake, such as was not since men
" were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake

" and so great. And the great city was divided

" into three parts, and the cities of the nations

" fell: and great Babylon came in remembrance

" before God, to give unto her the cup of the

" wine of the fierceness of his wrath. And every

" island fled away, and the mountains were not

" found." Amen.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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